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QUANTITATIVE CHANGES OF HUMAN RESOURCES
IN THE REGIONS OF LATVIA AND
THE ROLE OF LIFE-LONG LEARNING
Aija Sannikova, Aina Dobele, Rita Baltere, Elita Jermolajeva
The paper focuses on the analysis of changes in the number of population by the regions of
Latvia between 2005 and 2008 and forecasts related to the mentioned changes as well as the necessity
for the development of a lifelong learning system on the conditions of quantitative changes of human
resources. The aim of the research is to study quantitative changes of human resources and forecasts
of the changes for the period of 2005 ñ 2030 in Latvia and Latgale region, as well as the role of
lifelong learning in the context of these changes. Analysis of documents and statistical data, study of
research materials and publications on the coherencies related to the changes in the number of population,
employment and lifelong learning. Results: 1. The number of population will continue to decrease in
Latvia, especially in Latgale for the period of 2005 ñ 2030. The most rapid decline in the number of
population of working age is expected in Latgale, less decrease is expected in Vidzeme, Kurzeme, and
Zemgale. The breakdown of labour force will change by regions and it will centre around Riga and
Pieriga. 2. The necessity to raise human potential and to facilitate employment is one of the most essential
arguments for the improvement of lifelong learning system. Conclusions: 1. An efficient lifelong
learning system shall be established to meet the needs of the national economy for qualitative labour
force under conditions when the total number of population significantly decreases and the number
of population at working age may decline in the future. 2. The development of human potential shall
be related to the demands and trends of labour market as well as regional development strategies.
Key words: population in regions, lifelong learning, employment, human resources, regional
development.

Changes in the Number of Population in Latvia
Within the development process of Latvian economy the structure of labour market
changes dynamically not only quantitatively, but also qualitatively, thus creating
disproportions between demand and supply of labour force in the national economy sectors
and development of these sectors in regions; therefore, creating obstacles for facilitating a
balanced employment in cities, towns and rural areas, for females and males, persons with
special needs and different social and ethnic groups. Labour market is an environment
where interaction between labour supply and demand occurs, thus determining the level
and placement of wages. Within the recent five years considerable quantitative traits have
been observed in the labour market ñ the number of potential demand market players
decreases with the decrease in the number of population at working age.
The number of population in Latgale, likewise in the whole territory of Latvia, continues
to decline (BÁrziÚs 2007, 199. lpp.). Generally in Latvia between 2002 and 2008 the number
of resident population has decreased by 74 874 inhabitants or 3.19%, of which the decrease
in Latgale equals to 33 318 inhabitants or 44.5% of total decrease. The authors believe
that considering falling trend in the number of population in Latvia (Figure 1), especially in
Latgale, policy makers and heads of newly established counties have to think seriously
about how to ensure the number and quality of human resources necessary for the
development of particular sectors.
Also the disproportion of population by genders is observed in Latvia. In 2008 females
prevailed in all regions: in Riga by 11.2 percentage points, region near Riga (in Latvian ñ
Pieriga) ñ 6.2 percentage points, Vidzeme ñ 5.8 percentage points, Kurzeme ñ 6.4 percentage
7

points, Zemgale ñ 5.8 percentage points, Latgale ñ 7. Changes in the structure of resident
gender between 2004 and 2008 are small in regions with prevailing number of females.
Figure 1.

The structure of population in Latvia by regions in 2005 and 2008
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In 2008 the structure of population was as follows: 65% of population was at working
age (15-64 years), 14% ñ under working age, and 21% ñ over working age. It means that
the number of population at working age exceeds the number of other population by 30
percentage points.
Latvia experiences a tendency related to a decline in the population (%) under working
age (up to 15 years). For instance, in 2008 this figure in Latgale and Vidzeme has fallen by
1.3 and 2.2 percentage points respectively compared with 2005 (Figure 2). The decrease in
the number of children and teenagers is related to the low birth rate and emigration of
population at reproduction age. Consequently the regeneration rate of population at working
age will be slower in the future both in regions and Latvia in general.
Figure 2.

The Number of Population (%) under Working Age by
the Regions of Latvia in 2005 and 2008
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According to the data of the Central Statistical Bureau between 2005 and 2008 the
largest number of Latgale population (%) lived in Daugavpils city (Table 1). The second
and third places by the structure of population number in Latgale were taken by Madona
district and Rezekne district, where the share of population in 2008 equalled to 10.62%
and 10.19% respectively of total Latgale population. No significant changes have occurred
in positions of the structure between 2005 and 2008 due to the changes in the number of
resident population in the mentioned populated areas. The smallest number of Latgale
population lived in Balvi district (in 2008 ñ 6.87% of total Latgale population).
Table 1.

The Structure of Resident Population (%) in Towns, Cities and Districts of
Latgale Region at the Beginning of the Year
Town, city/
district
Daugavpils
Madona district
Rezekne district
Daugavpils district
Rezekne
Kraslava district
Ludza district
Balvi district

Year
2005
2006
2007
2008
Number of population (%) of total population in Latvia
27.02
27.15
27.19
27.13
10.81
10.80
10.80
10.82
10.20
10.17
10.17
10.19
9.94
9.94
9.94
9.88
9.01
9.09
9.14
9.19
8.46
8.42
8.38
8.37
7.99
7.92
7.88
7.89
6.91
6.88
6.85
6.87

Source: Central Statistical Bureau; http://data.csb.gov.lv/DATABASE/Iedzsoc/
IkgadÁjie%20statistikas%20dati/IedzÓvot‚ji/IedzÓvot‚ji.asp.

The authors have studied the decrease rate in the number of population in the towns
and districts of Latgale. In 2008 the number of population in Latvia has fallen by 6938
people (1.75%) compared with the previous year (Figure 3). The largest decline was observed
in Daugavpils city (-2.33%), while the smallest decline was in Rezekne (-1.27%). The
absolute significance of 1% of the decrease in the number of population during the period
analysed in Latgale amounted to 3975, of which in Daugavpils ñ 1081, in Madona district ñ
429, in Rezekne district ñ 404, in Daugavpils district ñ 395, in Rezekne ñ 363, in Balvi
district ñ 272, in Kraslava district ñ 333, in Ludza district ñ 313, and in Preili district ñ
383.
The comparison of the forecasted number of Latvia population in 2030 with the actual
number of population in 2008 equalling to 2 270†894 people leads to a conclusion that the
decrease might amount to 10.95%, and the comparison with 2005 would provide a figure
making 12.35% (Table 2). The most considerable decline in the number of population is
forecasted for Latgale, which could reach 24.54% in the next 25 years, while the smallest
decrease is forecasted for Pieriga. The authors consider these figures alarming. Therefore
strategies for the increase of human resource quality shall be elaborated to ensure that
human resources meet the requirements of economic sectors in the future. It can be achieved
by ensuring better availability of the lifelong learning offer and improving the content of
lifelong learning.

9

Figure 3.

The Decrease Rate in the Number of Population in Latgale and Latgale Towns
and Districts in 2008 Compared with the Previous Year
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Table 2.

The Number of Latvia Population (thousand) in 2005 and Forecasts*
for 2010 and 2030
Time period
Region
Riga
Pieriga
Vidzeme
Kurzeme
Zemgale
Latgale
Total

2005

2010*

2030*

731.8
366.1
245.4
310.7
288.1
364.3
2306.4

710.5
375.9
236.3
299.6
278.8
338.5
2239.6

651.6
380.7
206.8
257.7
250.6
374.9
2022.3

Increase (±)
Increase rate (±%)
Indicators of 2030
against indicators of 2005
- 80.2
- 10.96
- 14.6
- 3.99
- 38.6
- 15.73
- 53.0
- 17.06
- 37.5
- 13.02
- 89.4
- 24.54
- 284.1
- 12.32

Source: made by the authors according to the data of the Central Statistical Bureau;
BÁrziÚ 2007, 200. lpp., data of the Central Statistical Bureau (DetalizÁts
darbaspÁka.. 2007, 115. lpp.).

Forecasts for the number of population at working age (15-64 years) are not
consolatory ñ the number of population at working age will decrease in 2030:

in case of the optimistic forecasts ñ up to 1.394 million;

in the basic scenario ñ up to 1.287 million;

in the pessimistic forecasts ñ up to 1.193 million (DetalizÁts darbaspÁka.. 2007,
114. lpp.).
A rapid aging of population at working age is expected after 2010. The decline of
population is expected in all regions, excluding Pieriga. The number of population at working
age will decrease in Riga, Vidzeme, Kurzeme, Zemgale, and Latgale. The most rapid decrease
of population at working age for the period of 2005 ñ 2030 is expected in Latgale ñ 78
thousand, slower process is expected in Vidzeme, Kurzeme, and Zemgale (Figure 4).
10

Figure 4.

The Number of Population at Working Age (15-64 years) by the Regions of
Latvia in 2005 and Forecasts for 2030
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Source: made by the authors according to the data of the Central Statistical Bureau and the
research data of the University of Latvia; (DetalizÁts darbaspÁka.. 2007, 117. lpp.).

The share related to the breakdown of labour force by regions will change between
2005 and 2030. Researchers think that 51.8% of Latvia population at working age would
centre around Riga and region near Riga in 2030. The most dashing decline in the share of
population is expected for Latgale region ñ from 15.7% in 2005 to 13.2% in 2030. The
aging of the population at working age will occur simultaneously with the decrease in the
number of this group of population. In number the age-group of population between 25
and 34 years will be the smallest group in the structure of labour force in 2030 (DetalizÁts
darbaspÁka un.. 2007 117. lpp.). The decline in the number of population and changes in
the population structure will occur also in the coming years. If 18% of total Latvia population
in 2008 are elder than 65 years, then in 2060 their share would reach 30% of total number
of population. Simultaneously the number of younger population will decrease, and in
general the forecasts show that the number of Latvia population from 2.269 million in
2008 would decline to 1.682 million in 2060 (LÓdz 2060.gadam Latvij‚ lÓdz .. 2008).

Demand of Labour Force
The demand for qualified and highly qualified labour force increases simultaneously
with the decrease of the number of population in regions.
At the end of 2008 and in 2009 on the conditions of economic crisis production volumes
decreased, thus unemployment rapidly went up in the country. However, speaking about
the demand of labour force on the conditions of a rapid economic growth, one should
remember the situation of 2006 and 2007, when many economic sectors experienced an
explicit shortage of labour force. During the recent years (2006ñ2007) many job vacancies
have appeared in several national economy sectors ñ construction, trade, and individual
sectors of manufacturing industry. The growth in job vacancies has several reasons: no
labour force having the required qualification, decrease of the number of population at
working age, and high emigration rate to the Western Europe.
The breakdown of the number of employed also influences the demand: in 2006 the
largest number of employed of total number of employed people was employed in service
sector ñ 19.5%, followed by trade, hotels and restaurants ñ 19.1% and manufacturing
industry ñ 11.6%. According to the Central Statistical Bureau data of the 3rd quarter of
11

2007 totally of all employed persons equalling to 1130.8 thousand, the majority were
employed in wholesale and retail trade repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles, personal
household goods (G*) ñ 178.1 thousand (15.75%), manufacturing (D*) ñ 167 thousand
(14.76%), construction (F*) ñ 129.9 thousand (11.48%), while in such sectors as public
administration and defence, compulsory social security (L*) ñ 82.5 thousand (7.3%), and
education (M*) ñ 81.8 thousand (7.23%). This factor considerably affects the possibility of
development oriented sectors to impact the growth of the gross domestic product (GDP).
Insufficient quality of education on all levels of education as well as lack of cooperation
among education, science and labour market lowers the potential possibilities of the
education system to increase the employment capacities of labour force. At the same time
persons with low qualification and undeveloped skills are subjected to the risk of
unemployment and all the consequent social results.

Role of Lifelong Learning in Increase of Human Resource Quality and
Facilitation of Employment
Lifelong learning is considered as a cornerstone of the European Union member state
policy in the development of human resources. The offer of education sectors, territorial
provision, and education quality considerably impacts the development of human resources
and training of labour force. Growth of human capital expressed in the labour process
creates human resources and enters labour potential. Besides health, working capacity,
activity, organisation, education, professional competence, and emotional intellect are the
characteristics of human potential (Garleja 2006, 5. lpp.).
In the information society human knowledge and skills have a decisive value for the
achievement of high welfare level. Knowledge society is a system of human social relations
ensuring a high level of innovations, and possibility for every individual to achieve high
participation degree by continuous acquisition, application and creation of new knowledge
for personal and social welfare. The importance for the development of lifelong learning
has been especially emphasised in the meetings of the EU member states leading politicians
held in Lisbon and Nice. It is significant to achieve that the system of lifelong learning
enhances possibilities to obtain qualifications valid not only in the present, but also in the
future. ìQualificationî in modern international understanding is a common noun denoting
a degree, diploma, and other certifications of education, not only professional qualifications
as such (Haug, Tauch 2002).
Rise of education level of population is closely connected with the growth of the national
economy, increase of material welfare of population and national development, and decrease
of poverty and unemployment (Augst‚ko un profesion‚lo m‚cÓbu iest‚˛u absolventu.. 2007,
3. lpp.). Relevance between the educational level and unemployment is the same in all the
EU member states ñ the highest unemployment rate is observed among people with primary
or basic education, while the lowest ñ among people with higher education. The
unemployment rate decreases with the increase of education level (Nikolajevs, Nikolajeva
2005 106. lpp.). The population also believes that education plays crucial role in the growth
of individual competitiveness (MeÚikovs, 2005, 12. lpp.).
The Lisbon strategy, adopted on March 23-24, 2000, envisages making the EU the
most competitive and dynamic economy in the world in a ten-year period. The employment
targets for 2010 set by Latvia slightly lag behind the EU stated level. Several factors have
determined the decision to set lower employment rate in Latvia:
* classification code of sectors
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pronounced regional differences in employment and unemployment ñ high
unemployment rate in districts more distant from Riga is observed simultaneously
with the shortage of labour force with certain skills in Riga;
non-compliance of labour force skills with the labour market requirements
(Nodarbin‚tÓbas politikas pamatnost‚dnes 2005).

Although according to the statistics (ZiÚojums par Latvijas.. 2007.g. decembris) the
employment rate of Latvia population (number of employed people at the age group of 1564 years) in the first three quarters of 2007 reached 67.7%, thus exceeding the employment
target of Latvia set in the National Lisbon Programme of Latvia for 2005-2008 for the
year 2010 (67%), still regional differences in employment and unemployment exist in the
labour market, as well as non-compliance of labour force skills with the labour market
requirements, relatively high rate of undeclared employment, increased unemployment rate
for young people, disabled persons, people with poor knowledge of Latvian, and other
socially excluded risk groups. It means that disproportions in the availability to obtain
education (and motivation to obtain it) in the countryside, towns and regions, and different
education quality hinder the growth rate of the country.
Employment goals set by Latvia for 2010 lag slightly behind the level set by the EU,
since several problems in Latvian labour market do not allow setting higher goals. The
main problems are related to:

pronounced regional differences in employment and unemployment ñ high
unemployment rate in districts more distant from Riga, at the same time a shortage of
labour force with certain skills exists in Riga;

relatively high rate of undeclared employment in particular sectors of the national
economy (construction, manufacturing industry, agriculture, and transport services),
which reduces social security benefits and does not allow diminishing the burden of
labour taxes, which especially negatively impact low-paid workers;

high risk of unemployment for young people, persons after child care leave, people
with poor knowledge of Latvian, and other socially excluded risk groups;

non-compliance of labour force skills with the labour market requirements.
Since 1998 connections between lifelong learning and employment have been
emphasised in the EU Employment Guidelines (Eiropas Nodarbin‚tÓbas stratÁÏija, 1997).
Social integration of population simultaneously creating equal opportunities for the
population to participate in the social life and establishment of the state economic potential
are essential for sustainable economic development of the country. Reasonably education
is considered as the sphere of human activities most directly affecting the life quality and
welfare of population. The growth target for Latvia is the increase of population living
standard (Latvijas izaugsmes modelis: CilvÁks pirmaj‚ viet‚ 2005, 1. lpp.).
It defines the EU strategic goals and objectives to be achieved for enhancement of
economic development and employment, at the same time considering reasons of social
inclusion and sustainable development.
Political documents of Latvia recognise knowledge as the main growth resource of
Latvia, and the increase of a human living standard is the growth target (Latvijas Nacion‚lais
attÓstÓbas pl‚ns.. 2006, 6. lpp.). The population of Latvia regions shall receive education,
which ensures their inclusion into the labour market, active participation in civil society
and personal development.
Studies on the movement of labour force show that after the graduation of regional
education institutions, not always graduates decide to work in regions. The main tendency ñ
they try to find better paid jobs (ReÏion‚l‚s augstskolas un.. 2003). It means that pure
development of the lifelong learning network without other stimuli would not attract young
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and well educated people to live in a region (at least for a definite period of time),
consequently promoting the continuation of migration (on regional, state and the EU level)
based on searching for adequate job and salary.
The Report on Economic Development of Latvia (ZiÚojums par Latvijas.. 2007.g.
decembris) emphasises the necessity for the development of an efficient lifelong learning
system, as investment in human capital is considered as a determinant factor for increase of
the productive capacity in order to promote transition to knowledge-intensive economy.
The economic development of both the state and individual enterprises is affected by different
factors and available resources: natural, labour, capital, information, and others. However
the economic growth rates may considerably differ even at the equal amount of resources.
Educated, high qualified specialists with a definite quality of life and professional activity
are one of the most important factors for a successful development of a company. High
economic growth rates may be achieved based on the experience and the existing qualified
specialists in traditional and knowledge-intensive sectors, and stable interest of the society
for the acquisition of qualitative education. Knowledge being the most significant creator
of value added and advantages for organisational competitiveness, thus marking the
beginning of a new area - knowledge-intensive economy is one of the characteristics of a
contemporary economics, and not the traditional production factors (land, labour, capital)
(Babris 2007).
According to the statistics the majority of unemployed persons are the representatives
of simple low-skilled professions and persons with lower level of education, while the
highest employment rate is observed among persons with higher education, for instance,
86.9% of persons with higher education were employed in 2006. Of all employed persons
in 2006, 71% were employed in cities and towns and 29% were employed in the countryside.
Regions experience many deficiencies in the development of human resources, thus
hindering successful inclusion of population into the labour market. The following problems
are identified in Latgale region:

the quality of education, skills and abilities of labour force do not comply with the
requirements of employers;

low inner mobility of labour force after the age of 40 years;

increased risk of unemployment for the groups of population subjected to the social
exclusion risk;

potential lack of labour force due to the outflow of labour force to abroad, decrease of
the population below the working age;

signs of gender discrimination in the labour market;

weakly developed partnership on the local level for implementation of the efficient
and integrated employment policy;

low economic activity of population and small number of self-employed persons
(Latgales reÏiona cilvÁkresursu attÓstÓbas pl‚ns 2006).
Similar problems are observed also in other regions. Economic differences between
females and males have been distinguished (the share of females working in low paid jobs
is significantly higher than for males).
The highest unemployment rate still remains in Latgale region (14.4% in 2006). The
largest increase of unemployment in February, 2009 was observed in Rezekne, Aizkraukle
and Dobele districts. The highest unemployment rate in Riga region was in Ogre district
(10%), in Kurzeme region ñ Kuldiga district (12.8%), in Latgale region ñ Rezekne district
(21.2%), in Vidzeme region ñ Aluksne and Gulbene districts (11.6%), and in Zemgale
region ñ Dobele district (14.9%) (ReÏistrÁt‚ bezdarba lÓmenis.. 2009).
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Economic backwardness remains in the most distant territories of the country, at the
same time social contradictions increase there. Migration of population and concentration
of resources occur in the direction of centres. According to the studies persons with higher
education are relatively more mobile and a job adequate to their qualification is more
important for them (Kri‚ne, Baulis 2007). Solvent population of Latvia have wider
opportunities for continuing education, while the majority of adult population, especially
outside Riga, have no free resources for investment in their development. The offer of
lifelong learning outside the centres of national and regional importance (cities under the
state jurisdiction and districts) is comparatively limited, therefore requiring the use of
additional resources for regional population willing to participate in study programmes,
courses or seminars held in cities under the state jurisdiction and districts. Analysing the
offer of the 1st level (college) higher education, the authors have concluded that regional
coverage of college network is weak in Latvia.
Targets of lifelong learning in Latvia are to ensure the availability of lifelong learning
for inhabitants, to create qualitative education offer for adults, to create a harmonised
system of legal and regulatory enactments, and to create efficient management of resources,
including financial resources (M˚˛izglÓtÓbas politikas pamatnost‚dnes.. 2007). Therefore a
question arises how to achieve a qualitative, compliant with the demand and available
lifelong learning. The authors believe that the balance of eight support components shall be
ensured (Figure 5):

political support (PS);

legislative compliance (LC);

financial support and predictability (FS);

wide informative support (IS);

provision with highly qualified, change and order oriented educators (ES);

adequate methodical coverage (MC);

adequate materially-technical coverage (MTC);

cyclical studies during the process development (CPD).
Figure 5.

Support Components for Lifelong Learning
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The Basic Guidelines of Lifelong Learning Policy emphasize adult education, which is
the weakest point in the process of education provision in Latvia, and is not markedly
depicted in legal and regulatory enactments, besides the responsibility or shared responsibility
of partners involved in the process is not either determined. Therefore it is necessary to
develop both the management and offer of lifelong learning, and the model for financing
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lifelong learning, which is based on the balance and partnership (state, municipal, and private
investors). Regulatory enactments determining shared responsibility and spheres of influence
(financial, management etc.) shall be drafted to introduce a shared responsibility principle.
T. KoÌe and L. Muraova specify that a reserved attitude towards changes is observed
in Latvia, since there exists inactivity, and lack of financial resources, including the sphere
of education and a need for instructions (KoÌe, Murakovska 2007, 124. lpp.). However,
the authors believe the changes in the education system or reform of the education system
suddenly planned in 2009 as caused by the decrease of population of all ages to be sort of
campaign and unprepared. A considerable reduction of schools, teachers, and education
programmes without the analysis of consequences expected in the future and preparation
of these changes in the previous period may cause an adverse effect ñ saving resources on
the development of education and science today may cause great losses for the state in the
future due to low labour productivity, low employment, low birth rate, emigrated persons,
and social stress raised in the country.
Many countries of the world seek for new success factors and invest significant resources
in the processes of education and training to ensure further development of human capital
spheres. In Latvia the reforms planned in 2009 lead the society in a completely opposite
direction ñ smaller investments in all spheres, including health care, education and science.
The number of jobs that would remain in the country or would be newly created will
greatly depend on efficient investment (material and non-material) in education and science
that through their final products ñ new knowledge and innovative solutions return to the
economy as added value. Small in number and relatively weak in economic development
the society of Latvia shall be able to compete on the EU and world economic markets. It
may be achieved by modernising production and creating relatively low, qualitative, and
innovative products. The system of lifelong learning in the country shall promote the increase
of human competences and compliance with the new challenges of the 21st century.
Publication created in the framework of the Project ìSupport for doctoral studies programm of
LUAíí(2009/0180/1DP/1.1.2.1.2/09/IPIA/VIAA/017 )// Nr.04.4-08/EF2.D2.04
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Kopsavilkums
CILV«KRESURSU KVALITATŒV¬S IZMAI“AS LATVIJAS REÃIONOS UN
TO NOZŒME M¤ﬁIZGLŒTŒB¬
Aija Sannikova, Aina Dobele, Rita Baltere, Elita Jermolajeva
Rakst‚ tiek analizÁtas iedzÓvot‚ju skaita izmaiÚas Latvijas reÏionos 2005.g.ñ2008.g. un t‚
prognoze, k‚ arÓ m˚˛izglÓtÓbas sistÁmas attÓstÓbas nepiecieamÓba cilvÁkresursu kvantitatÓvo p‚rmaiÚu
apst‚kÔos. Darba mÁrÌis ir izpÁtÓt cilvÁkresursu kvantitatÓv‚s izmaiÚas un to prognozi 2005.g.ñ2030.g.
Latvij‚ un Latgales reÏion‚, k‚ arÓ m˚˛izglÓtÓbas lomu o p‚rmaiÚu kontekst‚. Rakst‚ tika izmantota
dokumentu un statistikas datu analÓze, pÁtÓjumu un publik‚ciju izpÁte par iedzÓvot‚ju skaita izmaiÚ‚m,
nodarbin‚tÓbu un m˚˛izglÓtÓbas kopsakarÓb‚m. PÁtÓjuma rezult‚ti: Latvij‚ 2005.g.ñ2030.g. turpin‚sies
iedzÓvot‚ju kopskaita samazin‚an‚s. Visstrauj‚kais darbspÁjas vecuma iedzÓvot‚ju skaita samazin‚jums sagaid‚ms LatgalÁ, lÁn‚k samazin‚an‚s notiks VidzemÁ, KurzemÁ un ZemgalÁ. MainÓsies
darbaspÁka sadalÓjuma proporcijas pa reÏioniem un darbaspÁks koncentrÁsies ap RÓgu un PierÓgu.
Viens no b˚tisk‚kajiem argumentiem m˚˛izglÓtÓbas sistÁmas pilnveidei ir nepiecieamÓba k‚pin‚t
cilvÁkpotenci‚lu un veicin‚t nodarbin‚tÓbu.
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Secin‚jumi. Lai nodroin‚tu tautsaimniecÓbas vajadzÓbas pÁc kvalitatÓva darbaspÁka, apst‚kÔos,
kad b˚tiski samazin‚s iedzÓvot‚ju kopskaits un n‚kotnÁ ñ arÓ darbaspÁjas vecuma iedzÓvot‚ju skaits,
ir j‚izveido efektÓva m˚˛izglÓtÓbas sistÁma. CilvÁkpotenci‚la attÓstÓba j‚saista ar darba tirgus prasÓb‚m
un tendencÁm, reÏionu attÓstÓbas stratÁÏij‚m.
AtslÁgas v‚rdi: iedzÓvot‚ju skaits reÏionos, m˚˛izglÓtÓba, nodarbin‚tÓba, cilvÁkresursi, reÏionu
attÓstÓba.

Резюме
КОЛИЧЕСТВЕННЫЕ ИЗМЕНЕНИЯ ЧЕЛОВЕЧЕСКИХ РЕСУРСОВ В РЕГИОНАХ
ЛАТВИИ И РОЛЬ НЕПРЕРЫВНОГО ОБУЧЕНИЯ
Айя Санникова, Айна Добеле, Рита Балтере, Элита Ермолаева
В статье анализируется изменения численности населения в регионах Латвии c 2005 по
2008 год, дается прогноз до 2030 г., а также обосновывается необходимость развития системы
непрерывного обучения в обстоятельствах количественных изменений человеческих ресурсов.
Цель работы – исследование количественных изменений человеческих ресурсов и прогноз на
2005–2030 годы в Латвии и Латгальском регионе и роль непрерывного обучения в контексте
этих изменений. Методологическая база исследования: документальный анализ, анализ статистических данных и научной литературы.
Результаты исследования: В Латвии 2005–2030 годах будет продолжаться снижение численности трудоспособного населения. Наиболее высокий темп сокращения ожидается в Латгалии, медленнееe, соответственно, в Видземе, Курземе и Земгале. Произойдет также изменение
в пропорции рабочей силы по регионам, с наибольшим сосредоточением рабочей силы в Риги
и Рижском регионе. Один из ключевых аргументов в укреплении системы непрерывного обучения – необходимость увеличения человеческого потенциала, способствуя развитию занятости,
при этом необходимо создать эффективную систему непрерывного обучения. Развитие человеческого потенциала должно быть взаимосвязано с потребностями и тенденциями рынка труда
и стратегиями развития регионов.
Ключевые слова: численность населения в регионах, непрерывное обучение, занятость,
человеческие ресурсы, региональное развитие.
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IDENTIFICATION OF ACTUAL CLUSTERS AND
THEIR ROLEíS MEASUREMENT IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
REGIONAL COMPETITIVENESS: THE CASE OF LATVIA
Vera BoroÚenko
M.Porter, the founder of the cluster theory, considers clusters mainly as a factor that helps to
raise the competitiveness of regions and economic subjects functioning on their territory. Thus, it is
very important to show the role of clusters in the growth of competitiveness of Latvian regions as
precisely as possible. The research object is Latvian regions; meanwhile, the research subject is the
competitiveness of regions and cluster development; the objective of the research is to find actual
clusters in Latvian economic space and to define the role of clusters in the growth of Latvian regionsí
competitiveness. In order to achieve the objective mentioned above within the frameworks of this
research, the following tasks have been set: to probate cluster identification methodology in Latvia,
to define its development stage and clustersí exact role in the growth of competitiveness of Latvian
regions on the basis of quantitative data. As a result, it can be concluded that in the Latvian economy,
actually functioning clusters can be identified according to the present ownership and administrative
obligations among the participants, using practical methods based on Porterís methodological
approach, D.Starkís clustering algorithms, as well as the computer product provided by ìLursoftî ñ
the graph of obligations ñ for graphical presentation of identified clusters. According to the
methodology given by the World Economic Forum, the only Latvian region that can be viewed as a
competitive one on the global scale is Riga region (i.e. Riga), which is at the transition stage to the
innovation-driven one. All the rest of Latvian regions are at the efficiency-driven stage, at which
clusters can not raise their competitiveness yet; however they can show that a region has reached a
particular level of competitveness, when clusters start being created. At present, clusters are mainly
formed in Riga and are one of the most significant factors of its competitiveness. The results of this
research will encourage the development of regional clustering in Latvia, as well as will assist in
identification of existing clusters in Latvian economy.
Key words: regional competitiveness, cluster, role, factor, indicator, economic development
stage of a region.

Introduction
In his diamond model, M.Porter reflected the methodological basis for determining
the role of clusters in the development of region competitiveness, where ìclusters constitute
one of the peaks forming the diamond model ñ related and supporting industriesî (Портер
2000, с. 240) ñ and are among other factors determining region competitiveness.
Thus, it is possible to make a conclusion that clusters are one of the factors influencing
region competitiveness. However, in the conditions of economic globalization, determining
factors of region competitiveness depend on the development stage of this region ñ the
lower the stage of economic development, the more its competitiveness depends on the
amount of production factors; whereas, at the highest stages of economic development, the
decisive role is played by innovations, the same as in economic clustering, to which primary
attention is paid in this research. It means that each development stage of regions ñ factordriven stage, efficiency-driven stage, innovation-driven stage (The Global Competitiveness
Report 2006, p.25) ñ has its own factors determining region competitiveness, i.e. significance
of the peaks of M.Porterís diamond model depends on the development stage occupied by
the analyzed region.
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While developing, regions also develop their competitive advantages and competition
methods. At the factor-driven stage the main factors of region competitiveness are cheap
labour force and raw natural resources, at the next development stage ñ efficiency and
productiveness of manufactured goods and services. At these two economic development
stages of a region, innovations, including clusters, have a minor role.
Thus, it is possible to say, that at the factor-driven and efficiency-driven stages, clusters
are an indicator, rather than a factor of the growth of region competitiveness, because
clusters appear only when a region has reached a certain level of competitiveness; at the
same time they indicate that the region is competitive enough and is ready for transition to
the innovation-driven stage, where clusters foster region competitiveness, i.e. become a
factor of region competitiveness.
Close connection of region competitiveness and cluster development is empirically
proven by means of the correlation analysis including more than 100 research objects,
regions covered by the researches of the World Economic Forum.
The Global Competitiveness Report has such empirical indices as the State of Cluster
Development and the Global Competitiveness Index for rating regions; as to the former, it
rates them by the development of clusters; meanwhile the latter ñ by their competitiveness.
The calculations allow to make a conclusion that in all the ratings the correlation
between two variables is either tight or middle tight ñ the correlation coefficient is 0.634 in
2004, 0.720 in 2006 and 0.802 in 2007 ñ and highly significant, because the correlation
coefficient in all the cases reaches the level of statistical significance p≤0.01. During all the
three periods the analyzed correlation is positive, it means that the higher is the region
competitive index, the better is its cluster development state, or vice versa. Taking into
account that Spearmanís correlation coefficient of ranks does not show ìlogicalî1 direction
of this correlation, i.e. does not point out which variable has a determining role and which ñ
a productive one, it is necessary to use the theoretic substantiation mentioned above that a
determining or indicative role of clusters in the region competitiveness depends on the
development stage of this region. In its turn, the result of the correlation analysis is the
quantitative evaluation of this role.
Thus, the main contribution of this article is not only to put to test the methodology of
identification of existing clusters in regional economics on the example of Latvia, but also
to give qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the clustersí role in the development of
competitiveness of internal Latvian regions basing on results of world investigations of
competitiveness and regional cluster development.

1. Probation of Cluster Identification Methods in Latvia
Clusters that already function in Latvian economy can be identified according to Porterís
methodology and D.Starkís clustering algorithm (Старк 2002) using official statistical data
as the main source of information. The essence of this algorithm is as follows: during
analysis, two variables are used ñ on the one hand, owners of the company and on the other
hand, companies which are owned by this company. Using these variables, as well as the
graphic interpretation software2, it is not only possible to identify clusters actually functioning
in the economy, in that way developing its background, but also to show it graphically.
Thus, ownership obligations are actually a measurable economic background and a unifying
component of clusters whose participants are juridically independent.
1
This term is offered by the author in order to distinguish between two absolutely different kinds of
directions ñ ìlogicalî and ìmathematicalî ñ which are always used together during a correlation analysis.
2
D.Stark used software KrackPlot. (Старк 2002)
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Actual clusters in the economy are identified in four stages:
defining the branch of national economy, which is the most successful and the most
competitive on the global market, taking into consideration the share of its export in
the whole amount of state export. The share of the branch in the total amount of state
export is taken as an empirical criterion;
finding economic subjects, which produce highly demanded goods on the global market.
The economic subjects are grouped according to their ownership obligations. These
obligations form the ìskeletonî of the cluster formed around the biggest producer;
expertsí evaluation and deciding whether the cluster structure corresponds to the reality,
and some corrections are made if necessary;
researching of identified clusters, for istance, by means of multi-product models, which
allow to best show internal relationships within the cluster (Frolova†2005, 67. lpp.).

1)

2)
3)
4)

Practical identification of cluster functioning in Latvian economy is possible with the
help of a unique product ñ graph of obligations, created by SIA Lursoft3. The graph of
obligations is formed on the basis of the Latvian Enterprise Register, Pawn Register and
Lursoft Databases of Court Information Systems. These data bases are reflected in a single,
concentrated, graphic figure using software ÃenÁze available on the Internet. The graph of
obligations shows ownership obligations of an economic subject, as well as his administrative
ones. The author considers administrative obligations to be cluster-forming mechanisms
and uses them in further analysis alongside with ownership obligations.
The practical analysis of the clusters actually functioning in Latvian economy has to
be conducted according to the above-mentioned programme, i.e. using M.Porterís
methodology, D.Starkís clustering algorithm and the graph of obligations. For this purpose,
it is necessary to determine the most significant export product of Latvia. This task is
accomplished by means of the Latvian official export structure statistics at least within a 3
yearsí period, in order to determine the dominating group of Latvian export goods.
The analysis of Latvian statistics allows to make a conclusion that in recent years
forest and wood processing industry has been an absolute export leader in Latvia, AS4
Latvijas finieris is the biggest economic subject in this sphere currently (Figure 1).
By means of D.Starkís clustering algorithm, as well as the graph of obligations, it is
possible to precisely identify the participants of the Latvian Forest cluster and to analyse
the cluster structure from regional and hronological5 viewpoints. According to the Latvian
Forest cluster structure first identified in 2006 on the basis of its participantsí ownersip and
administrative obligations, the cluster had 19 participants.
The identified group of economic subjects operating in the forest industry can be called
a cluster, because it corresponds to the main requirements of the conceptual model
(BoroÚenko 2007, 98. lpp.) of an economic cluster:
1) the forest cluster in Latvia is an economic subject rather than a juridical person;
participants of the cluster are juridical persons, all of them being registered in the
Register of Juridical Persons of the Republic of Latvia;
2) participants of the identified Latvian Forest cluster have legal independence, but they
are economically interrelated by ownership and administrative obligations;
3) participants of the Latvian Forest cluster differ in type of activity and economic and
institutional status ñ they are commercial companies, establishments of state
SIA is a form of Latvian business management that can be translated as Limited Liability Company.
AS is a form of Latvian business management that can be translated as Joint-Stock Company.
5
SIA Lursoft, while designing the graph of obligations, uses the terms ìhistorical obligationsî and ìpresent
obligationsî.
3
4
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management and control, research and educational institutions, different memberships,
associations and unions;
participants of the Forest cluster are geographically proximate and operate mainly in
Riga region.
There are other features observed in the Latvian Forest cluster that are desirable in a cluster:
specialization ñ Latvian Forest cluster is formed on the basis of main activity uniting
all its participants ñ processing of wood and manufacturing of wood products;
cluster ìlife-cycleî ñ Latvian Forest cluster is not a temporary phenomenon; it has
existed in Latvian economy for a long time and is changing dynamically. The analysis
of previous and current obligations proves it;
innovations ñ Latvian Forest cluster includes research and educational establishments,
local and international wood processing enterprises, which are the promotion
ìchannelsî of new knowledge and technologies (Figure 2).
Figure 1.

The Most Important Groups of Export Goods of Latvia, %
2005

2006

2007
22
22

Forest and wood products
13

Ferrous metals and ferrous metal products
9

Mechanisms and mechanical devices,
electrical equipment
Textile materials and textile products

7

Mineral products

7
7

Food industry products
6

Chemical industry and products of the related
industries
4

4

Other products

4

6

15
15

10
11

9

9

6

4

Means of communication

8

25

8

7
7

7

5

3
3
3

Plastic materials and their products, rubber
and it products
2

Vegetables and fruit

2

Cattle, cattle related products
Stone, gypsum, cement, glass, ceramic
products

2
2
2

Paper pulp, paper and cardboard

2
2
2

3
3
4
4

1
1
1

Optical devices and equipment, watches,
musical instruments
0

Source: LR CSB.
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Figure 2.

Structure of the Latvian Forest Cluster, 2006
Latvijas finieris ñ the leader of the cluster
}

}

Latvijas finieris ñ founder or member

}

¬rvalstu
investoru
padome
Latvij‚1

Latvijas finieris ñ financial contributor

Latvijas Vides
p‚rvaldÓbas
asoci‚cija2

Troja
(contribution ñ 50%)

V‚cijas un Latvijas
uzÚÁmumu
savienÓba3

Latvijas Zin‚tÚu
akadÁmijas
Ekonomikas
instit˚ts11
(contribution ñ 25%)

Latvijas Kvalit‚tes
asoci‚cija4
Latvijas
Kokmateri‚lu
ra˛ot‚ju un tirgot‚ju
asoci‚cija5

}

Latvijas
person‚la
vadÓanas
asoci‚cija10

RÁzeknes me˛a
Ópanieku konsult‚ciju
centrs14
(contribution ñ 100%)

Latvijas
kokr˚pniecÓbas
feder‚cija7

Verems,
RÁzeknes SEZ SIA15
(contribution ñ 100%)

}

Asoci‚cija
Latvijas koks8

}

Ludzas me˛r˚pniecÓbas
saimniecÓba12
(contribution ñ 25%)
Person‚la attÓstÓbas un
izglÓtÓbas centrs13
(contribution ñ 100%)

}

}

Latvijas me˛u
sertifik‚cijas
padome6

}

Latvijas
Me˛izstr‚d‚t‚ju
savienÓba17

ZaÔais sertifik‚ts
Latvijas
me˛saimniecÓba9

}

RÁzeknes SEZ16
(contribution ñ 1.86%)
Foreign Investor Council in Latvia; 2Latvian Association for Environmental Management; 3Union of German
and Latvian Companies; 4Latvian Association for Quality; 5Latvian Timber Producersí and Tradersí Association
oMaterials; 6Latvian Forest Certification Council; 7Latvian Forest Industry Federation; 8Association Latvian
Wood; 9Green Sertification in Latvian Forestry Industry; 10Latvian Association of Personnel Management;
11
Institute of Economics of the Latvian Academy of Sciences; 12Ludza Wood Industry; 13Personnel Development
and Education Centre; 14Rezekne Forest Owners Consulting; Centre; 15Verems, company of RSEA; 16Rezekne
Special Economic Area; 17Latvian Union of Timber Harvesting Companies.
1

Source: LR Commercial Register.
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As it has been mentioned before, in 2006 the Latvian Forest cluster included 19
participants (present obligations), 8 of which had the status of commercial companies;
other 11 had the status of public organizations, associations or other unions (Figure 3).
Participants of the Latvian Forest cluster are interrelated by ownership obligations: they
hold 1.86% ñ 100% of other cluster participantsí shares, and by administrative obligations:
they are members or founders of the public organisations, associations and other unions
included in the cluster.
Figure 3.

Territorial Structure of the Latvian Forest Cluster, 2006
Latvian Forest cluster
}

}

Riga region

The rest territory of Latvia

ZaÔais sertifik‚ts Latvijas
me˛saimniecÓba
Latvijas Vides p‚rvaldÓbas asoci‚cija
Latvijas Zin‚tÚu akadÁmijas
Ekonomikas instit˚ts
V‚cijas un Latvijas uzÚÁmumu savienÓba
Latvijas me˛u sertifik‚cijas padome
Latvijas Kokmateri‚lu ra˛ot‚ju un
tirgot‚ju asoci‚cija
Troja, SIA
¬rvalstu investoru padome Latvij‚
Latvijas kokr˚pniecÓbas feder‚cija
AS Latvijas finieris
Latvijas Kvalit‚tes asoci‚cija
Latvijas Me˛izstr‚d‚t‚ju savienÓba
Person‚la attÓstÓbas un izglÓtÓbas centrs
Latvijas person‚la vadÓanas asoci‚cija
Asoci‚cija Latvijas koks

Latgale region:
RÁzeknes me˛a Ópanieku
konsult‚ciju centrs
Latgale region:
Ludzas me˛r˚pniecÓbas saimniecÓba
Latgale region: RÁzeknes SEZ
Latgale region: Verems, RÁzeknes
SEZ SIA

Source: LR Commercial Register

As to the territory, the Forest cluster is mainly concentrated in Riga (15 participants
out of 19 are located in Riga), only small part ñ 4 out of 19 (all four being commercial
companies) ñ are situated in other regions of Latvia being mainly concentrated in Latgale
region. Thus, according to the territory, the Latvian Forest cluster belongs to one economic
region6 of Latvia (BoroÚenko 2005, 110. lpp.; Boronenko 2006, p. 256), i.e. Riga region7,
only some assisting enterprises are located outside it.
One more feature specific to clusters in Latvia is their relation to the structure of one
personís ownership and administrative obligations ñ as a rule, he or she takes an
administrative position in the leading enterprise of a cluster.
As the author of the article has proved in other researches, from the point of view of economics, there are
two economic regions in Latvia: Riga (or Riga region) and the rest of Latvia including 5 statistical reÏions ñ
Pieriga region, Kurzeme region, Latgale region, Vidzeme region, Zemgale region.
7
According to Latvian official administrative division, Riga city corresponds to Riga region [http://
www.csb.lv/csp/content/?cat=2024 12.06.2009].
6
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Figure 4.

The Scheme of Administrative and Ownership Obligations of
AS Latvijas finieris, 2009

}

}

Latvijas
Me˛izstr‚d‚t‚ju
savienÓba

}

Verems, RÁzeknes
SEZ SIA
AS Latvijas finieris

Main official person of AS
Latvijas finieris

}

Verems 2 SIA

}
}

Management of
Measurement and
Inventory of Latvian
Timber Products

Andrupenes
kokaudzÁtava, SIA

Source: LR Commercial Register.

For instance, the director of AS Latvijas finieris, the leading enterprise of the Forest
cluster identified in this research, takes positions in other economic subjects as well; the
structure of his obligations corresponds to the general structure of the Forest cluster, 4
economic subjects out of 6, respectively, in which the director of AS Latvijas finieris takes
positions, are or were (are marked with a broken pointer) included in the Forest cluster.
The development dynamics of the Forest cluster identified in Latvia shows that within
a 3 yearsí period, since 2006, the identified Forest cluster has continued to develop and
enlarge the number of its participants.
In 2009 the Forest cluster, the center of which is AS ìLatvijas finierisî, had 22
participants (Figure 4). The leader of the cluster has either ownership obligations (in Figure
5 they are shown with numbers on the pointers) or administrative obligations (in Figure†5
they are shown with 0 on the pointers) with them. Moreover, there are several obligations
among peripheral cluster participants.
The following table reflects hronological analysis of how the participants (only
commercial ones) of the Latvian Forest cluster have joined it (Table 1).
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Figure 5.

Administrative Obligations of the Main Official Person of AS Latvijas finieris, 2006
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Source: LR Commercial Register.

Table 1.

Chronology of Creation of the Identified Latvian Forest Cluster, 1997-2006
Participants of the
Forest cluster
SIA Troja
Latvijas Zin‚tÚu
akadÁmijas
Ekonomikas
instit˚ts
Ludzas
me˛r˚pniecÓbas
saimniecÓba
Verems,
RÁzeknes
SEZ SIA
RÁzeknes me˛a
Ópanieku
konsult‚ciju
centrs
Person‚la
attÓstÓbas un
izglÓtÓbas centrs

1997
50

Ownership obligations with AS Latvijas finieris
(Latvijas finieris ownership in cluster participants, %)
1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

2006
50

-

-

-

31.3

31.3

25

25

25

25

25

-

-

-

-

-

98.7

98.7

98.7

98.7

98.7

45

45

45

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

-

-

-

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100

Source: LR Commercial Register.
Note: table includes data only related to the participants of the cluster registered in the Commercial Register,
since there are no similar data about non-commercial organizations.

As the table shows, actual clustering process in Latvian forest industry has began to
develop around AS Latvijas finieris in 2000 ñ 2001, alongside with formation of the main
participantsí ownership obligations, which still continue to develop, thus ensuring functional
economic background of the cluster. Moreover, cluster creation period corresponds to high
increase in the export of AS Latvijas finieris production that actually means growth of
global competitiveness of the cluster as such, and its participants in particular (Figure 6).
The way of identification of the Forest cluster suggested by the author, as well as the
list of participants obtained during the research can be considered an innovative approach
that has been applied for the first time in Latvia. However, at present, there are other kinds
of understanding and interpretation of the Forest cluster in Latvia as well, for instance,
there is an opinion that the Forest cluster is a strategic collaboration form among forest
industry and the related industries and sectors, which has appeared as a result of the first
state initiative to promote clusters in Latvia, implemented in 2000-2001 within the
framework of the PHARE project Support of Restructuring of Industrial Clusters. (Par
Latvijas Republikas nacion‚lo pozÓciju apstiprin‚anu.. 2006)
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Figure 6.

Export of AS Latvijas finieris, 1997-2007, in LVL

LVL

Source: AS ìLatvijas finierisî.

Figure 7.

Aggregation of Forest Industry and the Related Branches

Source: Latvijas me˛a un saistÓto nozaru nacion‚l‚s programmas koncepcija 2006.
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The above mentioned scheme was formed on the basis of facts revealed by the experts
during the EU PHARE project Support of Restructuring of Industrial Clusters. Integration
of these branches is a necessary prerequisite for the creation of a Forest cluster in Latvia
which, according to expertsí evaluation, can increase Latvian GDP by 20% (Figure 7).
Approximately the same approach is offered by Z.SaliÚ, professor of Forest Faculty
at the Latvian University of Agriculture; he says that ìthe main objective of the Forest
cluster is to elaborate such environment of business administrations, investment and
normative acts that would encourage high added value production and would ensure
mutually integrated development of wood industry and alignment with the world marketî
(SaliÚ 2002, 241. lpp.).
Integration of the forest industry and the related branches is a topical objective. The
topicality is observable from the experience of other states, for instance, from that of Finland
(Hernesniemi, Lammi, Yla-Anttila 1996). However, the author makes a conclusion that
integration of the interrelated branches of forest industry is the prerequisite for creation of
the cluster, rather than the model of the cluster itself. It can be proved by the project
Jekabpils Forest Industry Business Park. Contrary to official activities related to clusters
organised by the ministries of Latvia, it was conducted on the initiative ìfrom belowî. The
project was implemented in 2003-2004, attracting the financing of about 4 million LVL,
2.7 million of which was given by the PHARE programme, 0.55 ñ by the state budget, 0.69
ñ businesmenís savings.
For accomplishing the objective of the research, it was important that several economic
subjects of various statuses were involved in the aforementioned project ñ Jekabpils and
Venstpils municipalities, the Latvian Forest Industry Federation, public organization
Vidusdaugava, etc., thus, it was stated that ìin fact, there appeared the first large Forest
cluster in Latviaî (Trops 2004).
One more participant list and structure of Latvian Forest cluster is offered by K.Klauss,
executive director of the Latvian Forest Industry Federation (Figure 8). However, the
author finds it hard to fully agree that it is an actual forest cluster, since:

this structure lacks a particular economic subject involved in production, which is an
obligatory part of a cluster;

this structure mainly consists of economic subjects belonging to one status ñ public
organizations;

the essence of obligations between the cluster participants is not clear.
The author views this structure as another attempt to create a forest cluster ìfrom
aboveî without paying attention to the initiative of businessmen, although the Latvian
Forest Industry Federation is closer to businessmen than ministries or the Government.
The author holds a view that during the recent years there has appeared and is progressing
the double level clustering process of Latvian forest industry ñ ìfrom aboveî and ìfrom
belowî. These two levels supplement one another, the former serves as a prerequisite for
the latter, though. However, it should be taken into consideration that the process ìfrom
aboveî cannot be called the process of forest cluster creation; it is rather favourable
environment for it. A forest cluster, in its turn, can be created only on the ìfrom belowî
initiative and the development of this process is shown both by the research of the author
and by the project Jekabpils Forest Industry Business Park (KUP) conducted by Ivars
Akerfelds. It should also be noted that appearance of actual ìfrom belowî initiative clusters
demonstrates the successful formation of a favourable ìfrom aboveî environment.
In order to summarize all the above mentioned, letís quote the statement of U.Osis,
Latvian expert in strategic planning, about industrial clusters and the role of the state in
creation of clusters: ìCreation of industrial clusters (IC) is related to slow and gradual
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Figure 8.

Concept of the Forest Industry Cluster of the Latvian Forest Industry Federation, 2009
Forest Industry Cluster
Latvijas neatkarÓgo me˛izstr‚d‚t‚ju asoci‚cija1
Latvijas Kokmateri‚lu ra˛ot‚ju un tirgot‚ju asoci‚cija
Organization Latvijas mÁbeles

Latvijas Me˛izstr‚d‚t‚ju savienÓba
Latvijas Kokapstr‚des uzÚÁmÁju un eksportÁt‚ju asoci‚cija2
Associ‚cija Latvijas Koks

Latvijas Me˛r˚pniecÓbas feder‚cija11
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Architects,
Builders,
Project developers,
Financial Sector,
Environmental
organizations

Associ‚cija
ZaÔ‚s m‚jas

Me˛a sektora inform‚cijas centrs3
Me˛a un koksnes produktu
pÁtniecÓbas un attÓstÓbas instit˚ts4
Latvijas kokmateri‚lu invent‚ra
un mÁrijumu mened˛menta5
Latvijas me˛a industrijas
tehnoloÏisk‚ platforma6
CompetenËu centrs7

Latvijas LauksaimniecÓbas
universit‚te8
Latvijas Valsts koksnes
ÌÓmijas instit˚ts10
Me˛r˚pniecÓbas pÁtniecÓbas
instit˚ts Silava9

Me˛a Ópanieku asoci‚cija

Latvijas Me˛a Ópanieku un vadÓt‚ju konfeder‚cija 12

Latvian private forest owners and unions

AS Latvijas Valsts me˛i

Latvian Association of Independent Timber Harvesting Companies; 2Latvian Association of Wood Processing Companies and Exporters; 3Forest Sector
Information Centre; 4Forest and Wood Product Research; 5Management of Measurement and Inventory of Latvian Timber Products; 6Technological
platform of Latvian forest sector and Development Institute; 7Competence Centre; 8Latvia University of Agriculture; 9Forestry Research Institute Silava;
10
Institute of Wood Chemistry; 11Latvian Forest Industry Federation; 12Latvian Confederation of Forest Owners and Managers; 13Forest Ownersí Association..
1

Source: Klauss 2009.

changes in the national economy. These changes usually take 15-20 years and require
elaboration and implementation of long-term economic strategy and national programme
from the state. Contrary to technical centres and business incubators, IC cannot be created
on the ìfrom aboveî initiative in any more or less appropriate place. However, it does not
mean that the state has a less significant role in encouraging the development of IC. The
state can and should support the IC, which begin to develop in a natural way, owing to
particular objective conditions. In this case, the state can act less as an indirect manager,
but rather perform a function of catalyserî (Osis 2004, 11. lpp.).

2. Clustering Process of Some Branches of Economy in Latvian Regions
The World Economic Forum singles out three main and two transition stages of
economic development of regions ñ factor-driven stage, efficiency-driven stage and
innovation-driven stage, as well as two transition stages between the main stages. It also
describes the criteria, according to which regions are attributed to a particular stage of
economic development. Latvian regions also can be analyzed pursuant to their economic
development stages using the classification principle of the World Economic Forum.
Table 2.

Economic Development Stages of Latvian Regions, 2006
Latvian
statistical
regions
Riga region

GDP per
capita,
LVL
9272

Pieriga region

3258

Vidzeme region

2632

Kurzeme region 3390
Zemgale region

2635

Latgale region

2236

Economic
develop-ment
stage
Transition from
innovation to
efficiency-driven
stage
Efficiency-driven
stage
Efficiency-driven
stage
Efficiency-driven
stage
Efficiency-driven
stage
Efficiency-driven
stage

Parts of
GDP per
Economic
Latvian space
capita,
develop-ment
economic
LVL
stage
Riga region
9272
Transition from
innovation to
efficiency-driven
stage

All the rest
territory of
Latvia

2236 ñ
3390

Efficiency-driven
stage

Source: LR CSB.

If economic development and competitiveness of Latvian stastistical regions are analyzed
by the methodology given by the World Economic Forum, the only region that can be
viewed as competitive one on the global market is Riga region, being at the transition stage
to the innovation-driven one. All the rest of territory of Latvia is at the efficiency-driven
stage; consequently, its competitiveness on the global market is relatively low (Table 2).
Clusters usually appear only in competitive regions, which are normally at the
innovation-driven stage, thus fostering region competitiveness, i.e. becoming a factor of
region competitiveness. However, in other regions clusters are indicators of competitiveness,
hence proving that a region has just reached the threshold of competitiveness.
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The analysis of adminstrative and ownership obligations of the economic subjects
belonging to forest industry, which are functioning in Latvia outside Riga region, has showed
that actual clusters are indeed developed only in Riga region (Table 3).
Table 3.

Involvment of Regional Economic Subjects Belonging to
Latvian Forest Industry in Clustering Process, 2007
Name of the economic
subject
Verems, company of RSEA
Ludzas me˛r˚pniecÓbas
saimniecÓba
Kalsnavas koks, public
organisation
Jaunkalves, cooperative of
agricultural services
SIA Andrupenes kokaudzÁtava
SIA GrigaÔi
SIA Kurzemes koksne
SIA Zemgales koks
AS Valmieras koks
SIA Latgales koks

Placement of the
economic subject
Latgale region
Latgale region

Notes about the activity and
obligations of the economic subject
One property obligation
One property obligation

Vidzeme region

Activity is terminated

Pieriga region

No relevant obligations

Latgale region
Kurzeme region
Pieriga region
Zemgale region
Vidzeme region
Zemgale region

No relevant obligations
No relevant obligations
Activity is terminated
Activity is terminated
Liquidated
Liquidated

Source: LR Commercial Register.
Note: the economic subjects were chosen randomly.

Methodologically, involvment of an economic subject in the actual clustering process
in this research is determined by the presence of administrative and ownership obligations
to other economic subjects, as it is in the case of AS Latvijas finieris. The table above
summarizes information about 10 randomly chosen economic subjects, representing forest
industry from all statistical regions of Latvia with an aim to show the cluster formation, on
the basis of administrative and ownership obligations outside Riga in opposition to the
Forest cluster developed around AS Latvijas finieris in Riga region (Figure 2, 3 and 5).
All the economic subjects outside Riga region belonging to the forest industry, chosen
for the analysis, either do not function or have no obligations. One insignificant exception
is two economic subjects in Rezekne region that each have one ownership obligation. It
should be noted, that in 2006 both these economic subjects were members of the identified
Latvian Forest cluster and had obligations with AS ìLatvijas finierisî, however, in 2007
these obligations ceased to exist.
Not to narrow this research to one branch cluster analysis only, similar information
about economic subjects of other industry, for example, the Latvian milk industry, would
be useful to summarise and analyse. First of all, the author analysed administrative and
ownership obligations of AS ìRÓgas piensaimnieksî which belongs to Riga region. The
results of the analysis lead to a conclusion that there exists a milk cluster. Indeed, a little
cluster has been developed around this economic subject. In 2007 it consisted of the following
economic subjects belonging to Riga region (LR†KomercreÏistrs 2007):

AS Latvijas TirdzniecÓbas centrs;

SIA GaÔas un piena r˚pniecÓbas in˛eniercentrs;

Cooperative companionship Latvijas piensaimnieku centr‚l‚ savienÓba;
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Foundation RÓgas sporta klubs;
Public organization Latvijas Kvalit‚tes asoci‚cija;
SIA Latvijas preËu eksports;
Public organization Latvijas Person‚la vadÓbas centrs;
AS RÓgas piena kombin‚ts.

It is possible to call it an actually functioning milk cluster, because its paticipants have
mutual administrative and ownership obligations, furthermore, the partipantsí economic
status and activity type are different. This milk cluster functions within one ñ Riga ñ region.
Information related to the economic subjects, belonging to the milk industry in other Latvian
reÏions, is summarised in the following table.
Table 4.

Involvment of Regional Economic Subjects Belonging to
Latvian Milk Industry in Clustering Process, 2007
Name of the economic
subject
SIA Latgales piensaimnieks
SIA Limba˛u piens
AS PreiÔu siers
AS Tukuma piens
AS Valmieras piens
obligations
SIA Ventspils piensaimniecÓbas
sabiedrÓba
AS Kurzemes piens
Ventspils piens

Placement of the economic
subject
Latgale region
Pieriga region
Latgale region
Pieriga region
Vidzeme region

Notes about the activity and
obligations of the economic subject
One administrative obligation
Two property obligations
Two property obligations
No relevant obligations
12 administrative and property

Kurzeme region

Liquidated

Kurzeme region
Kurzeme region

Liquidated
Liquidated

Source: LR Commercial Register.
Note: the economic subjects were chosen in random.

A conclusion can be made, that the clustering situation in Latvian milk industry is
similar to the one in the forest industry. Almost all the analysed economic subjects outside
Riga, belonging to the milk industry, either have 1-2 obligations to other economic subjects
or do not have them at all. Several regional economic subjects, the same as in the forest
industry, have been liquidated. However, in this case there is an exception ñ AS Valmieras
piens, which develops an actual regional milk cluster around itself. This is not typical for
the general tendency, the scientists and researchers should therefore pay special attention
to it. The Vidzeme milk cluster has even more participants in it than the AS RÓgas
piensaimnieks cluster, and the participantsí economic status and activity type are also
different. These features are crucial for a form of economic interaction to be called a cluster.
However, in general, the analysis of economic subjects involved in the milk industry has
proved once more that clusters in regions will not appear if these regions are not efficiently
competitive ñ this is what happens in Latvia.
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3. The Role of Clusters in the Development of Competitiveness of Latvian Regions
As mentioned in the introductory part of this paper, factoral or indicative cluster role
in the growth of region competitiveness is the content of this role, however, in order to
quantitively measure the role of clusters in the growth of region competitiveness, it is
necessary to calculate significance of cluster development in region competitiveness ñ in the
export8 ñ alongside with the significance of other potential factors influencing region
competitiveness. Absolute and average weighted values of Latvian regional export and its
probable factors are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5.

Absolute and Average Weighted Values of Latvian Regional Competitiveness
Indicator ñ Export ñ and its Possible Determinant Factors, 2006
Latvian
regions
Export ñ empirical
criterion of competitiveness (thousand LVL)
Number of statistical
units of market sector
Number of innovatively active enterprises
Number of scientific
institutions
Number of scientific
workers
Gross domestic
product (act.prices,
thousand LVL)
Total added value
(thousand LVL)
Non-financial
investments
(thousand LVL)
Number of
inhabitants
Total quantity of
industrial production
(thousand LVL)
Number of employeers,
thousand people
State of cluster
development, scores

Riga
region

Pieriga
region

Vidzeme
region

Kurzeme
region

Zemgale
region

Latgale
region

Absolute/average Absolute/average Absolute/average Absolute/average Absolute/average Absolute/average
weighted values weighted values weighted values weighted values weighted values weighted values

1853683/
3.38

403827/
0.74

313726/
0.57

302495/
0.55

223097/
0.41

196382/
0.36

47283/
2.24
504/3.55

17641/
0.84
84/0.59

14578/
0.69
101/0.71

16503/
0.78
56/0.39

14189/
0.67
35/0.25

16535/
0.78
74/0.52

474/5.10

40/0.43

12/0.13

5/0.05

20/0.22

4/0.04

8147/4.55

969/0.54

127/0.07

266/0.15

733/0.41

493/0.28

6722327/
3.61

1209557/ 636025/
0.65
0.34

1041558/
0.56

752447/
0.40

798566/
0.43

5918467/
3.61
2034.9/
2.96

1064918/
0.65
740.9/
1.08

559968/
0.34
296.4/
0.43

917008/
0.56
458.7/
0.67

662469/
0.40
347.9/
0.51

703073/
0.43
250.6/
0.36

722485/
1.90
2508255/
3.04

373198/
0.98
713095/
0.86

240347/
0.63
378396/
0.46

306052/
0.80
663084/
0.80

284669/
0.75
365980/
0.44

354554/
0.93
324187/
0.39

381.3/
2.10

172.6/
0.95

105.0/
0.58

138.4/
0.76

129.4/
0.71

160.9/
0.89

9/2.45

3/0.82

4/1.09

2/0.55

2/0.55

2/0.55

Source: LR CSB.
Note: indicator of the state of cluster development ñ evaluation of the author, based on WEF data and own
working outs.
8
Export is an empirical criterion of competitiveness of the analysed object ñ in this case, of a region (see Part
1 of this paper).
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While choosing the method for quantitive measuring of the role of clusters in the
growth of competitiveness of Latvian regions, it was taken into consideration that export ñ
empirical criterion of region competitiveness ñ is not integrated from different factors,
though it is an index measured separately. Multicorrelativity of the factors under analysis
has also been taken into consideration. As a result, the author has chosen correlation analysis
between export of Latvian regions and each separate potential factor by using Spearmanís
rank correlation coefficient. The correlation analysis was conducted both for all Latvian
regions together and for Latvian regions excluding Riga region, in order to prove that
factoral cluster role is found only in Riga region (Table 6).
Table 6.

Significance of Several Factors Determining the Competitiveness of Latvian
Regions (correlation coefficient of Spearmanís rank with regional export), 2006
Possible determinating
factors of regional
competitiveness ñ export
Total quantity of
industrial production
State of cluster
development, scores
Number of scientific
institutions
Non-financial
investments
Number of innovatively
active enterprises
Gross domestic product
(act. prices)
Number of statistical
units of market sector
Total added value
Number of scientific
workers
Number of inhabitants
Number of employees

Latvian regions including
Riga region
Correlation
coefficient

Latvian regions without
Riga region

2-tailed
significance

Correlation
coefficient

2-tailed
significance

0.943**

0.005

0.900*

0.037

0.880*

0.021

0.783

0.118

0.829*

0.042

0.700

0.188

0.829*

0.042

0.700

0.188

0.771

0.072

0.600

0.285

0.600

0.208

0.300

0.624

0.600

0.208

0.300

0.624

0.600
0.486

0.208
0.329

0.300
0.100

0.624
0.873

0.486
0.486

0.329
0.329

0.100
0.100

0.873
0.873

Source: authorís counts from the data of preview table.
* Note: correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (mutual).
** Note: correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (mutual).

According to the results of the correlation analysis, competitiveness of Latvian regions
is raised by such factors as total volume of industrial production, situation of cluster
development, number of scientific establishments and non-financial investments. As the
index of non-financial investments correlates with the number of scientific establishments
and total volume of industrial production, it can be considered an indirect competitiveness
factor. However, the other three factors, including the situation of cluster development, are
significant factors influencing the growth of Latvian regions.
However, the situation looks different when analyzing the results of correlation analysis
of Latvian territory excluding Riga. In this case, the only factor, influencing the growth of
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region competitiveness, is the total volume of industrial production, which is exactly the
factor theoretically encouraging region competitiveness at the efficiency-driven stage.
However, such factors as situation of cluster development and number of scientific
establishments are innovation factors, and increase competitiveness only in Riga region
that approaches the innovation-driven stage.
Thus, the forest and other clusters, formed and developing in Riga region, encourage
its transition to innovation-driven stage, and, as a result, increase competitiveness of Riga
region. The rest of Latvian regions, which are far behind Riga and are at the efficiencydriven stage, have to improve their competitiveness by other factors, for instance, growth
of industrial productivity, thus creating background for the formation and development of
clusters, which, in their turn, would encourage further development. However, clusters can
not be viewed as factors of competitiveness for Vidzeme, Kurzeme, Zemgale and Latgale
regions so far, due to the development level of peripheral territory of Latvia, since actual
clusters can not be even formed in such economic and social environment.

Conclusions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

In the circumstances of economic globalization, competitiveness of a region is determined not by absolute or comparative advantages, as in classical economics, but by
competitive advantages, whose significance differs at different development stages ñ at
the efficiency-driven stage the motive force of economic development is the growth of
productivity; at the factor-driven stage the motive force of economic development is
intensive use of production factors, but innovations and specialized factors, including
clusters, are most significant at the innovation-driven stage.
Methodological basis for determining the role of clusters in the growth of region
competitiveness is M.Porterís classic diamond model, i.e. systematical description of
the prerequisites of regional competitiveness, including in these prerequisites clusters,
too. Correlative relations between region competitiveness and the existence of cluster
development are present and empirically proven within this research by means of
correlation analysis of 100 states, included in the researches by the World Economic
Forum. As the results of the correlation analysis show, the relation between
competitiveness and cluster development of regions is present, and is linear, direct and
middle strong.
A cluster is the index of regional competitiveness, if the economy of a region can be situated
at the efficiency-driven stage, or at the factor-driven stage, i.e. at these stages of economic
development of a region, clusters indicate that the region has reached a particular level
of competitiveness. If a region is situated at the innovation development stage, clusters
raise its competitiveness and are the factor of competitiveness for the region.
In Latvian economy, actually working clusters can be identified according to the present
ownership and administrative relationships among the participants, using the practical
methods based on Porterís methodological approach, D.Starkís clustering algorithms,
and using the computer product of ìLursoftî ñ the graph of obligations ñ for graphical
presentation of results.
From the economic point of view, Latvia has two regions: Riga and the rest of territory
that is territorial economic background for formation and development of clusters.
Riga and the rest of territory, according to the methodology of regional economics,
can be called Latvian economic regions. According to the methodology given by the
World Economic Forum, the only region of Latvia that can be viewed as a competitive
one on the global scale is Riga region, being at the transition stage to the innovation36

driven one. All the rest of regions are at the efficiency-driven stage, at which clusters
cannot raise their competitiveness yet. Clusters are now mainly formed in Riga. The
competitiveness of the rest of territory can be encouraged by growth of productivity of
industrial production.
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Kopsavilkums
RE¬LO KLASTERU IDENTIFIC«–ANA UN TO NOZŒMES M«RŒ–ANA REÃIONU
KONKUR«TSPEJAS PAAUGSTIN¬–AN¬: LATVIJAS GADŒJUMS
Vera BoroÚenko
M.Porters ir klasteru teorijas pamatlicÁjs, kur aprakstÓja klasterus k‚ reÏionu un tajos
funkcionÁjoo ekonomisko subjektu konkurÁtspÁjas paaugstin‚anas faktoru. T‚dÁj‚di vajadzÁtu
pÁc iespÁjas precÓz‚k par‚dÓt klasteru nozÓmi Latvijas reÏionu konkurÁtspÁjas paaugstin‚an‚. PÁtÓjuma
objekts ir Latvijas reÏioni, pÁtÓjuma priekmets ñ to konkurÁtspÁja un klasteru attÓstÓba. PÁtÓjuma
mÁrÌis ir re‚lo klasteru identificÁana Latvijas ekonomiskaj‚ telp‚ un klasteru lomas noteikana
Latvijas reÏionu konkurÁtspÁjas paaugstin‚an‚. Dot‚ pÁtÓjuma ietvaros tika risin‚ti ‚di uzdevumi:
aprobÁt klasteru identificÁanas metodoloÏiju Latvij‚; uz kvantitatÓvo datu pamata noteikt Latvijas
reÏionu ekonomisk‚s attÓstÓb‚s stadijas un klasteru nozÓmi Latvijas reÏionu konkurÁtspÁjas
paaugstin‚an‚. Rezult‚t‚ tiek secin‚ts, ka Latvijas ekonomik‚ re‚li funkcionÁjoos klasterus var
identificÁt, pamatojoties uz administratÓvaj‚m un Ópauma saiknÁm starp klastera dalÓbniekiem,
izmantojot praktisko metodi, kas balst‚s uz M.Portera metodoloÏisko pieeju, D.Starka klasteriz‚cijas
algoritmu, k‚ arÓ ìLursoftî datu b‚˛u inform‚ciju. SaskaÚ‚ ar Pasaules ekonomikas foruma
metodoloÏiju, tikai viens Latvijas reÏions ñ RÓgas reÏions atrodas p‚rej‚ no efektivit‚tes stadijas uz
inov‚ciju stadiju un var pozicionÁties k‚ konkurÁtspÁjÓgs glob‚laj‚ mÁrog‚. Visi p‚rÁjie Latvijas
reÏioni atrodas efektivit‚tes stadij‚, kad klasteri vÁl nav spÁjÓgi paaugstin‚t reÏiona konkurÁtspÁju.
Palaik klasteri, galvenok‚rt, veidojas RÓg‚, un tas ir nozÓmÓgs RÓgas reÏiona konkurÁtspÁjas faktors.
–Ó pÁtÓjuma rezult‚ti var veicin‚t reÏion‚l‚s klasteriz‚cijas attÓstÓbu Latvij‚, k‚ arÓ Ôauj identificÁt
Latvijas ekonomik‚ funkcionÁjoos klasterus.
AtslÁgas v‚rdi: reÏiona konkurÁtspÁja, klasteris, indikators, reÏiona ekonomisk‚s attÓstÓbas stadija.

Резюме
ИДЕНТИФИКАЦИЯ РЕАЛЬНЫХ КЛАСТЕРОВ И ИЗМЕРЕНИЕ ИХ РОЛИ В
ПОВЫШЕНИИ КОГКУРЕНТОСПОСОБНОСТИ РЕГИОНОВ: ПРИМЕР ЛАТВИИ
Вера Бороненко
Основатель теории кластеров М.Портер характеризовал кластеры, как фактор повышения
конкурентоспособности регионов и экономических субъектов, функционирующих на территории этих регионов. Объект исследования – регионы Латвии, предмет – конкурентоспособность
регионов. Цель исследования: идентификация реальных кластеров в экономическом пространстве Латвии и определение роли кластеров в повышении конкурентоспособности регионов Латвии.
В рамках данного исследования были решены следующие задачи: апробирована методология
идентификации кластеров в Латвии, определены стадии экономического развития регионов
Латвии и роль кластеров в повышении конкурентоспособности регионов государства на основе
количественных данных. В результате исследования сделан вывод о том, что функционирующие в экономике Латвийской Республики кластеры могут быть идентифицированы на основе
административных связей, а также связей собственников участников кластера. В соответствии
с методологией Всемирного экономического форума только один регион Латвии – Рижский
регион – находится на пути от стадии эффективности к стадии инноваций, и может являться
конкурентоспособным в мировом масштабе. Остальные латвийские регионы находятся на стадии эффективности, на которой кластеры ещё не способны повышать конкурентоспособность
региона, свидетельствуя, что регион достиг той стадии конкурентоспособности, на которой могут
создаваться кластеры. В настоящее время кластеры в основном формируются в Риге, Рижском
регионе и являются одним из значимых факторов повышения конкурентоспособности. Результаты данного исследования могут способствовать развитию региональной кластеризации в Латвии, а также помочь идентифицировать существующие в латвийской экономике кластеры.
Ключевые слова: конкурентоспособность региона, кластер, фактор, индикатор, стадия экономического развития региона.
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DAUGAVPILS UNIVERSITY AS THE BUILDER OF
INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE IN
DAUGAVPILS PRINTED MASS MEDIA
KristÓne Vuc‚ne
Every person is inseparably linked to society full of various social, political, cultural and other
events. Each of us is a part of society. Of course, society is not a homogeneous entity. There are
gender, ethnicity and many other differences among people, which make every person to a certain
extent unique and unrepeatable. Among a countryís population there are representatives of different
nationalities, because we live in multicultural environment. To successfully participate in social
processes, an individual needs to have a certain set of knowledge, qualities and skills.
The world of today, thinking and beliefs of every person are heavily influenced by various mass
media, including the printed mass media. It expresses the assessment, attitude towards some groups
or events. The influence of mass media on consciousness and thinking of a person is in the centre of
attention of several scientific disciplines.
It is important to note, that by studying the media effects on people, one can predict existing
views and values in society. Public opinion will depend on the position expressed by mass media .
Consequently, having explored the information displayed in Daugavpils printed mass media we will
be able to characterize the position of printed mass media towards Daugavpils University as the
builder of intercultural dialogue in Daugavpils printed mass media.
For evaluating the situation in 2009, an empirical research was made to determine the attitude
of Daugavpils printed mass media towards Daugavpils University as the builder of intercultural
dialogue in Daugavpils printed mass media. Several phases of the research were defined. Scientific
literature, as well as appropriate content of printed mass media describing the image of Daugavpils
University as the builder of intercultural dialogue in Daugavpils printed mass media were identified
and analyzed
Key words: printed mass media, public opinion, Daugavpils University, intercultural dialogue.

Methodological Base of the Analysis
The method of frontal content analysis was used to analyze the Daugavpils printed
mass media. This method includes qualitative and quantitative features. The essence of
content analysis is to clarify the true content of text fields; accordingly, text is used as an
information medium. In the result of content analysis, psychological strain of text can be
found, the audience of readers, the ideological direction and internal logic defined. Although
press analysis has always provided subjective information about the spoken issue, it still
helps to establish a systematic objective view. Content analysis is a research technique for
objective, systematic and quantitative description of communication content. This method
of examining the content of mass communication was used to describe the content of the
communication, dynamics, direction of development; to compare media content with reality,
make assumptions about the aim of communication and to assess the effects of
communication.
This research intends to determine the attitude of Daugavpils printed mass media
towards Daugavpils University (DU) as the builder of intercultural dialogue with the method
of content analysis, and to analyse the problemís urgency level in Daugavpils printed mass
media environment.
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Indicators, according to which content analysis was made, were mostly key words
that appeared in the article and helped to define the conformity with the topic of the research.
Initially, the main key words and criteria were word combination Daugavpils Universit‚te
(Даугавпилсский университет) and DU (in Latvian) and ДУ (in Russian). The criteria of
the key words differed and depended on the context, for example, such word as international
already pointed at cooperation and interaction of several countries and cultures. A large
group of criteria was formed by reflection of real examples in Daugavpils printed mass
media. These examples emerged from individual key words.
During the research, performing frontal content analysis, the author had to use textual
content analysis for determining the article compliance with the research.
In order to carry out the frontal content analysis of Daugavpils printed mass media, an
eight-year period was chosen, respectively, from 2001 till 2008 (including). The research
started with year 2001, because in this year Daugavpils Pedagogical University was renamed
Daugavpils University.
The printed mass media were selected as the object of research due to their functioning
principles and regularities, which prove that newspapers and newspaper information can
substantially influence the conception of the audience regarding concrete problems or
organizations.
All seven Daugavpils newspapers were studied ñ Latgales laiks, Латгалес Лайкс,
Динабург Вести, Сейчас, Наша Газета, Миллион, Экспресс Неделя D.
In order to compare regional and national press, the same aspect in the respective
period of time was researched in the major printed mass media in Latvia: Diena in the
Latvian language and Russian ñ Телеграф. Daugavpils University and the Baltic International
Academy (until 2006 ñ Baltic Russian Institute) were compared. The Academy was chosen,
because this is one of the largest private higher education establishments in Latvia, and it
has an affiliate in Daugavpils, which is an important factor.
It should be mentioned that the newspaper Динабург Вести has changed its title over
the years, but it has not influenced its information content. In 2001 its title was changed
from Динабург to Динабург Cегодня, in 2005 the newspaper became Динабург Bестник
and, finally, in 2007 the newspaper got its current title Динабург Вести.
The newspaper Экспресс Неделя D has also changed its title over the years. Since the
beginning in 2006, the newspaper has been known as Экспресс Неделя, but in 2009 it
obtained its current title.
It seems that titles have been changed due to financial considerations or due to ownerís
change, but, as already mentioned, this did not lead to changes in the information provided.
It is interesting, that the newspaper Миллион was not willing to reveal the number of
circulation and in the newest editions this information was not provided, although the
owner G. Nemcov said, that this newspaper is the most popular regional newspaper in
Eastern Europe. It might be explained as the ownerís disinclination to reveal the real situation,
which would indicate a decline in the amount of the sold newspaper copies.
As illustrated by Table 1, most of Daugavpils newspapers focused directly on Russian
speaking population. This, of course, is closely connected with the ethnic structure of
Daugavpils City and Daugavpils district.
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Content Analysis of Printed Mass Media in Daugavpils
The analysis of media content was carried out by identifying and enumerating the
specified criteria.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Resumptive information of media quantitative content analysis:
Period of time ñ 1st January, 2001 ñ 31st December, 2008.
Source ñ 7 printed mass media of Daugavpils: Сейчас, Динабург Вести, Миллион,
Экспресс Неделя D, Наша газета, Латгалес Лайкс (in Russian), Latgales Laiks (in
Latvian).
Total number of articles in the particular period of time ñ 478.
Number of articles according to the topic ñ 124.
Proportion of the number of articles according to the theme over a period of research ñ
25.9%.

Initially all the articles of Daugavpils newspapers mentioning Daugavpils University
were studied and counted. In general, in the eight-years period 478 articles were identified
(Table 1).
Table 1.

Division of Identified Articles by Years and Newspapers
Latgales Laiks
Латгалес Лайкс
Динабург Вести
Сейчас
Наша Газета
Миллион
Экспресс Неделя D
Total

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
5
31
21
15
38
49
4
22
11
6
10
16
2
7
0
0
5
8
0
1
0
0
5
9
0
0
0
0
10
9
2
1
0
1
1
0
was not was not was not was not was not
0
published published published published published
13
62
32
22
69
91

2007
42
25
13
11
10
0

2008
43
19
3
7
3
0

11

2

112

77

Source: authorís calculation, based on the results of the research.

Out of all these articles, 124 were related to the aspect connected with Daugavpils
University in context of intercultural relations, for example, international conferences, work
of foreign students, university lecturers etc.
In Table 1 the division of identified articles by years and newspapers is shown.
Proportion of the number of articles, regarding the topic, composes 25.9% of all the identified
articles. It means that at least each fourth article, related to Daugavpils University, in some
way highlights the intercultural dialogue. Taking into account the proportion of various
nationalities in Daugavpils, this can be characterized as medium high.
Analysing the division of the articles appropriate for the research theme by separate
printed mass media in Daugavpils, it can be concluded that the issue of intercultural relations
in Daugavpils University is mostly highlighted in the only newspaper in the Latvian language
Latgales Laiks, and in the corresponding mass media publication in Russian. It is interesting,
that there were no articles identified in the newspapers published in 2001, which in some
way highlights the intercultural dialogue in Daugavpils University. This could be explained
by the fact that in 2001 Daugavpils Pedagogical University was renamed Daugavpils
University. With the new status, Daugavpils University began a new stage of development.
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Table 2.

Appropriate Article Division of Research Theme by Years and Newspapers
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
Latgales Laiks
0
4
4
6
14
13
Латгалес Лайкс
0
3
2
1
5
4
Динабург Вести
0
1
2
0
2
2
Сейчас
0
1
0
0
1
3
Наша Газета
0
0
0
0
4
7
Миллион
0
2
0
0
0
0
Экспресс Неделя D was not was not was not was not was not
0
published published published published published
Total
0
11
8
7
26
29

2007
8
5
4
4
3
0

2008
7
2
1
2
1
0

4

2

28

15

Source: authorís calculation, based on the results of the research.

A conclusion can be made that intercultural dialogue was displayed in articles mainly
in the time period from 2005 to 2007. Intensive work was carried out in this span of time,
and several projects financed by the EU Structural funds were implemented. Those projects
provided resources for developing of cooperation with partners from other countries and
for international scientific work.
Having examined the reflection of Daugavpils University as the builder of intercultural
dialogue in the printed mass media, we can conclude that the above mentioned topic most
of all appears in newspapers Наша Газета, Экспресс Неделя D and Миллион (46.9%, 46.1%
and 40% of all the articles dedicated to Daugavpils University). Although, at the same
time, the largest nember of articles on the topic is found in the newspapers Latgales Laiks
and Латгалес Лайкс (56 and 22 articles in the selected period of time) (Table 3).
Table 3.

Number of Articles Appropriate for the Research Theme and
Proportion Division by Newspapers (2001 ñ 2008)
Number of articles

Proportion (%)
Proportion of
Proportion of
Number of articles
Total number of articles appropriate articles disparate
appropriate for the
articles
for the research
for the research
research theme
theme
theme
Latgales Laiks
56
244
22.9
77.1
Латгалес Лайкс
22
113
19.5
80.5
Динабург Вести
12
38
31.6
68.4
Сейчас
11
33
33.3
66.7
Наша Газета
15
32
46.9
53.1
Миллион
2
5
40.0
60.0
Экспресс Неделя D
6
13
46.1
53.9
Source: authorís calculation, based on the results of the research.

The number of identified articles interprets publication topics of Daugavpils printed
mass media and their ownersí interests related to processes and tendencies in the sphere of
higher education.
Further the reflection of Daugavpils University as the builder of intercultural dialogue
in Daugavpils printed mass media and in major newspapers in Latvia Diena and Телеграф
will be examined.
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Latgales Laiks
All in all, 56 out of 244 articles in the newspaper Latgales Laiks were identified,
comprising 22.9% of all the articles. In most cases (identified 30 cases) the newspaper had
written about intercultural dialogue after participating in various international projects,
competitions and conferences.
It can be admitted that 2005 - 2007 was a very successful period of time for developing
and implementing various projects financed by the EU Structural funds, thus directly
supporting the intercultural dialogue and stimulating cooperation and development.
10 cases reflected the study and research work of the representatives of Daugavpils
University abroad, as well as the work of exchange students and researchers at the University.
ììK‚dam manam draugam meksik‚nim vecm‚miÚa ir latviete, t‚pÁc es jau agr‚k biju
dzirdÁjis par Latviju. Zin‚ju, kur t‚da valsts atrodas, zin‚ju, ka eit dzÓvo arÓ krievi. Kad
ierados DaugavpilÓ, ievietoju avÓzÁ sludin‚jumu, ka pied‚v‚ju m‚cÓt sp‚Úu valodu. T‚d‚
veid‚ izmantoju izdevÓbu komunicÁties ar cilvÁkiem krieviski,î st‚sta draudzÓgi smaidoais
meksik‚nisî (ììA Mexican friend of mine has a Latvian grandmother, so I had heard
about Latvia before. I knew where it is situated, knew there lived Russians, too. Having
arrived to Daugavpils, I advertised myself as a teacher of Spanish. In such a way I used the
opportunity to communicate in Russianî), said the smiling Mexicanî). (Latgales Laiks,
28.10.2005., p. 18). This example illustrates the personís need for contact with
representatives of his culture and, while teaching Spanish to young people in Daugavpils,
the Mexican student Guillermo both improves his Russian and communicates in Spanish,
thus keeping tied to his own culture.
In two cases exhibitions organized in cooperation with foreign artists were described.
In general, the newspaper very actively reflects activities related to Daugavpils University
and almost a quarter of these events are associated with cross-border cooperation and
cultural dialogue.
Латгалес Лайкс
In total, there were 22 cases identified in 113 articles, i.e. 19.5% of all the articles
mentioning Daugavpils University in the newspaper Латгалес Лайкс.
Almost half (10 cases) of all articles related to Daugavpils University and intercultural
relations were devoted to various international conferences, competitions and other activities
having taken place at DU or visited by our lecturers and students. The newspaper wrote
about the Day of Languages in the University, where students together with lecturers
developed and kept up intercultural dialogue not only with the help of language, but also
through cultural peculiarities of every nationality.
The newspaper also highlights the research work done abroad in cooperation with
foreing partners (identified 4 cases). Important accent is put on cooperation with various
international organizations (3 cases), such as the British Council, the UNESCO Latvian
National Committee etc. In two cases, regarding this newspaper, the foreign professorsí
(Doctor of Philology, professor from Russia Mark V. Dyachkov and professor Anatoliy
Nepodkupnijs of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,) lectures for the DU students were
reflected. The signing of mutual cooperation agreements with foreign universities,
participation in international projects, and the ERASMUS studentís activities in Daugavpils
University were mentioned in this newspaper as well.
Динабург Вести
There were 12 cases in 38 identified articles of the newspaper Динабург Вести, i.e.
31.6% of all articles, which were devoted to Daugavpils University.
Two articles were devoted both to cooperation with foreign organizations and
attendance of international scientific conferences and exhibitions with participation of foreign
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visitors. It is important to notify, that one of the exhibitions was on the Czech folk literature
and it was organized at Daugavpils University. The newspaper especially highlights the
annual Science Festival at Daugavpils University in which many scientists from foreign
universities take part.
The newspaper pays special attention to the conference on research of the Slavic
languages. “В рамках предстоящей в городе Недели славянской культуры в Даугавпилсском
университете начала трехдневную работу международная юбилейная конференция Х
Славянские чтения. В ней принимают участие ученые – слависты 18 стран, среди которых
не только страны – наши ближайшие соседи Литва, Россия, Эстония, но и Польша,
Германия, Нидерланды, Франция.” (ìWithin the framework of activities of the Week of
Slavonic Culture in Daugavpils University the international Anniversary Conference of the
X Slavonic readings begins its three-day work. Conference is attended by researchers of
Slavic philology from 18 countries including not only our neighbours from Lithuania,
Russia, Estonia, but also from Poland, Germany, the Netherlands, France.î) (Динабург
Сегодня, 17.05.2005., 4. с.).
The newspaper wrote also about international awards and scholarships, the
Francophonie Festivity and the Swedish Culture Day at Daugavpils University in which
foreign ambassadors and representatives of embassies participated.
Сейчас
There were 11 cases identified in 33 articles of the newspaper Сейчас, i.e. 33.3% of all
articles, in which Daugavpils University was mentioned.
Two of the articles were dedicated to lectures for students of Daugavpils University
held by foreign professors, as well as to participation in international scientific conferences.
This newspaper also focused its attention on the Science Festival abd on cooperation with
Moscow State University.
Regarding intercultural relations Сейчас wrote about theatrical performances of
students of Daugavpils University in the German language, about Francophonie and the
Researcherís Night activities.
Best of all the newspaper revealed the intercultural dialogue in the article about Lili
Du who arrived in Daugavpils in order to teach students the Chinese language. “Оказалось,
что студенты Даугавпилсского университета и горожане считают освоение китайского
очень перспективным. На первых занятиях в аудитории яблоку негде было упасть, ученики
внимали первучей речи учителя китайского языка…на английском. Именно на английском
языке Лили объясняла слушателям премудрости иероглифов и языковых правил.”
(ìDaugavpils University students and city residents consider the digestion of Chinese to to
be very perspective. In the first lectures there were lots of students, they listened to the first
phrases of Chinese in the performance of teacher... in English. Exactly in English Lily
commented smart things about hieroglyphs and rules of language for listeners.î) (Сейчас,
10.05.2007, 12. с.).
Сейчас has not a common tendency to publish current activities connected with higher
education. Nevertheless, like some other Daugavpils newspapers in Rusian, it emphasizes
cooperation possibilities with Russian Federation, in this case ñ with the Moscow State
University.
Наша Газета
There were 15 cases in 32 articles identified in the newspaper Наша Газета, and that
comprises 46.9% of all articles mentioning Daugavpils University.
A couple of articles were related to attendance of international scientific conferences
and exhibitions with participation of foreign visitors. One of the exhibitions, Herzlich
Gr¸ﬂe [Warm Greeting], was dedicated to Germany, while the other ñ to History of Kharkov.
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The Наша газета in the context of intercultural relationship wrote about the International
Phenomenology Congress in Daugavpils University, Chinese students mastering the Russian
language, and the students meeting with representatives of the European Commission and
the European Parliament. This newspaper also reflected the German Day in Daugavpils, 4.
International Theater Festival of German-speaking students, the Robert Bosch Foundation
Training Manager Andrea Stritzís work in Daugavpils University. The newspaper wrote
about school-children competition ìRussian language, Literature and Culture: Past, Present,
Future.î organized by the Consulate General of the Russian Federation in Daugavpils,
Daugavpils University and Daugavpils School Board. Наша газета informed its readers
about foreign researchersí visit to Daugavpils University and the presentation of a British
professor Geoffrey Swainís book about Daugavpils at Daugavpils University.
Миллион
In total, there were two cases in five articles of the newspaper Миллион identified, and
that is 40% of all the articles mentioning Daugavpils University.
One case reflected the presentation of the book on the Jewish culture by Boris Volkovich,
a lecturer at Daugavpils University, while the second ñ an international scientific conference.
Probably, the reason for the lack of information in this newspaper may be the
newspaperís potential audience ñ elderly urban population, mostly not interested in activities
of the higher education sphere.
Экспресс Неделя D
In total, there were 6 cases identified in 13 articles of the newspaper Экспресс Неделя
D, and that is 46.1% of all the articles, in which Daugavpils University was mentioned.
In two cases Daugavpils University lecturersí participation in international scientific
conferences were described. One case about the festival ìFrench springî and the presentation
of the book ìIbsen in Latviaî by a Doctor of Philology, Professor Maija Burima were
found, forming an intercultural dialogue with the help of literary theory and research. The
newspaper emphsized the research activities of our scientists outside Latvia, and special
attention was dedicated to cooperation with the Moscow State University.
The Экспресс Неделя D is one of those media, writing about Daugavpils University
least of all, the reason may be the short duration of this newspaper, it was first published
on August 25, 2006.
Diena and Телеграф
The question about intercultural dialogue was considered by the major Latvian
newspapers Diena and Телеграф. One of the largest private higher education establishments
in Latvia, which has a branch in Daugavpils ñ the Baltic International Academy (until 2006 ñ
the Baltic Russian Institute) was selected for comprison.
The Diena proved to have 227 cases of mentioning Daugavpils University during the
period of 2001 - 2008 (Table 4). 16 cases of all the identified articles were dedicated to
cultural dialogue, i.e. 7% of all the articles naming Daugavpils University. This newspaper
was very active to reflect such international activities as the Science Festival (mentioned
four times), Researchersí Night (mentioned twice) taking place at DU. The cooperation of
Daugavpils University and the Moscow State University was also mentioned twice. Other
fixed cases were related to participation in international programs, summer schools,
competitions, projects and research work.
The newspaper Телеграф wrote about 41 cases in the period of 2001 - 2008. Only two
cases were dedicated to the issue of intercultural communication. One of them desribed an
international expedition of the DU scientists to St. Petersburg, while the other ñ dedicated
to students having received the Moscow Mayor Yuri Luzhkovís scholarships.
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The Baltic International Academy was mentioned approximately half less than
Daugavpils University (110 cases) by the Diena. 8 cases were related to intercultural dialogue
and intercultural relations. Like for DU, this proportion was 7.3% of all the identified
articles. These articles informed about importance of the Russian language in everyday life
(2 times), the Swedish researchers and the Russian Research Center activities, research on
education in the global labour market and immigration threat, international scientific
conference in Istanbul and the celebration of the Tatyana Day.
The Телеграф mentioned the Baltic International Academy in 61 article during the
period of 2001 - 2008. In context of intercultural communication, this newspaper informed
about the branch of the Baltic Russian Institute (now the Baltic International Academy) in
Lithuania two times, celebration of the Tatyana Day and the Year of the Russian Language
in this institution of higher education one time each.
Table 4

Number of Identified Articles in Newspapers
Diena and Телеграф (2001 ñ 2008)

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
Total

Daugavpils
University
7
39
24
25
32
35
40
25
227

DIENA
Baltic International
Academy
6
8
16
21
21
7
9
22
110

ТЕЛЕГРАФ
Daugavpils
Baltic International
University
Academy
1
0
6
10
6
11
10
9
10
15
5
4
2
5
1
7
41
61

Source: authorís calculation, based on the results of the research.

Newspapers Diena and Телеграф focused on various education problems in their
publications, as well as reflected a variety of study programmes and possibilities to obtain
higher education. However, relatively few articles of these newspapers focused on
intercultural dialogue, the issue more urgent in regional printed mass media, The sort of
information reflected by the newspaper depends on its specific character, audience and
owner. If the newspaper informs about current events in higher education, there may be a
specific university lobbying. For example, on the website www.gorod.lv a banner was
found with information about open days at universities. Clicking on this advertisement
(viewed on May 7, 2009), the information on only three higher education institutions
appeared, Daugavpils University the largest university in Eastern Latvia was not among
them. This might point at incompleteness of public relations strategy of the University.
One of the aims of the Department of Public Relations and Infomation of DU is ìto ensure
the identification of Daugavpils University in society and to build a constructive relationship
with the societyî. The above mentioned website is included in the database of the Department
of Public Relations and Information of DU, but, obviously, this department does not monitor
the process of appearance of the information in mass media. In such cases we have to
identify the weaknesses of cooperation between the institution and mass media.
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Conclusions and Proposals
After summarizing the information obtained during the research, a conclusion can be
made that the hypothesis of research programme has been partly confirmed. The Daugavpils
printed mass media reflect events of Daugavpils University focusing on the intercultural
communication.
1. Наша газета (46.9%) and Экспресс Неделя D (46.1%) are the newspapers that most
of all bring out DU as a builder of intercultural dialogue. However, the largest number
of articles on this topic are present in newspapers Latgales Laiks (56 items) and
Латгалес Лайкс (22 items);
2. Daugavpils University as a builder of intercultural dialogue is mainly mentioned by the
printed mass media in connection with various international scientific conferences,
international research work and activities or events with participation of foreign visitors
(such as the Science Festival) ñ this creates the image of Daugavpils University in society;
3. The EU Structural funds and the available funding have given substantial contribution
for promoting of intercultural dialogue, as it lead to implementation of international
projects and development of cross-border cooperation. This resulted in mass media
publications and in the period of 2005 - 2007 there was the greatest number of articles
related to inernational coorperation in local mass media;
4. Newspapers in Russian are more active to reflect activities and events related to the
Russian language or Russian Federation. For example, these newspapers more actively
wrote about the Tatyana Day celebration and Moscow Mayorís scholarships;
5. There is a department dealing with issues of public relations in every university. The
Department of Public Relations and Infomation of Daugavpils University should
improve its cooperation with Russian-writing newspapers in Daugavpils. One of the
ways should be the preparing of press releases not only in Latvian, but also in the
Russian language. Press releases in Russian would be more convenient for Russianwriting newspapers. In these circumstances, according to the authorís opinion,
Daugavpils University should adjust to the mass media of Daugavpils;
6. The research has helped to understand that national printed mass media (Diena and
Телеграф) focus mainly on general issues related to universities and higher education
problems, they less describe activities of intercultural communication. Intercultural
dialogue is more reflected by local printed mass media;
7. The Daugavpils printed mass media environment is disintegrated, the work of editorial
board is more oriented to economic and political issues of the city, supporting of
likeable forces and discrediting competitors. Daugavpils printed mass media focuses
on the Russian speaking readers, and not all newspapers are interested to reflect the
higher education tendencies in Daugavpils. It was observed that in Russian-writing
newspapers the topical events of higher education in Daugavpils were of relatively
rare occurrence;
8. There is a need to highlight an issue of high quality journalism in Daugavpils printed
mass media. The audience has to be educated regarding media functioning and principles
of high quality journalism. The audience could then more effectively perceive and
analyse the content of printed mass media.
As a result of the research, the conclusion can be made, that newspapers of Daugavpils
reflect various activities of Daugavpils University. However, marketing and public relations
strategy should be developed to make it function not only within the city and region, but
also on the national level. This would help to attract public attention and expand
opportunities for development.
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From narrative and empirical data, it can be concluded that Daugavpils University
may be considered one of the fundamental elements for building intercultural dialogue in
the printed mass media of Daugavpils.
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Kopsavilkums
DAUGAVPILS UNIVERSIT¬TE K¬ STARPKULT¤RU DIALOGA VEIDOT¬JA
DAUGAVPILS DRUK¬TAJOS M«DIJOS
KristÓne Vuc‚ne
Rakst‚ ir atspoguÔoti 2009.gad‚ veikt‚ empÓrisk‚ pÁtÓjuma rezult‚ti. PÁtÓjuma mÁrÌis bija noteikt
Daugavpils pilsÁtas druk‚to mediju attieksmi pret Daugavpils Universit‚ti k‚ starpkult˚ru dialoga
veidot‚ju. Daugavpils druk‚to plasaziÚas lÓdzekÔu analÓzes veikanai tika izmantota front‚l‚
kontentanalÓze. Ar kontentanalÓzes metodi tika noteikta Daugavpils druk‚to mediju attieksme pret
Daugavpils Universit‚ti k‚ starpkult˚ru dialoga veidot‚ju, k‚ arÓ analizÁts problÁmas aktualit‚tes
lÓmenis pilsÁtas druk‚to mediju vidÁ. PÁtÓjum‚ tika iekÔauti visi Daugavpils pilsÁtas laikraksti (kopum‚ ñ
septiÚi) laika period‚ no 2001. gada lÓdz 2008. gadam (ieskaitot). PÁtÓjuma rezult‚ti Ôauj secin‚t, ka
Daugavpils pilsÁtas laikrakstos tiek atspoguÔotas da˛‚das Daugavpils Universit‚tÁ notieko‚s
aktivit‚tes, k‚ arÓ Daugavpils Universit‚ti var uzskatÓt par vienu no b˚tisk‚kajiem elementiem
starpkult˚ru dialoga veidoan‚ Daugavpils druk‚tajos mÁdijos.
AtslÁgas v‚rdi: Daugavpils druk‚tie mediji, starpkult˚ru dialogs, Daugavpils Universit‚te,
sabiedriskais viedoklis.
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Резюме
ДАУГАВПИЛССКИЙ УНИВЕРСИТЕТ КАК ФАКТОР МЕЖКУЛЬТУРНОГО ДИАЛОГА:
ПО МАТЕРИАЛАМ ПЕЧАТНЫХ СМИ ДАУГАВПИЛСА
Кристине Вуцане
В статье представлены результаты исследования, проведённого в 2009 году. Цель исследования – определить соотношение печатных СМИ Даугавпилса к Даугавпилсскому Университету как фактору межкультурного диалога. Методологическая база исследования – фронтальный
контентанализ. В процессе исследования было определено отношение печатных СМИ
Даугавпилса к Даугавпилсскому Университету как фактору межкультурного диалога, а также
проанализирован уровень актуальности данной проблемы в печатных СМИ Даугавпилса. База
исследования - все газеты города Даугавпилса (всего – 7) в период с 2001го до 2008 года (включительно).
В результате исследования было выявлено, что печатные СМИ Даугавпилса отражают разнообразные мероприятия и события, происходящие в Даугавпилсском Университете. Даугавпилсский Университет также является одним из определяющих элементов создания и развития
межкультурного диалога в печатных СМИ Даугавпилса.
Ключевые слова: печатные СМИ, межкультурный диалог, Даугавпилсский университет,
общественное мнение.
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PECULIARITIES OF EDUCATION MENTAL EVALUATION
FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF
INHABITANTS OF LATVIAN REGIONS
Inta Ostrovska, Aleksejs Vorobjovs
The effective organization of education system is a strategic task of each modern country. The
education system itself is a dynamic social phenomenon; that is why it should be continuously
reorganized according to economic, political, technical and social changes in society and country
development.
Fast development of Latvia in the community of European countries makes it necessary to
study scrupulously the content, structure and form of education system and factors, which influence
rapidly changeable situation in accordance with the demands of Bologna convention. The effectiveness
of educational system is determined by a relatively wide range of factors including both objective
external (infrastructure presence, budget, qualification etc.) and subjective socially psychological,
mental evaluations and views about educational system, satisfaction with oneís level of education,
oneís education specialisation, attitude to it, etc.
In 2008 researchers of Daugavpils University implemented the project ìYouth socialisation and
life wayî (adm. prof. A.Vorobyov), in the framework of which a research was made to define subjective,
mental factors that essentially influence the functionality of the entire education system. The research
aim was to study peculiarities of mental evaluations concerning the existing education system from
the point of view of inhabitants of Latvian regions.
Key words: life scenario, mental evaluations, satisfaction with education level and
specialisation.

Theoretically Methodological Substantiation for
Mental Evaluation Problem of Education
The issues relating to the problem of improving the efficiency of the entire education
system are freaquently studied within the framework of modern science of pedagogy in
Latvia. Several research works of similar nature can be mentioned here:

Research on form, content and possibilities of lifelong learning (KoÌe, Murakovska,
2007; Zepa, –˚pule, L‚ce, KrastiÚa, 2006).

Analysis of scientifically teoretical problems of sustainable education organization
(SalÓte 2006, 2007; Pipere 2006, 2007).

Analysis and creation of such education model, which would be oriented to the needs
and objectives of the modern society, would promote development of technical,
technological and social innovations and would embody principles of social
collaboration (Golubeva 2007; Boldievics, Upmane 2007; MeÚikovs 2007 et.al.).

Analysis of external factors, promoting incomplete education, encouraging the desire
to leave schools and higher education establishments, and, consequently, creating social
rejection (Golubeva 2007; Baltic Social Research Institute 2006, 2007; SPC Providus
2007, 2008; EUF research ìInquiry of Unemployed Graduatesî 2005-2007 etc.).
The above mentioned and many other researches are devoted to analysis of the content,
form and principles of Latvian education system reformation; they mainly study the external
factors connected with this problem. The proposed research is mostly oriented to the analysis
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of internal analysis in the education process of those to be educated. In this connection
more detailed theoretical substantiation is necessary. As the theoretical basis of the research,
several scientific approaches are used: the classical constructive-phenomenological, the
phenomenological-individualistic and the constructive-cognitive approache.
Whille studying the process of cognitive development of young adults (20-40 years
old), scientists (Riegel, 1975) pointed at the leading process of dialectical thinking in it.
Scientists believed that dialectical thinking ensures integration of the ideal and the real into
the mental schemes of a personality. One of the most significant forms of personalityís
mental spheres is the ìage clockî, comprising subjective, mental conceptions about the
individual schedule of a personality life. The main events in the life schedule of a personality
are obtaining the education (level and specialization), marriage, children, obtaining the
social status etc. In case the desired do not correspond to the ideal (mostly connected with
incomplete realization of mental conceptions in real life), there arises a cognitively significant
dissonance, and this process becomes a constituent part of the motivation of a personality.
Conditionaly, it may be called the ìnon-realised life schedule effectî.
Basing on the main conclusions of the constructive-phenomenological approach (Rogers,
1959), it may be stated that there exists a definite ìsphere of experienceî, unique for every
personality and which contains everything that happens ìbeyond the external cover of
organismî, that can be potentially realized. In this case the contential and dynamic layers
of self-conception ñ real self and ideal self ñ are developed.
The real self lies within the ìexperience sphereî and includes personís selfunderstanding, which is based on the previous life experience, the present events and future
projection. The ideal self as a part of self-conception is connected with that aspect of
personality, which determines the content of what the person desires to obtain most of all,
that mental model, to which the personality would like to correspond, to resemble. In case
the ideal self and the real self of the personality differ, the person feels a psychological
discomfort, dissatisfaction, which, on the one side, can hinder the growth of personality or,
on the other side, can become a potential, latent motivation for personal development.
The present theoretical methodology enables us to make an assumption about the
presence of significant human element, which determines the peculiarities of realization of
a personalityís life schedule, including the sphere of education.
In this connection the empirical part of the research was quided to answering a number
of questions:

Is there a connection between the real and the ideal life schedule of respondents?

What is the level of satisfaction of respondents considering their educational status?

What is the level of satisfaction of respondents considering their educational
specialization?

How do respondents evaluate the quality of elementary, secondary and higher education
in Latvia?

Where would the respondents like to continue their education?

General Characteristics of the Research
The inquiry was conducted in July 2008, 1380 respondents ranged from 18 to 40
years of age from all regions of Latvia (Latgale, Vidzeme, Kurzeme, Zemgale) and the
biggest cities and towns (Riga, Daugavpils, Liepaja, Rezekne etc.) participated in the inquiry.
Division of respondents by age is as follows (Table 1):
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Table 1.

Division of Respondents by Age
Years of age
%

18
3.6

19
4.5

20
3.5

21
3.9

22
3.0

23
4.3

24
6.6

25
4.6

26
4.2

27
5.9

Years of age
%

31
4.2

32
3.5

33
3.2

34
3.0

35
4.5

36
2.1

37
3.2

38
4.9

39
4.6

40
6.5

28
4.3

29
5.5

30
5.3

In total there were approximately 30 to 90 people in each age group. The division of
respondents by sex was as follows: 60.4% or 834 respondents were women and 39.6% or
546 respondents were men.
To obtain the experimental results of the research and to answer the research questions,
a questionnaire was elaborated. The questionnaire comprised five blocks of questions, which
allowed for studying of the respondentsí mental representations concerning the education
problems of Latvia. Besides, the content of questionnaire gave the respondents an opportunity
to evaluate both their real achievements in the sphere of education and the subjectively
desired ones. The obtained results were processed using SPSS and Excel programmes.

The Analysis of Peculiarities of Respondentsí Real and
Desired Life Schedule
Adult period is the longest in human life, and its most characteristic features are selfrealization and self-development. Concerning this aspect, one of the most important adult
person self-conception constituent parts is his/her ìage clockî. ìAge clockî displays inner
time schedule, the realization of which is connected with individualís criteria of selfrealization and self-development, assuring the existence of favourable or conflicting selfconception.
As the criteria of the inner time schedule, the most important events of individualís
social life, for example, obtaining of higher or secondary vocational education, marriage,
giving birth to children, obtaining social maturity and social status, are used.
The obtained results allow making an assertion that the majority of respondents from
18 to 40 years old (82.9%) allocate the period from 18 to 25 years in their life schedule for
higher or secondary vocational education. 15.3% of all respondents, in their turn, think
that the most favourable time for obtaining education is at the age from 26 to 35 years.
Quite small proportion of respondents ñ 1.8 % think that education should be obtained at
the age of 36-40 years. Thus, the general evaluation tendency in this aspect confirms the
expected results (Table 2).
Further results, revealing essential differences between the respondentsí real life schedule
and the ideal, which theoretically can be called the ìnon-realized life scenario effectî in
education, will be analyzed. It is manifested by 244 respondents or 18.1% of all respondents.
6% of the 18-25 years old ideally would like to obtain education at the age of 26 to 40
years. 9.4% of respondents from 26 to 35 years old would like to obtain higher and secondary
vocational education when 18 to 25 years old and 36 to 40 years old. 2.6% of respondents
at the age from 36 to 40 years ideally would like to obtaint education when 18-35 years old
(Table 2).
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Table 2.

Respondentsí Real and Mental Evaluations on Obtaining of Education
(year 2008, number of respondents and % division)
Real age
18-25 years
Ideal age number
%
18-25 years
981
92.3%
26-35 years
78
7.3%
36-40 years
4
0.4%
Total
1063
100%

26-35 years
36-40 years
number
%
number
%
109
44.3%
27
7.3%
120
48.8%
8
21.6%
18
6.8%
2
5.4%
246
100%
37
100%

Total
number
%
1117
82.9%
206
15.3%
24
1.8 %
1346
100%

The results make us to verify our assumptions that there exist differences between the
real time for obtaining education and the conception about the ideal time for doing it.
Pearsonís c2 (c2 = 334.5, p>0.01) shows that there exist statistically significant differences
in the mentioned comparison. Respectively, it enables us to assert that, what concerns
inhabitants of Latvia, there is ìnon-realized life scenario effectî connected with obtaining
higher and secondary vocational education. This effect becomes a hidden motivation for
obtaining education, and it should be taken into consideration when structuring education
process in Latvia.
Important criteria of life inner schedule, which influence the process of obtaining
education, are conceptions about having family, children and social maturity.
The analysis of respondentsí opinion about the desired and the real age of marriage
has revealed a string of significant tendencies (Table 3). The research data testify that
ideally the most desired time for getting married is when 26-35 years old, the response of
61.2% of the respondents. 33.3% of respondents express the opinion that it is better to
enter into marriage when 18-25 years old. Comparing the real time of the respondents
having entered into marriage with their desired one, the ìnon-realized life scenario effectî
becomes apparent again. Comparing these two age stages, using Pearsonís c2 statistically
significant differences have been discovered (c2 = 501.6; p>0.01).
Table 3.

Respondentsí Real and Mental Evaluation about Entering into Marriage
(year 2008, number of respondents and % division)
Real age
Ideal age
18-25 years
26-35 years
36-40 years
Total

18-25 years
number
%
327
48 %
349
51%
9
1%
685
100%

26-35 years
number
%
83
17.5%
373
78.7%
18
3.8%
474
100%

36-40 years
number
%
0
0%
33
44.6%
41
55.4%
74
100%

Total
number
%
410
33.3%
755
61.2%
68
5.5%
1233
100%

Especially pronounced these differences are in responses of those, having really entered
into marriage at the age of 18 to 25 years (48%). 51% of respondents at this age in their
mental conception about the desired age mention 26-35 years.
Birth of children is also connected with possibilities and peculiarities of obtaining
higher and secondary vocational education. The results of real and mental evaluations on
the best age of starting a family display the following tendencies (Table 4).
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Table 4.

Time for Having Children, Resluts of Real and Mental Evaluation
(year 2008, number of respondents and % division)
Real age
Ideal age
18-25 years
26-35 years
36-40 years
Total

18-25 years
number
%
305
50.4%
297
45.7%
3
3.3%
605
100%

26-35 years
36-40 years
number
%
number
%
96
18.6%
1
3%
392
75.8%
11
33.3%
29
5.6%
21
63.7%
517
100%
33
100%

Total
number
%
402
34.8%
701
60.6%
53
4.6%
1156
100%

Due to research results it is obvious, that in mental conceptions respondents as the
most favourable time for starting a faminly mention the age of 26-35 years, by 60.6% of
respondents. The greatest contradictions between the mental conception and the reality
appear in the age of 18-25 years: 45.7% of respondents at this age would like to have
children when 26-35 years old, but 50.4% of respondents at this age already have children.
The most consistent age group is that of 26-35 years ñ in 75.8% of responses the
mental conception matches the real time of children birth. The comparative analysis of
differences between mental conceptions and the real time of children birth, within the
selection of respondents, has revealed the existing statistically significant differences (c2 =
403, p>0.01). In this case also ìnon-realized life scenario effectî appears.
An important subordinate factor that influences obtaining of education, is the social
status and maturity of an individual. Social maturity includes economic independence,
presense of domicile and other aspects (Table 5).
Table 5.

Obtaining of Social Status, Mental and Real Evaluation
(year 2008, number of respondents and % division)
Real age
Ideal age
18-25 years
26-35 years
36-40 years
Total

18-25 years
number
%
480
68.8%
197
28.6%
11
1.6%
688
100%

26-35 years
36-40 years
Total
number
%
number
%
number
%
137
18.6%
16
13.7%
633
47.6%
341
65.2%
58
49.5%
596
44.9%
45
8.6%
43
36.8%
99
7.5%
523
100%
117
100%
1328
100%

Analysis of the results has shown a string of tendencies: first of all, 47.6 % of respondents
in mental evaluation as the most favourable time for obtaining the social status mark the
age of 18-25 years, but 44.9% of respondents ñ the age of 26-35 years.
Secondly, 51.8% of respondents have attained the real social status at the age of 1825, but 39.4% of respondents have attained the social status when 26-35 years old.
Thirdly, the mental conception of 69.8% of the 18-25 years old matches the really
obtained social status. It also matches it in case of 65.2% of the 26-35 years old, and of
36.8 % of the 36-40 years old.
Fourthly, a comparative analysis of differences between the mental and real evaluation
in social maturity aspect after Pearsonís c2 (c2 =405.8, p>0.01), has shown statistically
significant differences in these evaluations. Thus, we can conclude that the ìnon-realized
life scenario effectî is expressed also in this respondentsí life inner schedule constituent
part.
The results make it necessary to generally compare life internal and real time schedule
peculiarities in realization of important life situations (incl. obtaining of education). The
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main conclusion is that the greatest part of respondents (92.3%) really obtain education
when 18-25 years old and 82.9% of respondents mark this age as the most appropriate for
educating themselves.
While structuring and organizing education system, a significant latent potential is the
level of satisfaction of the state population concerning their educational status. In this
aspect the satisfaction content of 1355 respondents with their education level was studied.
In order to evaluate respondentsí satisfaction content, they were proposed to evaluate the
real education and the desired education level possible to be obtained in ideal circumstances.
In experimental selection the division of respondents by education levels was as follows
(Table 6).
Table 6.

Respondentsí Division by Real Educational Level (year 2008, n=1355)

number
%

Elementary
education
(9 forms)
43
3.0%

Secondary
vocational
education
403
29.7%

Secondary
education
282
20.8%

High school Bachelorís
education
degree
382
28.4%

Masterís
degree

184
13.%

61
4.5%

In the experimental selection respondents, having all education levels and whose division
corresponds to normal division, are represented. Respondentsí satisfaction by their education
level will be analyzed according to each education level separately.
The division of respondents having obtained elementary education by desired education
is as follows (Table 7).
Table 7.

Division of Respondents with Elementary Education by Desired Levels of Education
(year 2008, n= 43 p.)
Desirable
educational
Elementary
level:
education
Elementary
education
number
1
%
2.3%

Secondary
education

Secondary
High
Bachelour
vocatinal
school
degree
education education

5
11.6%

6
13.9%

21
48.8%

5
11.6%

Masterís Doctorís
degree
degree
1
2.3%

4
9.3%

The results brightly demonstrate dissatisfaction of respondents with their real education
level. More than 70% of respondents with elementary education in ideal circumstances
would like to obtain higher education and an academic title, 9.3% - even a scientific degree.
Similar tendencies are observed among people with secondary education (Table 8).
Table 8.

Division of Respondents with Secondary Education by Desired Level of Education
(year 2008, n=282)
Desirable
educational
level: Secondary
education
number
%

Secondary
education

Secondary
vocational
education

12
4.2%

28
9.9%

High school Bachelorís
education
degree
81
28.7%
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71
25.1%

Masterís
degree

Doctorís
degree

81
28.7%

4
3.1%.

It is evident, that the number of respondents with secondary education, who would
like to obtain higher education level, exceeds 84%. Only 4.2% are satisfied with the obtained
education. Somewhat more satisfied with their education are the respondents with secondary
vocational education (Table 9).
Table 9.

Division of Respondents with Secondary Vocational Education by
Desired Level of Education (year 2008, n=403)
Desirable
educational level:
Secondary
vocational education
number
%

Secondary
vocational
education

High
school
education

Bachelorís
degree

Masterís
degree

Doctorís
degree

40
9.9%

195
48.3%

100
24.8%

58
14.3 %

10
2.5%

Consequently, in this case 9.9% of respondents are satisfied with the obtained secondary
vocational education. However, the tendency of dissatisfaction is still maintained, since
91% of respondents from this group would like to obtain higher education and academic
and scientific titles of different levels. Somewhat different are the opinions of those
respondents who already have the higher education (Table 10).
Table 10.

Division of Respondents with Higher Education by
Desired Level of Education (year 2008, n=382)
Desirable
educational
level: High
school education
number
%

Secondary
vocational
education
2
0.5%

High school
education

Bachelorís
degree

Masterís
degree

Doctorís
degree

102
26.7%

194
50.7%

74
19.4%

9
2.3%

26.7% of respondents with higher education are absolutely satisfied with their
educational level. However, 72.4% are not dissatisfied with the obtained education.
Consequently, if these respondents had a possibility, they would continue education and
would obtain academic and scientific titles. Besides, although quite small quantity ñ only
0.5%, still there are respondents, who would like to have lower educational level than they
have, in order to obtain professional-technical specialization.
In Table 11 the division of respondents with Bachelorís degree is prvided.
Table 11.

Division of Respondents with Bachelour Degree by
Desired Level of Education (year 2008, n=184)
High school education:
Bachelor degree
number
%

Bachelorís
degree
3
1.6%

Masterís
degree
51
27.7%

56

Doctorís
degree
107
58.1%

Doctorís
degree
23
12.5%

27.7% of respondents with Bachelorís degree are satisfied with their educational level,
but 70.6% have internal motivation to raise their education level (58.1% ñ desire to obtain
a Masterís degree and 12.5% desire to obtain a Doctorís degree). 1.6% of respondents
have marked higher education, which can be explained by their desire to obtain it abroad.
Table 12.

Division of Respondents with Masterís Degree by
Desired Level of Education (year 2008, n=61)
Desirable
educational level:
Masterís degree
number
%

Secondary
vocational
education
1
1.7%

Bachelorís
degree

Masterís
degree

Doctorís
degree

9
14.7%

44
72.2%

7
11.5%

72.2% of respondents with Masterís degree are satisfied with their educational level.
Only 11.5% of respondents wish to raise their educational level and obtain a Doctorís
degree. Besides, it is interesting that among the respondents of the selection a ìdisappointmentî tendency has appeared, i.e. it would have been enough to obtain a Bachelorís degree
(14.7%) or even only secondary vocational education.
In Figure 1 all results about respondentsí satisfaction with their education are
summarized.
Figure 1.

Satisfaction of Respondents by their Education Level (year 2008, %)
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Consequently, speaking in general about respondentsí satisfaction with their education,
we can emphasize that satisfaction with the obtained education level increases together
with this level: the higher is the obtained education level the greatest is satisfaction in
general. Besides, more dissatisfied are those respondents, whose level is from elementary
school to Bachelorís degree. 72.2% of respondents with a Masterís degree in general are
satisfied with their educational level. A comparative analysis of the real and the desired
educational level within entire selection of respondents by Pearsonís c2 has shown that
there exist statistically significant differences (c2 = 526.435, p>0.001). It enables us to
maintain that relatively big amount of respondents have the ìnon-realized education level
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effectî, which determines respondentsí internal, latent motivation to continue education.
This fact should be taken into consideration, while implementing in practice the tasks of
education system of Latvia.
An important component for personalityís satisfaction with his/her educational level
and latent its continuation motive is satisfaction with his/her obtained specialization. In the
present research respondents have been asked to indicate their real specialization, and in
case the respondent is not satisfied with it, he/she was asked to mention the desired speciality,
which he/she would obtain in ideal situation (Table 13).
Table 13.

Self-evaluation of Real and Desired Education Specialization
(year 2008, n = 1380 p.)
Respondents with education corres
Respondents
ponding specialization
with another
The number
The number of
specialization,
The number of
Education
% of total of respondents
respondents
would like
respondents
specialization
number of
satisfied
not satisfied
to work in
with the given
respondents
with their
with their
the present
specialization
specialization
specialization
speciality
number
%
number
%
number
%
number
%
Pedagogical
194
14.0%
72
37.1% 122
62,9%
37
3,1%
Medical
98
7.1%
44
44.9%
54
55,1%
110
8,6%
Engineer120
8.7%
58
48.3%
62
51,7%
66
5,3%
technical
Agriculture,
41
3.0%
3
7.3%
38
92.7%
21
1.6%
forestry
Economics,
business,
318
23.0%
175
55.0% 143
45%
193
18.2%
management
Law
111
8.0%
61
54.9%
50
45.1%
167
13.1%
Art
54
3.9%
8
14.8%
46
85.2%
50
3.8%
Information
58
4.2%
37
63.8%
21
36.2%
63
4.7%
technologies
Technical
specialities
(locksmith,
129
9.3%
25
19.4% 104
80.6%
12
1%
lathe operator
etc.)

The results have revealed several regularities in respondentsí satisfaction content with
the obtained specialization. First of all, general dissatisfaction with their speciality has been
discovered, since more than 57% of respondents would like to change it. This situation
makes us think that respondentsí choice has not been well-considered that is why more
flexible vocational retraining system would be required in the frame of state sustainable
education.
Secondly, comparatively high dissatisfaction level is observed in all the mentioned
specialities (Figure 2).
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Figure 2.
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Consequently, the most dissatisfied with their speciality are those who are specialized
in agriculture (92.7%), art (85.2%), and also with simple technical specialities (80.6%).
In general, it should be emphasized that the number of respondents dissatisfied with
their specialization statistically significantly differs from the number of the satisfied
respondents (c 2, p>0.01). These results testify the stable ìnon-realized education
specialization effectî, which is characteristic to the majority of respondents. This points at
latent motivation to continue education and forms the attitude towards education in general.
Respectively, the content of the Latvian higher education .system should be reconsidered.
Important factor motivating to obtain education is the subjective evaluation of education
quality on all levels. Thus, it is important to find out the subjective evaluations of the
Latvia population in this aspect. Respondents have been asked to evaluate education quality
of all its levels. Evaluation of elementary school education quality is provided by Table 14.
Table 14.

Evaluation of Elementary Education Quality in Latvia (year 2008, %, n=1380)

number
%

Very high
level
52
3.8%

High level
373
27.0%

Average
level
464
33.6%

Low level
74
5.4%

Very low
level
7
0.5%

No
evaluation
410
29.7%

Research results show that 34.9% of respondents evaluate the quality of elementary
school in Latvia as high or very high, but 34.4% think of it as average. Only 4.9% of
respondents evaluate it as low or very low. Consequently, in general, the quality of elementary
education is acceptable. Somewhat worrying is the fact that a quarter of respondents (25.7%)
are not able to evaluate elementary school education adequately.
Results of secondary education quality evaluation in Latvia are presented in Table 15.
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Table 15.

Evaluation on Secondary Education in Latvia (year 2008, %, n=1380 p.)

number
%

Very high
level
59
4.3%

High level
level
482
34.9%

Average
470
34.1%

Low level
level
31
2.2%

No
evaluation
332
24.1%

Very low
6
0.4%

39.2% of respondents consider that secondary education in Latvia is on very high and
high level. 34.1% of respondents, in their turn, evaluate it as average, but 2.6% think that
the level is low. The fact, that relatively many respondents (24.1%) are not able to give
evaluation of secondary education, makes us wonder.
The level of secondary vocational education also has been evaluated (Table 16).
Table 16.

Evaluation of Secondary Vocational Education in Latvia
(year 2008, %, n=1380)

number
%

Very high
level
52
3.8%

High level
373
27.0%

Average
level
464
33.6%

Low level
74
5.4%

Very low
level
7
0.5%

No
evaluation
410
29.7%

In this case also the tendencies similar to those mentioned above are observed. 30.8%
of respondents evaluate the level of secondary vocational education in Latvia as high or
very high. Most of the respondents (33.6%) evaluate education quality of the mentioned
level as average. 5.9% of respondents think that the level of secondary vocational education
is low or very low. Again, comparatively big proportion of respondents ñ 29.7% ñ have not
been able to give their evaluation.
Evaluating the quality of higher education in Latvia, the opinions of respondents have
been divided as follows (Table 17).
Table 17.

Evaluation of the Quality of Higher Education in Latvia
(year 2008, %, n=1380)

number
%

Very high
level
77
5.6%

High level
414
30.0%

Average
level
466
33.8%

Low level
56
4.1%

Very low
level
9
0.7%

No
evaluation
358
25.9%

Again, 25.9% did not give their evaluation of higher education quality in Latvia,
however, this time it can be accepted, since they have not obtained higher education, 35.6%
of respondents evaluate the quality of higher education as high or very high, 33.8% evaluate
it as average. Only 4.8% of respondents evaluate the quality of higher education as low or
very low.
Respectively, respondents have motivation to obtain education in Latvia, because its
quality is generally evaluated as very good. However, in order to verify it, respondents have
been asked to answer the question where they have obtained education (in Latvia, EU,
Russia or in another country), and where they would like to obtain or continue it. In Figure
5 the data about where respondents have obtained their education is provided.
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Figure 3.

Countries, where Respondents Have Oobtained their Education (year 2008)

Results testify that the absolute majority of respondents (96.2%) have obtained
their education in Latvia. It would be interesting to see where these respondents desire
to obtain it or where they would like to continue to raise their educational level
(Figure 4).
Figure 4.

Countries Desired for Obtaining Education (year 2008, %)

It is obvious that 40.3% of respondents are motivated to obtain or continue their
education here in Latvia. Besides, it is interesting that 14.3% of those respondents,
who have obtained their education in other countries, are oriented to continuing their
education in Latvia. Nevertheless, many (almost 60%) respondents would like to obtain
secondary vocational or higher education abroad. This fact makes it necessary to consider
the situation.
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Conclusions
1.

Despite the fact that the ìnon-realized life scenario effectî is expressed in respondentsí
life time schedule, still the most part of them in real life obtain secondary vocational
and higher education at the age of 18-25 years and 82.5% also mention it as the
desired life period for obtaining education. Thus, we can state that the majority of
young adults of Latvia have the latent motivation for having secondary vocational and
higher education in the life period from 18 to 25 years.
2. Research results have discovered that for majority of responents (95.5%) the ìnonrealized education level effectî is expressed significantly. The most dissatisfied are
respondents with elementary education and secondary education, however, even
respondents with higher education express their dissatisfaction. Though, 72.2% of
respondents with a Masterís degree are satisfied with this level, still 27.8% are
dissatisfied, so they potentially would like to continue to raise their education and to
obtain a Doctorís degree.
3. During this research the fact, that there exist the stable ìnon-realized education
specialization effectî, was revealed. Results show that more than a half of respondents
(57%) are not satisfied with their specialization and would like to change it. Employees
in agriculture (92.7%) and art (85.2%), and also representatives of simple technical
professions (80.6%) are not satisfied with their specialization most of all.
4. Both the ìnon-realized education level effectî and the ìnon-realized education
specialization effectî for majority of respondents confirm the fact that they have a
strong learning latent motivation. Respectively, education system should be organized
in the context of sustainable lifelong learning.
5. It should be emphasized that education system of Latvia in general is evaluated as
comparatively good (mainly high and average evaluation), which enables us to assert
that there exist positive motivation for obtaining education in Latvia.
A quite small number ñ 2.5-6% of respondents evaluates education system of Latvia
negatively. However, it must be emphasized that still quite many (25-30%) have not
formulated a concrete subjective conception about the quality of education system in Latvia.
The fact, that more than a half of respondents (59.7%) would like to continue education
abroad, is frigthening.
Publication created in the framework of the Project ìSupport for doctoral studies
programm of DUî 2009/0140/1DP/1.1.2.1.2/09/IPIA/VIAA/015
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Kopsavilkums
IZGLŒTŒBAS MENT¬L¬ NOV«RT«JUMA ŒPATNŒBAS
LATVIJAS REÃIONU IEDZŒVOT¬JU SKATŒJUM¬
Inta Ostrovska, Aleksejs Vorobjovs
EfektÓvas izglÓtÓbas sistÁmas organiz‚cija ir katras m˚sdienÓgas valsts stratÁÏiskais uzdevums.
IzglÓtÓbas sistÁma pati par sevi ir dinamiska soci‚la par‚dÓba, un t‚pÁc t‚ nep‚rtraukti ir j‚p‚rveido
atbilstoi ekonomiskaj‚m, politiskaj‚m, tehniskaj‚m un soci‚laj‚m izmaiÚ‚m sabiedrÓbas un valsts
attÓstÓb‚.
Latvijas valsts strauj‚ attÓstÓba Eiropas valstu saimÁ rada nepiecieamÓbu skurpulozi pÁtÓt izglÓtÓbas
sistÁmas saturu, strukt˚ru, formu un faktorus, kuri ietekmÁ ‚tri mainÓgo situ‚ciju atbilstoi BoloÚas
konvencijas prasÓb‚m. IzglÓtojo‚s sistÁmas efektivit‚ti nosaka samÁr‚ plas faktoru spektrs, kur
ietver gan objektÓvos ‚rÁjos (infrastrukt˚ras esamÓba, bud˛ets, speci‚listu kvalifik‚cija u.c.), gan
subjektÓvos soci‚li psiholoÏiskos, ment‚los novÁrtÁjumus un priekstatus par izglÓtojoo sistÁmu,
apmierin‚tÓbu ar savu izglÓtÓbas lÓmeni, savu izglÓtÓbas specializ‚ciju, attieksmi pret to u.c.
2008. gad‚ Daugavpils Universit‚tes pÁtnieki realizÁja projektu ìJaunatnes socializ‚cija un
dzÓves ceÔî (vad. prof. A.Vorobjovs), kura gait‚ tika veikts pÁtÓjums, lai noteiktu subjektÓvos, ment‚los
faktorus, kuri b˚tiski ietekmÁ visas izglÓtÓbas sistÁmas funkcionÁanu. PÁtÓjuma mÁrÌis bija izpÁtÓt
Latvijas reÏionu iedzÓvot‚ju ment‚lo vÁrtÁjumu ÓpatnÓbas par esoo izglÓtÓbas sistÁmu. Rakst‚ tiek
analizÁti pÁtÓjum‚ ieg˚tie rezult‚ti.
AtslÁgas v‚rdi: dzÓves scen‚rijs, ment‚lie vÁrtÁjumi, apmierin‚tÓba ar izglÓtÓbas lÓmeni un
specializ‚ciju.
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Аннотация
ОСОБЕННОСТИ МЕНТАЛЬНЫХ ОЦЕНОК ОБРАЗОВАНИЯ
ЖИТЕЛЯМИ РЕГИОНОВ ЛАТВИИ
Инта Островска, Алексей Воробьев
Организация эффективной системы образования является стратегической задачей современного государства. Образовательная система представляет собой динамичное социальное
явление и, следовательно, требует постоянного реформирования по мере экономического, политического, технического и социального развития общества и государства.
Стремительное развитие Латвии в Европейском содружестве государств определяет необходимость скрупулезного изучения содержания, структуры, форм и факторов, влияющих на
эффективность образовательной системы, претерпевающей постоянное реформирование в соответствии с требованиями Болонской конвенции.
Эффективность образовательной системы определяется достаточно широким спектром
факторов, включающих в себя, как внешние (наличие инфраструктуры и ее состояние, бюджет,
подготовка и переподготовка специалистов и т.д.), так и субъективные социально-психологические, ментальные оценки и представления об образовательной системе, удовлетворенность
собственным уровнем образования, своей специальностью, отношение к ней. Цель данного
исследования – изучение особенностей ментальных оценок образования жителями Латвии.
Ключевые слова: жизненный сценарий, реальный и идеальный график жизни, удовлетворенность специализацией и уровнем образования, система образования, качество образования.
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WHY THEY? OR LOOKING FOR AN ENEMY:
PARADIGMS OF ANTI-SEMITISM IN EASTERN LATVIA
(LATGALE) IN THE 20TH ñ 21ST CENTURY
Dmitrijs OÔehnoviËs
The article is focused on the manipulations of anti-Semitism in the territory of Latvia in the 20th
and 21st century, special attention being paid to the existence of the enemyís image in ideological
circles. The author proposes the possible models of the development and production of the enemyís
image, emphasizes the role of mass media and propagandists in this process. He also proposes the
analysis of anti-Semitic manifestations and their possible periodization. The author presents the
comparative review of manifestations of xenophobia and anti-Semitism in different dimensions of
social and real political life.
The author holds that there are many factors which account for the fact that the Jewish
community in Latvia and Europe in general has become the object of intolerance ñ centuries-long
bias preconceptions against strangers, religious (Christian) anti-Semitism that became the basis for
distribution and approval of the racist anti-Semitic ideas in the beginning of the 20th century. These
ideas, being universal and vulgar, easily filled in the ideological lacunas for the population of Latvia.
But the existence of totalitarian regimes is impossible without a glaring image of enemy, for which
the Jewish community was very suitable as its representatives were well-known communists ñ
K.Markss, L.Trocki and others, capitalists, bankers, plutocrats, for instance, Rotshields and
Oppenheimers, as well as people, who employed blood rituals in their religious life, etc. At the same
time it should be concluded that, notwithstanding the general liberalization and democratization of
the society, part of it is still ready to accept disreputable, criminal and antihuman ideas.
Keywords: anti-Semitism, racism, intolerance, xenophobia, enemyís image, propaganda,
manipulation with mass consciousness.

In the history of the Latvian state and people there are many questions which have
been investigated by historians of several generations. The development of the science of
history, the introduction of innovative methods, and the dominance of new tendencies
impel us to turn our attention to the problems, which, as it might seem, have already been
thoroughly studied. The processes of democratization of the society and the political changes
of the 1990ies quicken genuine interest about the first years of the Latvian state ñ 1918 ñ
1922, good years ñ 1920 ñ 1930ies, dreadful decade ñ the Nazi occupation and the beginning
period of the soviet occupation; lately the researchers have turned their attention also to
the N.Hruschevís thaw times and the barricade struggles.
The abatement of the state and society censure became the invitation for the researchers
to reconsider the existing studies, which, in fact, sometimes meant rewriting the history. At
the same time, ìÖthe one, who is engaged in politics or social sciences, cannot be free of
ideology and a particular system of valuesî (Goodwin p.8). Demithologization in the name
of science creates new myths1, and, as wrote the French philosopher Roland Barthes ìÖThe
For instance, prof. H.Strods set the following objectives for his work: to attain objectivity and to expose
the myths of the soviet historiography, aggregating ALL [the authorís display type ñ D.O.] the sources: (Strods
1999, pp. 5.-11) not diminishing H.Strodsí contribution to the historiography of Latvia, it should be noted,
that the above-mentioned objectives testify not only of his aspiration for objectivity, but also are the statement
of the historical truth, which, in my opinion, is indicative of the authorís tendency towards demiurgization.
Supposedly, K.KÔaviÚí thoughts about the myths in the history of Latvia not demithologize the scientific
process, but: ìÖcause depression with far-reaching political consequencesÖî: (KÔaviÚ 2004, p. 47).
1
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determinant of a myth is not the one towards which it is directed or for what it is meant,
but the technique how it is expressed; a myth has the formal, not substantial bordersî
(Барт 2000, p.233). A man, not being perfect by his nature, not only tries to explain the
world using mythology, but on the level of subconsciousness he believes the explanations
proposed, he does not attempt to find rational answers to the natural challenges.
Contemporary herd person (Ортега-и-Гассет 1998, с. 195-315), returns to implicit faith in
what from selfish motives is offered by present myth creators2. The mythopoeia is a
communicative process, which comprises exactly the creation of myth and its cultivation,
as well as its perception. Despite the difficulty of determining the border between archaic
and modern, sacred and political myths, the author hazards a remark, that a political myth
is an ideologically marked narration, which claims presenting an absolutely true conception
about the past, present and future events, and which is perceived by the society as generally
correct one (see also: Флад 2004, p. 43). A political myth is ambivalent and cannot be
cultivated without attendant myths; alongside one myth, also new myths are created, and
they function also as independent semiotic phenomena. Myth is the foundation of political
ideology and it always claims Weltgeschichte that is accounted for not as the world history,
but as the history-world (Лаку-Лабарт, Нанси 2002, p. 18). The myth is incredible without
the glorification of heroes, which is based on the archaic world division: WE ñ THEY.
Revitalization, engagement and revision of myths, as well as creation of new ones are
required in the time that the representatives of French existentialism called a phenomenon
of border situations, and, supposedly, World War II and the exploration of its events are a
productive grounds for both home and neighbourhood myth creators.
Memory is a human ability to memorize, maintain and forget information. The
globalization of the information space interposes the human memory as one of the most
active functions of human psyche, although, also in the infancy of the race of homo sapiens,
due to the ability to obtain and maintain information, a human being passed over to another,
more qualitative stage of development. It is the memory that impels peopleís interest about
the past, and in the course of time, despite the decrease of the role of individual experience,
the collective memory ñ experience determines the paradigms of our world perception. The
vector of the process of remembrance is directed to the past, but its projections ñ towards
the future, thus it becomes a bridge between the past and the future (Вейнберг 1993, с. 3).
But the interest about the past is relatively dependent on several factors ñ environmental
appeal, social and psychological position of the society. In the border situations, when a
person has to make a choice, which will determine his further life, there grows the interest
about the experience of previous generations; and this is the answer to the eschatological
expectations on the one hand, and the attempt to overcome growing fear about the unknown
future on the other hand (Швенгцер 1999). The 20th century, which witnessed the sanguinary
wars, hypertechnorization of household environment, the century during which a person ñ
individuality was considered the most dreadful enemy (Ортега-и-Гассет 1998, с. 195-315;
Лебон 1998, с.11), invites the people rejected by the society to look for (or create) the truth
in the remote, often exotic or totalitarian traditions (Юнг 1994, с.187-193).
Carrying out a historical research we often face the dilemma ñ what exactly is worth
of scholarís attention, and what is unimportant. In the history of Latvia there are many
questions in suspense, which are again and again brought into the focus of historians. The
development of the science of history, the introduction of new methods, the dominance of
There are no definite individual taking part in the process of myth creation. A myth is created by the
collective, who unawares believe the interpretation of the world proposed by the myth. Nowadays myths are
being created by a definite person or group of individuals, who deliberately propose new models of the world
interpretation. See., e.g. (Барт 2000, p.284).
2
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innovative tendencies determine the priorities of historical studies, as well as influence the
development of the societyís historical awareness. In the modern historiography of Latvia
there is a range of problems that are being paid special attention: German and soviet
occupation, Holocaust, regionalism, and cross-cultural dialogue. The research of all these
issues is more or less dependent on the influence of political and public order. The attention
is being paid also to the introduction of new sources into the scientific research (as well as
to their verification). Present researchers not only address the studies of the past historians,
but also make a dialogue between themselves. Nonetheless, the main task of history has
been and still is the cognition of ourselves (Коллингвуд 1980, с.14).
Alongside the scientific research, also the quasi-scientific works are brought into the
focus of political discourse. These studies of speculative character, containing factual and
epistemological errors3 are being edited and popularized in large quantities. Even the authors,
who strive for impartiality, especially when analyzing contradictory questions of history,
cannot dispose of the stereotypes dominating in the society (for instance: Альтман 2002;
Звонов 1993).
The question of the Jew genocide, its preconditions, implementers and process is one
of the most discussed questions in the historiography of Latvia and the world, but the
number of studies concerning anti-Semitic propaganda still is rather small.
Since the Middle Ages the territory of Latvia has been a geopolitical object, thus being
the basis for the interaction of traditions of several cultures; and on this background there
developed the Latvian nation. This process was based on the ethnic and religious tolerance,
dialogue of cultures and languages, which, in their turn, promoted the establishment of the
Latvianís world outlook. Unfortunately, not always this process was based on the principles
of tolerance. Xenophobe and nationalist ideas were used because of populist reasons: creating
the image of enemy, dividing the world according to the principle: oneís own people ñ we ñ
good and strangers ñ they ñ bad.
On the basis of archetypical quasi-religious concepts, those were the representatives of
the Jewish community who became the enemy (often ñ infernal one). Besides, it is necessary
to note that the same process takes place nowadays, even after the tragic experience of
Holocaust (SHOAH). We have to agree with A.Eglitis: ìÖdemocratic political culture
does not allow for openly manifested anti-SemitismÖ Anti-Semitism in Latvia has not
disappeared. There still exist the associations typical of this region ñ with Jewish bankers,
Bolsheviks, international confederacyÖ Just read the comments on the InternetÖî (EglÓtis
http://www.dialogi.lv/article.php?&id=2100&la=2).
The Jewish community, persecuted secularly in the countries of Western and Central
Europe, in the 16th century found its refuge in the territory of Latvia thus becoming a
subject of its history. Herewith the development of nationalism in Europe in the 18th ñ 19th
century (more in, e.g.: Gellner 1983; Пюимеж 1999; Поляков 1997), in Russian Empire
there also appeared new dimensions in the ethnic relations, in which the anti-Semitism had
a considerable role. The Jews were not viewed as religious opponents any more, but, due to
the expanding social and economic contacts, they became also the competitors in the
economic sphere. Furthermore, in the second half of the 19th century the information space
in the territory of Latvia began to expand rapidly. That facilitated the development of the
society of a new type ñ the information society. For the propagation of anti-Semitic ideas
mass media were used more and more often; especially it is true about the periodical press,
its impact on the development of the target audienceís worldviews increasing because of
the growth in the number of newspapers and their readers.
3

For example (Крысин 2004). Edition ñ 5000 publications.
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The turbulent events of the beginning of the 20th century ñ World War I, the proclamation of the independent country ñ did not reduce the attacks towards the representatives
of the Jewish community. As justly noted by the researcher of Berlin Anti-Semitic Centre
(Zentrum f¸r Antisemitismusforschung) Beata Kosmala [Kosmala] when analyzing the events
of World War II, anti-Semitism in the year 1940 could not appear from nowhere
(http://www.dw-world.de/dw/article/0,2144,1346937,00.html).
Traditionally the manifestations of anti-Semitism are stratified in the chronological
dimension (see, e.g., http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antisemitism):

antique anti-Semitism, based on the intolerance towards the representatives of Jewish
people, and which in total characterizes the interethnic relations of the Greek and Roman
oiqumena, which were based on the division of the world into barbarians and WE;

Christian (religious) anti-Semitism4, which appeared together with the spread of Christianity in the 2nd century A.D. The propagators of Judaism are reproached for nonacceptance of Christianity, and therefore all the Jews are blamed for the crucifixion of
Jesus Christ. The brightest allegoric depiction of the dogmas of Christian anti-Semitism
can be observed in the northern portal of Strasbourg church, namely, a Christian
church and a synagogue are depicted as two women, and the Jewish woman is blindfold;

Racial anti-Semitism (often regarded as the ìclassicalî one) appeared in the end of the
19th century and decidedly became the ideological basis of Holocaust. It should be
noted that in the genocide inspired by the Nazi nothing (for instance, acceptance of
Christianity, paying off) could save the representatives of the Jewish community from
extermination, because exactly the biological anthropological speculative principles
had become the idee fix;

ìthe new anti-Semitismî ñ or anti-Zionism, the point of reference of which can be
considered both the First Congress of Zionism (1987), and the establishment of Israeli
(1948). It is based on the destruction of Israeli or the attempts to consider Zionism as
one of the types of racism5. These ideas are actively used also to justify even preposterous
ideas about A.Hitler as a founder of Israeli (Kardel 1973), as well as in the quasiscientific studies6 of historians revisionists (Альтман 2001), deniers of Holocaust.
Prof. L.Dribins in his fundamental research on the manifestations of anti-Semitism in
Latvia (Dribins 2001) devoted a separate chapter to the analysis of the manifestations of
anti-Jewish yudophobia during the time of First Republic (Dribins 2001, 81.ñ103. lpp.),
indicating that besides the biased interpretations of relations between the Latvians and the
Jews, there existed also the ìtheoreticalî anti-Semitism (Dribins 2001, 85. lpp.; –uvajevs,
Stranga http://www.rigaslaiks.lv/vecaiswww/1_2000/vesture1.html). One of the most active
ìtheoreticiansî of national intolerance was J‚nis D‚vis (1867ñ1959) ñ the translator of
the notorious falsification (see, e.g. Кон 1990) of ìRecords of Zion Wise Menî7 into the
Sometimes named also anti-Judaism.
Already in 1975, pursuant to the proposition of some Arab countries and the USSR whole-hearted support
during the UNO General Assemblyís 30th session the resolution No.3379 was passed, in accordance with
which Zionism was considered a form of racial discrimination. More in: http://www.unsystem.org.
6
On December 11 - 12, in Teheran (Iran) on the official nations level there was organized the international
scientific [the authorís display type ñ O.D.] conference Holocaust: Global Vision, in which there were presented
the studies [the authorís display type ñ O.D.] on the non-existance of Holocaust (or less number of victims).
More in: (http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/2006December/contents_program1.htm or Исследования Холокоста:
глобальное видение 2007).
7
ìRecords of Zion Wise Menî- falsification used in the anti-Semitic propaganda. It was firstly made public
by the Russian S.Niluss in 1905. It is as if about the protocols of the secret meeting of ìthe Jewish leaders of the
world (during the Zionist congress in 1897), which ìexposeî the Jewsí plans to destroy the Western culture:
(Liel‚ enciklopÁdisk‚ v‚rdnÓca 2003, p. 184).
4
5
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Latvian language (1922). Despite the active propaganda of anti-Semitic ideas in the
beginning of the 1920ies, with the development of civil society, overcoming the consequences of World War I in social policy, also the influence of anti-Semites on the
population of Latvia decreased. Not without reason the Jewish publicist F.Gordon in his
book ìLatviei un ˛Ódi: SpÓles starp V‚ciju un Krievijuî (Latvians and Jews: Between
Germany and Russia) named the chapter, in which he presents the history of the Jewish
community in Latvia in the period 1918ñ1940, Good Years (Gordons 2001, 37.ñ53. lpp.).
Anti-Semitism had become the ideology of marginal circles, or, which in our opinion is a
more dangerous trend, it had become one of the factors of interpersonal relations.
The economic situation becoming worse in the 1930ies, the propagandists (Странга 2005,
с. 316) of anti-Semitic dogmas promoted their activity, and exactly J.D‚visí ìcontributionî
to the propagation of xenophobe ideas became one of the ìintellectualî sources of local
anti-Semitesí activity.
The summer events of 1940 changed the international status of Latvia and heavily
affected the foundation of the societyís existence. Officially propagating the ideas of
internationalism, the actions of the soviet power facilitated the development of national
conflicts. Israeli historian D.Levin justly notes: it is impossible to understand Holocaust if
one does not know what was going on in the western soviet territories during 1939ñ1941
(cit. from: Gordons 2001, 58. lpp.). With the establishment of the soviet regime in the
summer of 1940, the communist press, which had been underground before, became the
trumpet of the new regime. On the basis of criticism of ìK.Ulmanisí fascist dictatorshipî
the soviet ideologists attempted both to legitimize the regime of occupation and to sidetrack
the audienceís attention from the current socio-political events. The equality of rights for
all the ethnic and religious groups living in Latvia (CÓÚa 1940, 22. j˚n.) announced by the
Latvian People marionette government, as well as the decisions made for the national
policy were the propagandistsí tricks, their aim being the involvement of the minoritiesí
representatives into active political life. In reality, for the Latvian society it meant only the
development of Stalinist internationalism. In spite of their efforts the soviet functionaries
realized that: ìÖthe minorities ñ the Russians and the Jews ñ now are delighted, because
now it is their time to bear sway over the LatviansÖî (Краткие указания агитаторам
“Единого трудового блока” 1940). That, of course, called forth a lot of indignation and
rumours among the Latvians: ìÖmany civil servants of Latvian nationality are scared that
with the success of the Workpeople Bloc in the elections, the Latvians will be dismissed,
and their workplaces will be occupied by Jews, Russians and communistsÖî (Краткие
указания агитаторам “Единого трудового блока” 1940). Certainly, not always those
rumours were ungrounded, as the USSR labour policy was mainly based not on national,
but on class principles8, the preference being given to the cadres sent from Russia or the
activists of the Latvian communist party. The anti-Semitist ideology, suppressed during the
rule of K.Ulmanis, revived in the circles of the Latvian army: ìÖon June 23 the instructors
of Vidzeme artillery regiment Ö organized instigations against the soldiers of Jewish nationality Ö sang songs of anti-Semitic character and summoned to throw the Jews into
the DaugavaÖî (CÓÚa 1940, 23. j˚n.). These facts were extensively used in the soviet
propaganda in order to discredit the Army of Independent Latvia. It should be noted that
by 1940 anti-Semitic sentiments were traditionally strong exactly among militarists and
students (Dribins 2001, 81.ñ103. lpp.). Already after a year the Nazi propagandists made

8
There is a reason for the discussion about the national policy carried out in the USSR in 1936 ñ 1938,
which to a great extent influenced also the Latvians living in the USSR.
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use of those sentiments accusing the Jews for the usurpation of power and for their
domination in the state administration and economy9.
The campaign against anti-Semitism was launched in the press of Soviet Latvia in
1940 ñ 1941, and it found its latent reflection also in the consciousness of the folk. Thus,
on July 6, 1940 the newspaper ìLatgaÔskaja Pravdaî, revealing ìthe crimes of plutocratic
Ulmanisí regimeî, says, that in the meeting, which took place on July 1 in Ilukste: ìthere
were 140 people Ö mainly Russians, as well as Jews a.o. 4 representatives of the Russian
nationality and 1 Pole were elected the temporary government. The appeal to free one
place for a representative of Jewish workers, the newly elected deputies started to shout
that Ö ìWe extracted peat, and Jews ñ shoemakers are not our comrades! Do away with
the Jews!î etc. They were supported by the most of the people presentÖî (Не поддаваться
на провокацию 1940, 6 июля ).
The articles of similar character appeared in the press of that period rather often, and
these facts had to be explained by the propagandists of the communist ideology, of course,
taking the principles of dialectical materialism as the basis: ìÖ another foundation of
fascism10 is anti-Semitism. Inciting hatred against the Jews, the government (K.Ulmanisí
government ñ D.O.) attempted to sidetrack attention from the crimes committed by
themselves. The anti-Semitic propaganda was not directed against the rich of Jews, who
earned much by exploitation of Jewish and not Jewish workersÖ In the street (Jewish
workers) were often beaten by fascist bandits, they were persecuted in the army and dismissed
from their workÖî (Латгальская Правда 1940, 1 июля ).
Such interpretation of the anti-Semitic spirits and unskilful attempts to combat them
(Латгальская Правда, Ibid)11 did not reduce the number of anti-Semitic assaults. Not being
concerned about the real problems of the Jewish community, propagating the idea of the
world revolution, the Bolshevik ideologists employed xenophobe conceptions in their
struggle.
It should be noted that the anti-Jewish conceptions were not expressly emphasized,
even irrespective of the general anti-religious and atheistic atmosphere. Only in the journal
ìUfbojî12 administered by M.Shac-Anin and the newspaper ìKamfî13 there appeared the
articles directed against the rabbi. Supposedly, if articles of similar character had been
published in the Latvian, Polish or Russian newspapers, they might have been qualified as
the materials of anti-Semitic character (Gordons 2001, 58.ñ62. lpp.). Moreover, such a
situation was observable alongside with the massive campaign against the Christian church
in the press published in Latvian and Russian. That fact gave the Nazi ideologists another
opportunity to charge the Latvian Jewsí community confirming the logical chain ñ ìJew ñ
Bolshevikî: ìÖJews ñ Bolsheviks ñ beasts, but very craftyÖî. The slogans such as ìOff
with white guards, off with priests, off with Roman Catholic priests (but not rabbi)î were
propagated everywhere [thus in the text ñ D.O.] (RÁzeknes ZiÚas 1941, 30. j˚l.).
The soviet propagandists, looking for their supporters in all the ethnic groups, and
making use of the principles of internationalism and ethnic equality, unawares promoted

E.g.: ì... among the prisoners there were only the Jews, who organized a shop in the prison church ... all
the wardens were the Jews...î (Lazd‚ns J‚nis 1941); or ì... the Jew n
ä eiers having become a land-surveyor ...
took bribes ... he gave better lands to his Jews ...î (K‚ ˛Óds –nejers Baltinav‚ zemi dalÓja 1942).
10
K.Ulmanisí regime. The authorís note.
11
It was noted, that: ì... the all, who shout ìOff with the Jewsî, are the agents of Ulmanisí clique...î.
12
ìForwardî ñ pro-communist journal issued in Yiddish.
13
ìCÓÚaî ñ the greatest pro-communist edition in the territory of Latvia in 1940 ñ 1041 in Yiddish. (More
in, e.g.: Латгальская Правда 1940, 8 июля).
9
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the development of conceptions in the worldview of the Latvian population of not Jewish
origin: the soviet occupation was perceived as related to the Jewsí plans to become the
world governors with the help of Bolsheviks. With the first attempts of russification and
closing of Latvian schools, it was announced in the press that ìÖin 1934 Ulmanisí clique
Ö closed the Jewish school in Daugavpils. Only due to the soviet power, the Jewish school
was again openedÖî (Латгальская Правда 1940, 3 ноября).
The first year of the soviet occupation affected every person living in Latvia irrespective
of his ethnicity or religious belief, and that incited national intolerance in the whole society.
At the same time it gave the possibility for the Third Reich army to occupy Latvia at short
notice and not experiencing much resistance on the part of local population (even with
their support). The Jews became the hostages of the situation and were accused for the
crimes of the soviet occupation power.
With the entry of Wermacht soldiers in the territory of Latvia in June of 1941, it was
strategically important for the occupation power to make use of the Latvian populationís
attitude to the Jews, which was more negative than positive (D˚ra, Gundare 2004, 129.ñ
130. lpp.), and which was determined not only by the logically inexplicable mass repressions
against all the levels of society, but also by the decline of living standard and the incompliance
of the principles propagated by the soviet power to the reality, the peak of which was the
deportations of June 13 ñ 14, 1941.
In the manipulations with the mass consciousness of the population occupied by the
Reich the already approbated methods were used; they were simply adjusted to the local
circumstances. The propagandistsí objective was not only to control the recipientsí political
views, but also to completely control their social, private and intimate life (Benjamin pp
482ñ495; Longerich 1993, p. 296; Clark 1997, p. 103; Remak (Ed.) 1990, p. 89). This is in
conformity with the propaganda dominants of the totalitarian regime, the leading-motive
being the priority of the populationsí (societyís) ideas over the individualityís interests.
The Nazi racist anti-Semitic doctrine was of universal character; all the spheres of
individualityís life were controlled and there were vulgarized answers prepared to all the
possible life questions, all the problem situations (both local, and universal) were explained.
The plan ìBarbarossaî, viewed as the supreme mission of National Socialism, defined one
of the basic tasks as ìÖthe world liberation of the Jews and Bolshevism they have createdî.
ìThe Jew Bolshevikî (Jacobsen 1986, p.430) became the antipode of ìthe values of European
cultureî propagated by the Nazi, and at the same time the Jews were blamed for the crimes
of Stalinist totalitarianism.
In the authorís opinion, the statement, that the main objective of the anti-Semitic
propaganda was to mobilize as many as possible Latvians and other, not Jewish
representatives for the participation in liquidation of the Jews or for active non-resistance
to that, is disputable (Dribins 2001, 114. lpp.). L.Dribins voices the idea that the Nazi
would have liquidated the Latvian Jews in any case, without any outburst of anti-Semitic
views, but the propagandistsí achievements formed the basis for the misbelieve that those
were the Latvians who demanded liquidation of their fellow-citizens ñ Jews (Dribins 20011,
125. lpp.). In our opinion, the anti-Semitic component in the Nazi propaganda had to
develop a new world outlook in the consciousness of the population of occupied Latvia,
making them understand that it was necessary to find oneís own role ìÖin that struggle
Öagainst the power of Jews-BolsheviksÖî (Augusts Brocis 1941), at the same time diverting
the peopleís thoughts from everyday problems, unarranged social life and danger of war,
offering them a universal source of all the problems and urging them to actively participate
in the struggle against the Red Army. In the world outlook developed by the Nazi the
Latvians were not given a definite role. Therefore, anti-Semitism was one of the means to
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fill in that lacuna making the Latvians [the RussiansÖ] think not about their place ìin new
bright Europeî 14, but about ìthe dark past in the Jewish yokeî.
It is doubtless, that the activity carried out by the Nazi propagandists heavily influenced
the potential audience in occupied Latvia15, but, it should be noted, that in Latvia, like in
other territories occupied by the Nazi, there were hundreds of Jewsí rescuers (Vestermanis
http://vip.latnet.lv/lpra/pretd.htm), besides, after the war, as, for example, in Poland, no
Jew-baiting took place16.
During the first after-war years of the soviet occupation, the manifestations of antiSemitism in Latvia were of latent character, though the functionaries of the communist
party tried to change the situation (Russian Federation Archives of Social and Political
History, fond 600., opis1., list.17.-24); but after the establishment of Israeli and its
orientation towards democratic values (not to the communistic world, as Stalin had hoped),
the communist party started mass campaign against cosmopolitans. The Jews were blamed
for all the possible crimes against the soviet country, a number of well-known Jews were
condemned to death17 and even murdered without any judgement18, Jewish schools and
other educational establishments, theatres were closed. At the same time the Jews were
isolated from the USSR social and political life, the striking example being the so-called
doctorsí case, when in January of 1953 it was announced that a number of Jewish doctors,
most of whom were academicians and professors, had incorrectly cured the members of
Politburo (Костырченко 2003). The Jews were not officially viewed as the original
inhabitants of the USSR and the soviet ethnos any more, a number of restrictions were
introduced for their studies in higher education establishments and professional sphere
(especially, in the state security apparatus and the army) (Государственный антисемитизм
в СССР 2005), the restrictions were introduced also in the Jewsí possibilities of movement
within the USSR, but to leave the communistic paradise was practically impossible. On
such a background the USSR power offices without a breach of continuity turned against
the manifestations of anti-Semitism in other countries. Along with the state anti-Semitism,
in the consciousness of the soviet citizens there heavily rooted the negative stereotypes
about the Jews which syncretized all the previously existing views.
The situation changed during M.Gorbachovís perestroika, and the declaration of the
Latvian Supreme Council ìOn Condemnation and Inadmissibility of Genocide and AntiSemitism in Latviaî (http://akti.delfi.lv/text.cfm?Key=0127041990091932769) can be
viewed as a significant borderline. This declaration can be considered the first legitimate
basis for the integration of the Latvian society. The given document marked out the basic
principles of democracy including the representatives of the Jewish community into the list
of traditional minorities living in Latvia. But in the real political space the xenophobe
trends continued to exist and acquired new adepts. The search for a new national and
political identity revived archetypical anti-Semitic stereotypes. For instance, the textbook
of Latvian history under the editorship of O.Konstanda, published in 1992, clearly blamed
the Jews for the repressions against the Latvians during the soviet occupation; and, despite
One of the stereotypical designations of the Nazi propagandists.
Thus the representatives of the occupation power evaluated their activity, carrying out the monitoring of
the mass awareness (War Archives of the Russian Federation, fond 504K, opis 46, list 23., 28., 46.)
16
The major Jew-baiting after World War II took place in the Polish town Ke˘ce, on July 4, 1946, when at
least 47 people were slaughtered. More in, e.g.: ›urek p. 136., or: http://www.jewishinstitute.org.pl/pl/home/
index/0.html)
17
In 1948 14 representatives of the Jewish anti-fascist committee stood trial for espionage in favour of the
USA, and 13 of them were sentenced to death.
18
On January 12, 1948 in Minsk, in the instigated car crash there died the prezident of the Jewish antifascist committee, and outstanding dramatic artist Solomon Mihoelss.
14
15
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the prohibition of Security Police, in some bookstores it is possible to purchase Main Kampf
by A.Hitler. The leader of Latvian National Front ñ A.Garda, who is trying to monopolize
the right to xenophobe and anti-Semitic rhetoric, in the newspaper ìDeokup‚cija.
Dekoloniz‚cija. DeboÔeviz‚cijaî [ìDeoccupation. Decolonization. Debolshevization.]î,
issued on April 3, 2003, started the publication of ìThe Protocol of Zion Wise Menî, but,
notwithstanding the open anti-Semitic rhetoric existing in the public space, this can be
regarded as a marginal possibility of political bankruptcy to make others not to forget
about himself. Agitation was caused by the manifestations of ìdispersiveî anti-Semitism in
the public and mass media space in Latvia. The journal Kapit‚ls (Capital), issued in August,
2000, published the article ìﬁÓdi valda pasauliî The Jews Rule the World (Lisovskis 2000)
by N.Lisovskis; the article received carping criticism of the law enforcement institutions ñ
Constitutional Agency of Defence asked the Prosecutorís Office to start the prosecution
against the chief editor of the journal G.Rozenberg, but after the investigation the Prosecutorís
Office made the decision not to do that (Valsts CilvÁktiesÓbu Biroja 2000. gada p‚rskats.
http://www.vcb.lv/index.php?open=publikacijas&this=080903.23). In 2005 one of the wellknown Latvian lawyers Andris Gr˚tups published the novel Beilis‚de (Gr˚tups 2005) that
received polarized evaluations (in the beginning of 2008 it was published also in Russian
(Грутупс 2008)), in its turn, the above-mentioned authorís novel Eafots (Scaffold) (Gr˚tups
2007) turned out to be the significant factor in the political, legal and scientific discourse.
We have to agree with K.Zellis, that ìÖIn the work [the novel Eafots ñ D.O.] one can
clearly see the dualistic approach to the interpretation of history ñ there are the sufferers ñ
Latvians, and there are the Jews and the Russians who are responsible for these sufferings.
Creating the image of the Latvians as sufferers, we will always logically and involuntarily
look for offenders within other ethnic groups. Ö Such an explanation is the profanation of
history, and, besides, it is very convenient, as, fastening the blame for our deeds on somebody
else, we ìforgetî our own mistakes ÖI think it is important at first to look honestly at
ourselves and only then seek for othersí offencesî (Zellis http://www.politika.lv/
index.php?id=14948).
There is a range of factors why the Jewish community in Latvia and Europe in general
has become the object of intolerance ñ centuries-long bias preconceptions against strangers,
religious (Christian) anti-Semitism that became the basis for distribution and approval of the
racist anti-Semitic ideas in the beginning of the 20th century. These ideas, being universal and
vulgar, easily filled in the ideological lacunas for the population of Latvia. But the existence
of totalitarian regimes is impossible without a glaring image of enemy, for which the Jewish
community was very suitable as its representatives were well-known communists ñ K.Markss,
L.Trocki and others, capitalists, bankers, plutocrats, for instance, Rotshields and
Oppenheimers, as well as people, who employed blood rituals in their religious life, etc. At
the same time it should be concluded that, notwithstanding the general liberalization and
democratization of the society, part of it is still ready to accept disreputable, criminal and
antihuman ideas. Unfortunately, we have to conclude that in the consciousness
(subconsciousness) of simple people the anti-Semitic ideological constructions are not strange,
what the author once more ascertained participating in the expedition AknÓste 200819
organized by the Oral History Centre of Daugavpils University. A number of narrators,
positively evaluating the Jewsí role in the Latvian society in general, mentioned blood
rituals as an integral component of Judaism, thus using stereotypes when depicting the
features of the Jews.

19

In: Daugavpils University Centre of Oral History, Room 311a, VienÓbas Str. 13, Daugavpils, Latvia.
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Kopsavilkums
K¬P«C VI“I? JEB IENAIDNIEKU MEKL«JOT:
ANTISEMŒTISMA PARADIGMAS AUSTRUMLATVIJ¬ (LATGAL«) 20. ñ 21.GS.
Dmitrijs OÔehnoviËs
PÁtÓjum‚ autors aktualizÁ antisemÓtisma izpausmes Latvijas teritorij‚ 20.ñ21. gs., Ópai analizÁjot
ienaidnieka tÁla esamÓbu ideoloÏiskajos lokos. Tiek pied‚v‚ti iespÁjamie ienaidnieka tÁla veidoanas
un kultivÁanas modeÔi, uzsvÁrta plasaziÚas lÓdzekÔu un propagandistu loma aj‚ proces‚. LÓdztekus
tiek pied‚v‚ta antisemÓtisko izpausmju analÓze un iespÁjam‚ periodiz‚cija. Autors sniedz komparatÓvu
p‚rskatu par ksenofobijas un antisemÓtisma izpausmÁm da˛‚d‚s sadzÓvisk‚s, soci‚l‚s un re‚lpolitisk‚s
dimensij‚s.
PÁc autora dom‚m, ebreju kopiena Latvij‚ un Eirop‚ kopum‚ ir kÔuvusi par neiecietÓbas izpausmju
objektu vair‚ku faktoru dÁÔ: gadsimtiem ilgi funkcionÁjuie aizspriedumi pret sveiniekiem un reliÏiskais
(kristÓgais) antisemÓtisms ir kÔuvis par pamatu rasistisk‚ antisemÓtisma ideju izplatÓanai un pieÚemanai
20. gs. s‚kum‚, pateicoties savam univers‚lumam un vulg‚rismam viegli aizpildot ideoloÏisk‚s lak˚nas
Latvijas iedzÓvot‚jiem. Savuk‚rt totalit‚ro re˛Ómu past‚vÁana nav iespÁjama bez spilgti aktualizÁta
ienaidnieka tÁla, kam ebreju kopiena ir Ôoti piemÁrota, jo ebreju tautas p‚rst‚vji bija gan pazÓstami
komunisti, piemÁram, K.Markss, œ.Trockis u.c., gan kapit‚listi, banÌieri, plutokr‚ti, piemÁram,
Rotildu un Oppenheimeru Ïimenes, gan cilvÁki, kas sav‚ reliÏiskaj‚ dzÓvÁ izmanto asins ritu‚lus
u.tml. Vienlaikus ir j‚secina, ka, neskatoties uz kopÁjo sabiedrÓbas liberaliz‚ciju un demokratiz‚ciju,
daÔa no Latvijas sabiedrÓbas arÓ odien ir gatava sevÓ kultivÁt diskreditÁjoas un krimin‚li sod‚mas
antihum‚nas ideologÁmas.
AtslÁgas v‚rdi: ienaidnieka tÁls, antisemÓtisms, propaganda, ksenofobija, ovinisms, Latgale.

Резюме
ПОЧЕМУ ОНИ? ИЛИ В ПОИСКАХ ВРАГА : ПАРАДИГМЫ АНТИСЕМИТИЗМА В
ВОСТОЧНОЙ ЛАТВИИ (ЛАТГАЛИИ) В 20 – 21 ВЕКАХ
Дмитрий Олехнович
Автор исследования анализирует проявления антисемитизма на территории Латвии в 20–
21 веках, особое внимание уделяя проблеме образа врага в политических идеологиях. В статье
представлены модели создания и культивирования образа врага, выделяя роль пропаганды массмедиа. В статье предложена возможная периодизация антисемитской пропаганды, а также представлен компаративный анализ проявлений ксенофобии и антисемитизма на бытовом, социально-экономическом и реалполитическом уровне.
Автор считает, что еврейская община Латвии стала объектом проявления нетерпимости в
результате множества факторов – многовековые предрассудки о чужаках и религиозный (христианский) антисемитизм стали основой для распространения и принятия расового антисемитизма в 20 веке. Расовый антисемитизм основывался на спекулятивно-псевдонаучном базисе и,
претендуя на универсальность, заполнил идеологические лакуны жителей Латвии. Идеология
тоталитарного национал-социалистического режима основывается на образе врага, и еврей становится идеальным врагом, ибо евреи были как коммунисты (К.Маркс, Л.Троцкий, и т.д.), так
и представители крупной буржуазии (например, Ротшильды или Оппенгеймеры). При этом важно отметить, что, несмотря на публичное осуждение антисемитской идеологии, либерализацию и демократизацию общества, части латвийского общества не чужда данная идеология.
Ключевые слова: образ врага, антисемитизм, пропаганда, ксенофобия, шовинизм, Латгале.
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LORENZ VON STEIN ABOUT FREEDOM AND
A SOCIAL PROBLEM
Dalia EidukienÎ
In clause theoretical development of problems of the social state in works of the German doctor
of the right, the sociologist and economist Lorentz von Stein (1815-1890) is discussed significant,
but nevertheless little-known to the reader. The scientific heritage, especially development of the
social doctrine of a society by him, is more exact the basic conclusion about his evolution in a social
direction, take the important place in the European and international political ideas, leaving outside
a concrete object of research, and the international political idea, leaving outside a concrete object of
research, and space and time of his epoch.
The urgency of a theme is caused by that on a background of modern active discussion of
prospects of change of paradigms of the European model of the social state from the state of the
social help to the state of investments in Europe, in the post Soviet countries scientific development of
a problem only begins. As appeals to refuse ostensibly out-of-date social policy, leading to ìexcessive
social chargesî, do not find unanimous support.
Key words: the rule of social law, welfare state, social investment state, social question, liberalism,
social reform.

Steinís scientific heritage holds an important place in the history of socio-political
thought and extends far beyond the specific object of research and the thought limitations
of his period. His doctrine of the social state created extensive opportunities for further
scientific research in the area of the social potential of the state. Steinís ideological influence
on his contemporaries was enormous. For advocates of the social state he became a classic
whose ideas ìopened a new epochî, who was able ìto build new roads for the further
development of societyî (Gumplowicz 1881, p. 150-151). When speaking about the subject
that is of interest to us, later theorists of the social state variously quoted and continue to
quote Steinís thoughts. His socio-political doctrine met with severe criticism by Marxists,
who called it ìa fruit that is sour and green but, nevertheless, a fruit of knowledgeî (Mering
1906, p. 1, 252-253).
Steinís ideas remain relevant even today. It is thanks also to him that the term modern
state has become synonymous not only with the rule of law but also with the social state. It
is, after all, thanks to Lorenz von Stein that social statehood has become an imperative of
modern European law.
The relevance of this subject is determined also by the active discussion of the prospects
for changing the paradigm of the European social state, which has been initiated by the
social democrats. However, the desire of the younger generation to reject the ìwelfare
stateî, which is allegedly outdated and requires considerable material resources, and to
adopt a more economical ìsocial investment stateî is still not finding unanimous support
in Europe. Many social state theorists and practitioners hold an opinion that the European
model must be modernized and not dethroned. (Pagrotski 2000, p. 12). This conclusion
should impel Lithuanian researchers to more actively examine this problem. Moreover, the
present socio-economic situation in the Republic of Lithuania because of a not fully formed
and insufficiently functional market economy and poverty-stricken majority, requires that
the market economy is based on social principles.
Lorenz von Stein, who stood at the beginnings of the German liberalism, notes that
the optimism of F.Kene and A.Smith and the great hopes that were vested in the consequences
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of socio-economic freedom, fell short of expectations. The unsolved economic and social
issues still remain in the foreground and the rise of the class struggle and emergence of the
socialist idea clearly demonstrate that the economic freedom not only guarantees actual
personal freedom but may also acquire an opposite meaning. According to Stein, a new
problem of a new epoch is forming and Stein describes it as the ìsocial questionî whose
core he sees in the unsolved problem of ownership. In his opinion, industrial society replaces
the former closed feudal system with the concept of an open class. It is now possible to join
or leave the new class freely but this can be done only through economic means. Acquisition
of property brings a particular person into the class of the socially important and loss of
property removes him or her from this class. The social and legal status of an individual
now depends not on the privileges granted by the sovereign but on the assets he possesses.
In the industrial age the goal of acquiring property is transformed from a psychological
quality into the main objective and strategy of social behaviour, which is menacingly entered
into the agenda of the socialist movement.
Since liberals ignore this question and leave it to the free individual of a free society to
decide on it, therefore, according to Steinís remark, a certain discrepancy arises between
the ìlaissez passerî and ìlaissez faireî* declared by liberalism and the ideology of individual
freedom, which settles for a declaration of juridical freedom presupposing the image of
freedom as a value in itself, where freedom is a desirable but nonexistent value that requires
balancing the rights and freedoms of the individual not with his cultural activity but with
the scope of controlled capital. In Steinís opinion, alongside capital and without capital
freedom ceases to exist and ìthe personal idea of an individual, or, more precisely, of a
human being, requires access to the highest gifts of civilization. However, their use is possible
on one condition ñ possession of certain property.î (Stein 1842, p. CX). Stein points out
that to a thinking human being this idea formulates the task of ìfinding a form of society in
which private ownership could be preserved and which would not become an obstacle to
the full development of absolute personalityî(Stein 1850, p. 5, 107).
Steinís theoretical quests are not merely a reaction to the destructive nature of industrial
society and ill-thought-out policy of classical liberalism that encourages industrialization
without protecting economically weak members of society from the harm caused by it. They
meant also a certain response to radical socialism which attempted to use the proletariatís
spontaneous defence against the social destructiveness of the industrial revolution for its
own purposes. According to Steinís opinion, the political disregard for the social question
and, more precisely, failure to solve it, creates favourable conditions to turn the proletariat
into ìthe most dangerous element of the modern historyî (Stein 1842, p. 9).
Radical socialists also call ìthe workersí questionî the fundamental problem of the
industrial age and see ownership as its root cause. In the given case the opinion of Stein is
concurrent with that of the socialists (although they use different notional concepts). Their
opinions differ elsewhere. Stein is not satisfied with the definition of the social or workersí
question which the socialists formulate as a problem of one class exclusively, which can be
solved only through historically necessary pursuit of material equality by way of historically
inevitable social revolution. In Steinís opinion, the substance of this issue is deeper and
wider. It encompasses social evolution of all members of society. It would therefore be
wrong to reduce it to the problem of ownership. Besides, he considers it absurd that socialists
believe that the negation and destruction of ownership is a precondition for the free
development of personality and give preference only to social ownership. According to

* freedom to do business, freedom to trade.
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Stein, for the working man who ìseeks to become an owner and fight his way into the
ranks of bourgeoisieî the idea of social equality is strange (Stein 1850, B. 1, p. 9).
This scientist remarks that socialists are too restricted by the limits of materiality and
this prevents them from adequately expressing the substance of the social question: ìIt
would be wrong and short-sighted to view the workersí question as a simple stomach
problemî (Stein 1850, B. 2, p. 10). Moreover, it would remain unresolved even if ìthe
daring requirements of the socialist theoreticians were to be implemented.î ìThe rumble
of the stomach may ìtemporarily be stoppedî and in the beginning the dullÖ masses will
beÖ satisfied; however, the thinking heads and passionate hearts of the intellectuals will
remain discontented.î (Stein 1850, B. 2, p. 10-11).
Hence, according to Stein, the social question is multifaceted. In addition to material,
it also has moral and ethical facets. One can therefore maintain that there is not one but an
entire cobweb of interlinked social questions which is difficult to discern by treating the
problems from class positions. This is because they are universal and cannot be grouped
into classes. This circumstance makes the problem even more complicated and its solution
even more tricky, confusing and difficult.
Consequently, in Steinís opinion, a social revolution is not the sword that can be used
to cut the Gordian knot of social problems. According to him, all revolutions are ìunjustî
because they did not and could not solve the social question: ìelimination of political
oppression and establishment of political equality has nothing in common with its solutionî
(Stein 1850, B. 3, p. 3: 99) The reason for this is the usurpation of power and force the state
to serve the interest of one class. Such a situation becomes especially critical under the
conditions of modern industrial society where brute communist idea finds a more ìculturedî
expression in socialist systems, proclaiming and demanding implementation of the reign of
labour over capital. In Steinís opinion, ìin their inner essenceÖ both communism and
socialism are only systematically stated requirements of only one social class.î Therefore
ìfreedom will not be achieved because it is eliminated as a result of the dominance of
labour over capital and vice versaî (Stein 1842, p. CXIII); and the dominance of labour,
i.e. proletariat, is ìmuch more horrible because it is ill-prepared for such a roleî and ìthe
dictatorship is a natural end of a socialist revolutionî (Stein 1850, B. 1, p. XIII).
The recipe offered by radical socialists Stein deems to be an unsuitable solution for the
given problem. It is impossible to solve once and for all the social question with one swing
of revolution. It cannot be some kind of end result. The creation of a social state has an
effect on the entire structure of life. It is a long, constant and continuously renewable
process of collective creation. It demands participation of all members of society and the
state itself. While taking this action, they must see a common goal and merge into one
united flow of common interests. For economically weak members of society it is useful to
have state as their ally. It is the state that will be able to ìforce the ruling classes to lean
towards the implementation of their hopesî (Stein 1850, B. 1, p. CXIII).
According to Stein, the state cannot serve only one social class. It must find a way of
existing in which ìit will be placed above all other interestsî and ìsocial classes would not
be able to take it over.î (Stein 1850, B. 2, p. 6, 38). This danger, however, exists all the
time. It is objective, because it rises from the core essence of society whose existence is
based on a principle that is diametrically opposed to that of the state. The struggle between
the state and the society is unavoidable, because the state, being the bearer of freedom, in
principle negates the societal position of the dominant class. This is the cause of societyís
unbridled zeal to take over the state.
In this struggle of opposites Stein sees an objective necessity to create a social state.
This becomes clear in the stateís opposition to societyís ambitions to construct a state in
accordance with its dictates and create a social order suitable for it. Besides, according to
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Stein, in the space of societal interests there is no such a problem as the care for the welfare
of all individuals. The underlying principle of societal existence is ìconstant and irreversible
order of dependence of those who do not have property on those who have itî (Stein 1850,
B. 2, p. 31). In such situation where society keeps a rein on the state the process inevitably
takes on an antidemocratic colour and assumes the form of a fierce class struggle.
Therefore, in Steinís opinion the state must remain the ruler and teacher of the society.
It must not give in to societyís pressure and is obliged to take care of its own existence, i.e.
to create its own social order that would suit it and in which ìspontaneous, disorderly
social elements are controlled and a balance between social classes is maintained.î However,
the state cannot exist only for its own sake and for the sake of its personality. It should
engage in the solution of social problems and avoid being the ìnight watchmanî of its
interests. Otherwise ìthe state may die like any other living beingî. (Stein 1850, B. 2, p. 37).
In Steinís interpretation the state is not a helpless toy in the hands of social classes.
Not only does it have a certain power to resist society, but it is also able to create a social
order. According to this scientist, this potential is genetically programmed in the very idea
of the state, which has a dual personality, and therefore ìthe degree of development of all
individuals becomes a benchmark for measuring the development of the state.î This is why
the state must intrinsically seek for all its individuals, including also economically the weak
layers, ìdevelopmentÖand prosperity, power and intellectualityî and ìsee therein its own
goal.î (Stein 1842, p. XXXIV). According to Steinís observation, this is where the beginnings
of social democracy originate. The latter he characterizes as ìthe expression and recognition
of the highest self-contradiction of the idea of freedom and social industrial orderî (Stein.
1842, p. XXXI). The specific manifestation of this complex process is called by him an
opportunity for social reform, which encompasses the economic and spiritual spheres of
society. The scholar considers the social reform to be the prevailing element of the structural
modernization of the political and socio-economic state and the main instrument for the
construction of the stateís social palace.
Stein was the first in socio-political science to concoct this notion and thought of it as
of the fundamental element of a society that was capable of knowing the law of societal
development, which is essential in order to guarantee its normal function, self-preservation
and further forward movement. Social reform he understands as a kind of state practice for
the benefit of employees in order to improve their economic circumstances. Each time this
practice must take on a concrete expression: corresponding funding policy (prevailing
progressive direct taxes), factory laws (providing comprehensive protection for workers
against exploitation), support to the development of mutual benefit societies, worker
insurance, etc. However, according to Stein, the cornerstone of social reforms should be
ìthe following provision: in what way it would be possible to help labour, which has no
capital of their own to acquire the latter.î (Stein, L. 1865/68, B. 3, p. 213).
In this scientistís opinion, in order to carry out the social mission of the state, the
ruling elite must possess the ability to compromise. A monarchical state is best suited for
this, because the king, as an exponent of the state idea, must devote himself to the uplifting
of the exploited by providing an opportunity for the ruling class, as a possessor of capital,
to take care itself of its development. In this act, according to Stein, ìthe true and highestî
calling of the royal authority manifests itself if such authority helps ìthe lowest classes,
who had up until then been exploited in society and in the state,î to rise. This gives rise to
the famous saying by Stein: ìthe true, the most powerful, the longest and, more precisely,
the long lasting and the most beloved monarchical power is the monarchy of social reform.î
However, he adds to this that if ìany royal authorityÖ does not have the high moral
courage to become a monarchy of social reformî and is unable to carry out a social mission,
it ìbecomes a simple shadow or turns into despotism or is abolished by a republican
government.î (Stein 1842, p. 48-49).
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To his contemporaries Stein directly states that the solution of the social question is,
for the German monarchy, essential and that the courage of the royal authority to become
a monarchy of social reform is historically justified and determined ìand if it is desirable to
avoid a repetition of the history of France, we should immediately start to act in the spirit
of social reform.î (Stein 1842, p. 49). Stein expects that social reforms will ensure permanent
progress towards much higher worker productivity, a higher level of consumption, a higher
standard of living, and a reduction in labour radicalism. However, the most profound
effect of the policy of social reforms is that at the end of the day everyone wins ñ the
individual, the state and society.
Lorenz von Steinís ideas of the social state were destined to be reborn. They found a
new life in the state socialism doctrine of the Kathedersozialisten, which became a passport
to success for the social policy of Otto von Bismarck, the Iron Chancellor, when for the
first time in European history universal suffrage was granted to a people and the first
European social laws were enacted, which later became an example for other countries.
Both neoliberals and Christian Democrats followed Steinís ideas when creating a social
market economy in postwar Germany. Steinís ideas remain relevant even today. He will
remain relevant tomorrow, too, because the political and economic structure of a state,
although it tends to continuously transform itself, is the eternal goal of humankind, which
will remain ìto serve and contribute to the welfare of peopleî (Erhard 1993, p. 30).
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Kopsavilkums
LORENCS FON –TAINS PAR BRŒVŒBU UN SOCI¬LO PROBL«MU
Dalija Eidukiene
V‚cu zin‚tnieka, tiesÓbu zin‚tÚu doktora, sociologa un ekonomista Lorenca fon –taina (18151890) darbos liela uzmanÓba tiek pievÁrsta svarÓgai, taËu maz pÁtÓtai problÁmai ñ jÁdzienam soci‚la
valsts. ViÚa pied‚v‚t‚ doktrÓna, konkrÁti ñ atziÚas par sabiedrÓbas attÓstÓbas soci‚lo virzÓbu b˚tiski
ietekmÁja zin‚tnisko domu pasaulÁ un Eirop‚. Dot‚ pÁtÓjuma aktualit‚te veicina aktÓvas zin‚tnisk‚s
diskusijas Eiropas un postpadomju telp‚ par soci‚l‚s valsts Eiropas modeÔa paradigmu maiÚas
perspektÓv‚m vektor‚ no soci‚l‚s palÓdzÓbas valsts uz soci‚lo investÓciju valsti. Rodas nepiecieamÓba
atcelt novecojuo soci‚lo politiku, vÁl jo vair‚k t‚pÁc, ka liel‚s soci‚l‚s iemaksas sabiedrÓb‚ netiek
vienbalsÓgi atbalstÓtas.
AtslÁgas v‚rdi: soci‚l‚ likuma principi, labkl‚jÓbas valsts, soci‚lo investÓciju valsts, soci‚lais
jaut‚jums, liber‚lisms, soci‚l‚ reforma.
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Резюме
ЛОРЕНЦ ФОН ШТАЙН О СВОБОДЕ И СОЦИАЛЬНОЙ ПРОБЛЕМЕ
Даля Эйдукене
В трудах немецкого ученого, доктора права, социолога и экономиста Лоренца фон Штайна (1815-1890) большое внимание уделяется крайне важной, но малоизученной проблеме – понятию социальное государство. Научная значимость предложенной им доктрины, а именно, его
выводы о социальной направленности развития общества, оказали существенное влияние на
развитие мировой и европейской научной мысли.
Актуальность данного исследования определена активными научными на европейском и
постсоветском пространстве дискуссиями о смене перспектив парадигмы европейской модели
социального государства в векторе от государства социальной помощи к государству социальных
инвестиций. Думается, необходимо отвергнуть устаревшую социальную политику, тем более что
излишние социальные взносы не находит единогласной поддержки.
Ключевые слова: принципы социального закона, государство благосостояния, государство
социальных инвестиций, социальный вопрос, либерализм, социальная реформа.
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LOCAL HISTORY. BRASLAV DISTRICT
DURING NAZI OCCUPATION 1941-1944
Yauhen Hreben
World War II problems become topical nowadays not only in scientific, but also in political
discourse. The paper is focused on the north-west region of Belarus during German occupation.
Basing on the documents of the public record office of Vitebsk region (Belarus), the author reconstructs
everyday life of people, analyzes social and economic interaction, and implementation of occupation
policy in the multi-ethnic border area. The research gives us a full view of survival strategy of a
ìsmall manî in Belarus and the eastern regions of Latvia and Lithuania during World War II.
Key words: history of everyday life, period of German occupation, survival strategies, border
region.

Examination of the collaborationist administration documents allows for reconstruction
of everyday life of the Belarus population during Nazi occupation, and seeing the perception
of the occupation regime through the eyes of a ìsmall manî. The way of life of people in
Braslav district of General Region Belarus (Generalbezirk Weiﬂrusland) of the Reichskommissariat Ostland will be described in this article.
The free movement of inhabitants was considerably limited in the occupied territory
of Belarus. Within the boundaries of the Ostland, trips (movement) were potentially possible
only after receiving the permission singed by the head of the district. Trips to Eastern
Belarus, territory of the taskforce group of the Central Army, were only allowed to officials
of the local paramilitary administration for conducting official matters, but were forbidden
for civilians. The entrance into Belostoc (Bia˘ystok≥) district, and on the whole, into the
territory of the Reich, was forbidden. The movement of residents in definite circumstances
was even limited within the territory of the Ostland. For instance, in January 1942 entering
of Latvia was banned for residents of Braslav district because of the typhus epidemic in
Latvia (National archives of Vitebsk region (NAV f. 2841, sch. 1, af. 1, p. 15). However,
the quarantine measures were taken too late ñ the epidemic struck Braslav district, as well.
In order to localize it, services in churches, Roman Catholic churches and Prayer houses
were temporarily interrupted under the order of Braslav District Council of January 13,
1942 (NAV f. 2841, sch. 1, af. 1, p. 16).
However, taking into consideration the front-line position of the district, migration of
population in Belorussian-Latvian-Lithuanian cross-border area in previous decade, some
residents were given permission by Gebietskommissariat to permanently or temporary enter
other General Region of Ostland or the territory of General Region Belarus Belarus.
Gebietskommissariat received residentsí applications for migration to Latvia and from
Latvia to Braslav district. In May, 1944 the application from two sisters, coming to reside
in Belarus, was considered. The sisters asked permission to move from Latvia (having
arrived in 1938) to Braslav district in order to help in their brotherís farm (NAV f. 2848,
sch. 1, af. 148, p. 11). In October, 1942 Glubokoye Gebietskommissariat received an
application from Stanislav V. (first name), living in Zarasai district, Lithuania, who asked
permission to move to Belarus to his brother-in-law who worked as an auxiliary worker in
fish industry in Drisvati (Дрысвяты). In his application, Stanislav V. had declared not
being able to support his family because of the small piece of land (2 hectares) owned by
him. It was emphasized, that this man had good reputation in Latvia and had not collaborated
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with Soviet power. Being positively known also in Belarus, since he was looking for a job,
he mentioned it as a fair reason for his movement (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 10, p. 15).
On September 10, 1942 the Braslav District Council gave a resident Honorata R. (first
name) an opportunity to entry the general governorship (in Krakov district), which was
approved by Gebietskommissariat in September, 1942 (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 10, p. 33-34).
In another case Gebietskommissariat rejected (16.04.1942) two womenís application
for moving to Latvia (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 10, p. 22). The application for moving might
have been rejected due to political reasons. April 28, 1942 Braslav District Council informed
the resident of Warsaw Branislava V. (first name) about disallowing her moving to reside
in the district and her marriage to a local resident, since such marriages between Polish and
Belorussian people were possible only after receiving special permission (NAV f. 2848,
sch. 1, af. 10, p. 22). On April 17, 1942 Gebietskommissariat turned down the application
of a female resident who wanted to move to her husband in Vilnius one month before the
childbearing (Gebietskommissariat considered that in this case the husband had to come to
his wife). (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 59, p. 56, 57). Requests for trips to the territory of Reich
in East Russia were also rejected (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 59, p. 11).
Citizens could require a repeated permission on crossing the border between
Gebietskommissariats. The principal of a Belorussian school, citizen I. (the first letter of the
name) asked a permission to go to Latvia, because in Silene volost of Ilukste district (Silene)
lived his father, a pastor of Old Believersí Community, whom he wanted to ask advice how
to run the farm and handle the apiary. The mother of this citizen applied with the same
request (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 59. p. 33-34). Some applicants could own property outside
General Region Belarus (a house in Vilnius or homestead in Latvia), and they asked for
regular permission in order to take care of their property (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 59, p. 29).
There were requests for permissions to go to Germany to work there, although residents
of Belarus rarely agreed to become Ostarbeiters. In January 1944 such a wish was expressed
by a 20-year-old citizen of Braslav volost Evgenji M. He asked Gebietskommissariatís
permission to enter Danzig, because he was permanently disturbed by partisans and his
brother lived and worked in Danzig. A 19-year-old citizen of Braslav, Kazimir V. wanted to
find a job in Germany, where his acquaintances worked (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 148, p. 46).
It goes without saying, that such requests were granted. Sometimes those already
working in Germany, through the employment exchange, sent requests the Gebietskommissariat, asking permissions for their relatives to go to Germany, and the Gebietskommissariat, in its turn, ordered the local administration to prepare departure documents (NAV
f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 148, p. 47).
It should be noted, that the border between general regions of Ostland was often very
conditional; the representatives of military branches could cross the border without official
permissions. For example, on basis of the report by the burgermaster of Drisvjati volost,
the Braslav District Council asked the chief of Braslav police to investigate the cases of
Lithuanian policemen coming to the district and milling grain in the Drisvjati mill. According
to the Belorussian officialsí opinion, the milling of grain was done by Lithuanian people
and Lithuanian police just covered these actions (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 10, p. 43).
The Report of October 3, 1941 by the District Council to Gebietskommissariat revealed
increase of profiteering in the district. The profiteering was characterized as ìterribleî,
because of the flow of tradesmen from the front-line districts of Eastern Belarus and Latvia
(Daugavpils, Kraslava) who were buying up food products from farmers in huge amounts.
The inflow of tradesmen from Latvia, Belorussian officials explained by the fact that Latvian
people had not paid taxes for two years already (this opinion was not explained in
documents), and they had large amounts of cash resources, and, on the whole, Latvia was
considered to be much richer, as a result, the Letts were buying up food without paying
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attention to real prices. It was also pointed out that Latvian populace did not trust the
Soviet currency, and tried to get rid of it by buying up provision in Braslav district. For
instance, the head of Kraslava cooperative society Romuald R., was entrusted to import
from Braslav to Kraslava 1000 kg of salt and 150 kg of berries (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 12,
p. 11). It became known that the starving populace of the eastern part of Belarus also did
not pay any attention to prices and tried to buy goods, which they had been lacking for a
long period of time. Consequently, the local administration noted that the district had
started to experience shortage of provisions and asked Gebietskommissariat to take measures
in order to prevent this tendency (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 12, p. 3).
There was no freedom of choosing a living place within the General District Belarus.
Those, living there before the beginning of the war between the USSR and Germany, were
allowed to live in the district. The rest of residents were considered potentially unreliable
and were allowed to live in the district only after getting a special permission from Glubokoye
Gebietskommissariat. Though, in the end of 1941, the Gebietskommissariat noticed the
presence of people having arrived during the last months from Minsk and Vilnius and
demanded from the local administration to stop giving out residence permissions. The
local administration compiled lists and to provide information about those people (name,
place they had come from, nationality) and sent them to the Gebietskommissariat
immediately (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 12, p. 15). The Gebietskommissariat also received
permission requests from those residents who had lived in Braslav district till September
1939, and had moved to the West, because of being afraid of Bolsheviksí persecution
(Bolshevik ñ a member of Social Democratic in 1903 in Russia) and wishing to return
(NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 59, p. 8).
To move to another living place, residents were obliged to submit application to the
volost administration, which examined it and passed for examination to the District Council
with reference of any objections for moving of a particular person, e.g. Drisvjati Volost
Administration in April, 1942 informed that it had no objections to citizen Ivan (first
name) B.ís moving to the district. The man was in charged of a dairy farm. It was pointed
out that the applicant and his family had good reputation, had not taken part in any politician
organizations, had a piece of land, and had already lived in this locality before 1939 (NAV
f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 10, p. 20).
The Braslav citizen Silvestr S. submitted an application for permission for his
granddaughter to live in the town in order to attend school (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 50, p. 88).
The peasant Pjotr S. (first name), a resident of village Pystoshka (Пустошка) in Braslav,
requested (January 6, 1944) permission to move to his sister in village Janijshki of
Sharkovchinskij district (Янишки). The request was substantiated by the fact that his farming
had been ruined during an operation (it was not defined exactly, but it might have been a
punitive operation against partisans) (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 148, p. 54). A widespread
reason for movement was persecution by the partisans. A resident of village Skurjati of
Boginskaj volost (Скурята), Leon Z., a Pole, Catholic, in May 1943, asked the permission
for his family to move to Vidzi of Svjantjanskij district of General Region Latvia (Відзы), in
order to be under protection of the police, because his son was killed by partisans and his
farm was ransacked (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 148, p. 22, par. 22).
Postal services were intended for the needs of Wehrmacht and for occupation
institutions. Postal services were banned for civilians (NAV f. 2849, sch. 1, af. 2, p. 39).
The exception was made for relatives of Ostarbeiters. In February 1942 Braslav District
Council made an attempt to organize postal communication with Latvia. They applied to
the head of the post office in Daugavpils. It was suggested to make the transmission between
Braslav and Latvia through the Silene post office; mailings planed to be taken by a
commissioner of Braslav District Council (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 9, p. 26)
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Some civilians did not have any personal document (identity card). In order to get it,
one had to prove the authenticity and credibility of the assignable personal information.
The trustworthiness of the information was witnessed by the head of the administration,
by giving a document with a date of birth, place of residence, information about parents,
nationality, worship (religion) and vocation indicated in it (NAV f. 2849, sch. 2, af. 5, p. 18).
The war separated families; location of many civilians was unknown to their families.
In order to find their missing relatives, people turned to local administration for information
(local administration registered the time and reason for a person having left an area). As a
rule, the men mobilized in the Polish Army and missing during World War II (who died, or
who were in Soviet or German prisoner-of-war camps (POW)) were looked for by their
relatives. There was also evidence about people missing during the period of Soviet power.
The latter obviously were moved or shoot dead by the NKVD soldiers (the National
Committee of Home Affairs), but their relatives, of course, were not informed about it.
Only after establishing German power, these people were looked for (NAV f. 2848, sch. 2,
af.r 11, p. 1, 3, 4, 8). Theoretically, after the auxiliary (secondary) local (district, volost
councils) administrations were established, local residents had to refer to them for solving
different problems. Though, it was observed that many residents applied straight to the
administration of Glubokoye Gebietskommissariat, omitting local administration. People
disbelieved the competence of the local administration. It resulted in issuing a special
regulation by the Gebietskommissariat, according to which, it was forbidden to refer to the
Gebietskommissariat omitting local administration (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 17, p. 7).
Actually, it was very widespread tendency for local civilians to apply straight to the
Gebietskommissariat omitting local administration. The Gebietskommissariat in Glubokoye
usually sent the applications back with recommendation to appeal to the local administration
or to the Gebietskommissariat in prescribed manner, through the institutions of local
administration. To illustrate the situation, an application of a civilian Katrin K. (first name)
who lived in village Sakorin of Edskaj volost (Сакорин) to the Gebietskommissariat might
be presented. In her application, Katrin K. complained about her father who in 1922 promised
to leave all his property to her and her husband as legacy, because they gave the dowry to
the second daughter. Nevertheless, some weeks before his death, her father got married for
the second time and, according to his will (1934), all his property was inherited by his
second wife. The will was considered dishonest, because her father made it when 80 years
old and was not capacitated. It was also mentioned that he had written it under the pressure
of his second wife. The applicant asked to declare the legacy illegal and to return her fatherís
property. This application can be considered a typical legal action. The applicant was advised
to appeal to the Magistrate of Braslav district (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 10, p. 25).
This tendency proves that the level of local civiliansí confidence to Belorussian
collaborationist administration was low. It was thought to be an adjunct to German
occupation structures and was thought to have no real power. Besides, people understood
that German administration was much better provided with scarce goods, or had exceptional
rights to distribute them. Practically, it related to alcohol. Already in October 1941, Germans
noticed huge flow of applicants in Glubokoye Gebietskommissariat. Under the claim of
wedding, christening and other, people asked for spirits. Consequently, local administration
was asked to examine all these application (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 12, p. 7).
Local residents suffered the violence from the administration staff, especially from the
police. This violence became apparent as illegal searches and requisitions. For example, on
March 12, 1942 two foresters and a policeman entered the house of the peasant Arsenij L.
(first name) who lived in Perebrodskaj volost. Being drunk, they broke the lock and looked
through the shed, broke the locks of cupboards and searched the cupboards, taking a bottle
of vodka with them. The peasant lodged a complaint in the District Council of Braslav region.
However, the result of this matter remained unknown NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 59, p. 13).
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During job interviews the attention was paid to the biography of applicant for
collaborationist administration. Those people should have been loyal to the new regime.
The head of Braslav district had to provide information to the gebitscommisssariat about
those members of the staff who had worked for KGB (the committee of State Defence), or
those who had supported the Soviet power before. Information about the Jewish ìmestchaneî
(petty bourgeois) or about those who were married to Jewish ìmestchaneî, about the
people, loyal to the Soviet power, or those who were ex-members of Masonic lodges or
similar secret organizations had to be provided. The term ìmescthaneî related to people
whose, at least, grandfather or grandmother was a Jew (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 15, p. 40).
In 1944, Gebietskommisssariat established the fact that the local administration staff
was exaggerated and needed to be reduced, which was done, accordingly (NAV f. 2848,
sch. 1, af. 14, p. 22). The reduction of civil service, apart from reasonable reducing, was also
done for necessity of permanent sending of employees to Germany, which was, actually, quiet
difficult to do. As a result several employees were selected for sending to work in the Reich.
The salaries and provision of the collaborationist administration staff in the occupied
territory of Belarus were somewhat better than those of the majority of population. Besides,
the executive of the local administration in his letter on October 25, 1942 to the head of the
Agriculture Department wrote about the misery of the majority of staff. He complained
about poor provision of food products and tobacco in comparison with other districts. He
also complained about the absence of special canteen in Braslav (there was one for the
police, but the administration staff was not allowed to use it). He informed that the staff
members had exchanged everything for food from peasants. The Gebietskommissariat noted
that all the dismissed employees (those considered unreliable) were employed by the Fish
Department, ZTO (Central Trade Community) or in Agriculture Department, where they
were better provided with food and manufactured goods than the administration staff, and
even were engaged in profiteering. Consequently, many administration employees were
willing to be dismissed in order to have other job. The head of the district asked the head of
the administration either to improve the conditions of the administration staff or to take food
benefits from the ìfraudsters and profiteersî away (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 10, p. 37).
There also were household conflicts. Despite the strict occupation legislation, household
disorders among local people took place rather often. On September 21, 941 in one of the
homesteads of Braslav region, a group of young people attacked the house of a citizen.
They threatened with killing the men inside and to expose the women to violence. They
were cutting doors with a knife and breaking windows. The reason of this attack, according
to the investigation by the police, was jealousy of the attacker group leader, since the
victimís daughter was with another young man. (NAV f. 2847, sch. 1, af. 8, p. 10-12).
During the battles in summer 1941 and temporary anarchy (absence of power) the
populace plundered the state storehouses. The occupation authorities saw the USSR property
as the property of the German State. The plundering was considered illegal even during the
time of anarchy. All the stolen goods were retrieved by involving the police. On October
18, 1941 the chief of the local police issued an order to inspect all the residents of the place
Slabodka (Слободкa) in order to find goods robbed from the state storehouses. Forty
policemen were sent to carry out this inspection (a large-scale action for such a small
township). The policemen had two witnesses with them and were given instructions to make
up a list (a document) indicating all the retrieved items (NAV f. 2847, sch. 1, af. 1, p. 3).
During the years of occupation, as well as in any period of history, different crimes
taook place. In 1941, before magistrates appeared in General Region Belarus, the punishment
for criminals was decided by the police (NAV f. 2847, sch. 1, af. 2, p. 6-7). The heads of the
districts had a right to decide upon the fine for defaulters (except for Germans from the
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Reich) of about 50 50 R.M (Reichsmarks; 500 roubles), and, if repeated, the fine of about
100 RM (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 59, p. 44).
Those arrested were kept in Braslav prison, sometimes in the administration building.
For example, civilian N. was put under seven days arrest for having stolen wood (NAV f.
2847, sch. 1, af. 17, p. 31). During 1941, Braslav District Council heard the criminal and
administrative cases of 175 civilians (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 167, p. 1-25). From July 21
till October 10, 1941 there were 46 prisoners accused for Soviet power agitation, hiding
their LKSMB membership (komsomol or Youth Communist League (YCL), contacts with
the Red Army, escaping from prison-camps, communicating with the Jews or with NKVD,
political activities during Soviet power, being executives of kolhoz (collective farms); as
well as those accused for violations not connection with politics: hooliganism, murders,
thefts, cheating, slaughtering of somebody elseís pig, hard drinking (2-3 days of arrest),
keeping weapons (NAV f. 2848, sch. 2, af.r 11, p. 1-4), special attention should be paid to
the last (keeping of weapons).
After fights during the war, weapons were frequently owned by people. Keeping a
weapon (by a civilian) was considered a grave crime by the German authorities; however,
weapons were used, besides, not to fight the occupants. For example, in September 1941,
in village Perebrodje (Перебродье) the resident P. was arrested by the commandant of the
police post in that place. The man was accused for firing. The commandant had heard
firing at midnight in the neighbouring village, but the courage to go there and arrest the
man he had only in the morning. During the investigation it was found out that a group of
men, after consuming alcohol, arranged firing from the rifle of the accused ñ about 20
gunshots. Other arrested men informed that there were more weapons in the village. P.
showed that all allegedly the rifle was found in the bath where home-made vodka was
distilled (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 10, p. 2-9). The carrying of guns by local residents
(except the police) was allowed only in particular cases and only with the permission of
Gebietskommissariat (the baseñdirection of A.Rosenberg on June 12, 1942 and H.Lose on
October 16, 1942) (NAV f. 2849, sch. 1, af. 2, p. 55).
Punishments for absence from work within framework of labour service were typical.
Traditional punishment for absence from work without plausible reason was corporal
punishment (up to 25 lashes), the arrest of different length (sometimes with formulation
ìtill complete correctionî), fine about 10 R.M., or forced labour. NAV f. 2847, sch. 1,
af. 21). The District Council, on the basis of Gebietskommissariatís authorization, asked
the police to arrest and to bring civilians, trying to avoid the corporal punishment, to the
places of it. (NAV f. 2847, sch. 1, af. 10, p. 34, 35).
Penalty was inflicted on those having caused losses to somebody elseís property. So,
the head of Braslav district levied the civilian a fine of 20 R.M. (on August, 1942), because
the man had left his horse in the field without keeping an eye on it, the horse injured the
horse of the manís neighbour (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 168, p. 6). There was information
about the presence of prostitution in the district already in autumn 1941 (NAV f. 2847,
sch. 1, af. 2, p. 12). Such offences as arbitrariness, beating, cheating were found in
administration documents of Braslav region; punished like the absence from work.
There was one infringement of the law, not typical for other territories of the occupied
Belarus: avoiding the compulsory going to baths. The local administration initiated the
obligatory attendance of baths by citizens of Braslav in order to prevent the spread of
epidemic diseases in the region. However, some citizens tried to avoid this, and they were
imposed a fine of about 10 roubles (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 170, p. 1-7).
Sometimes children participated in committing crimes, too. For example, the executive
of Braslav Volost Administration made the principal of the school in Urban (Урбаны) to
find and punish the school-children for breaking off the road signs (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1,
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af. 131, p. 22). At times, crimes were committed by Germans themselves. For example, on
June 29, 1942 in Druya (Друя) two Germans in civilian clothes broke in in two shops and
beat up several workers, and burgermaster (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 137, p. 6).
During Soviet power, the property of many civilians was taken away and given to
other people. Naturally, with coming of Germans the people offended by the Soviet power
appealed to the local administration, demanding to return their property. However, the
German administration was not willing to meet these demands, since they considered the
forfeit property to be the property of Germany. The Germans did not want to create a
precedent of the restitution of the nationalized property, foreseeing large amount of similar
applications from the civilians of West Belarus. At that time, the local Belorussian
administration sympathized with people in such cases and could satisfy their requests only,
if the property was in use of another person. For example, the Belorussian administration
satisfied the request of the civilian M. who had asked to return his ship and two lambs,
given to civilian A. by the Soviet administration. The seriousness of considering these matters
can be judged by the fact that the Belorussian administration assigned it to the police, even
allowing to take away objects being in the territory of another volost, i.e. out of their
competence (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 171, p. 22).
In August 1941, the head of Braslav district received an application from the resident
of Miorskaj volost (Мiёры) Helena P. who was in charge of her motherís (Solomea G.)
estate ñ 10 hectares of land and buildings. Her mother was moved to Kazakhstan in the
spring of 1940 by the Soviet power. The civilian was asking for a permission to start a
search for her motherís property, which was taken by the kolhoz members, the harvest and
buildings became the property of the kolhoz (collective farm) ìFighting Partisanî, which
was organized in honour of Cheressy. She was also asking the ex-collective farmer to give
back the reaped rye (but not used seeds) or to compensate it financially (NAV f. 2848,
sch. 1, af. 10, p. 9).
At the beginning of the occupation, the people faced information vacuum. Contradictory
gossips were the main source of information at that time. Together with organizing local
administration, the mechanism of propaganda was formed: leaflets, orders of the occupation
authorities and publications. In order to cover larger part of the populace by propaganda
materials, local administration organized informative desks in every locality on which the
propaganda publications were placed. It was also recommended to hang them up in crowded
places, for instance, in canteens and restaurants. The materials were recommended to be
given, first of all, to teachers who, as an educational element, had to spread the information
among the rest of civilians (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 16, p. 2). Apart from propaganda
sheets and leaflets in volosts, the maps with information on the movement of the Wehrmacht
to the East were placed (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 57, p. 5). All the Soviet announcements
were obligatory disposed of (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 17, p. 8). The propaganda publications
by the partisans and members of underground administrations were introduced weakly in
the region, at least until the end of 1942.
From recollections of the resident of Braslav region Gorbatenko, there appeared
information about the existence of a German caricature poster. The border territories of
Belarus, Latvia, Lithuania and the caricature or three persons were drawn there. The Latvian
was gathering weapons and ammunition from his land, though he had already covered
himself with weapons, the Lithuanian was hanging over the territory of Belarus with a
torch in his hand (illustration of the expansion attempts of the Lithuanian nationalists),
and the Belorussian who was sitting in bushes with the distiller in his hands, not caring
about anything else. In the eyewitnessís opinion, the poster reflected the view of Germans
towards the national character of the three neighbouring nations (Памяць: Гісторыка..
1998, p. 306).
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At the end of 1941 ñ beginning of 1942 broadcasting in Braslav was restored. All
radio sets had to be delivered to the authorities (required by the occupation authorities in
order to avoid residents of Belarus receiving information from the not occupied territory of
the USSR). Instead, stationary radiospots were allowed. There were 271 users of Braslav
radio centre (NAV f. 2848, sch. 2, af. 18, p. 5-9) in February 22, 1944. Institutions and
organizations, finance departments, fire stations, hospitals, the power plant and citizens (a
hairdresser, the prior of the Roman Catholic church etc.) were applying for obtaining radio
spots (NAV f. 2848, sch. 2, af. 20, p. 3; NAV f. 2848, sch. 2, af. 19, p. 6, 7).
There appeared situations when radio set was the only source of information for civilians
of remote villages. Some civilians were applying for a permission to have radio sets at their
homes, promising to code them and to use only German or Warsaw radio stations. As the
doctor Bogdan N., living in a remote village in Opsovskaj volost, where press was not
delivered, pointed out: the radio set was the only ìculture companyî (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1,
af. 10, p. 11). Most probably such requests were not answered.
During occupation civilians had different duties in accordance with the labour service.
Only those registered in the employment exchange as unemployed, handicapped, or not
able to work because of illness or trauma (their incapacity had to be proved) could be
legally out of work. In such cases their unemployment documents were presented to the
employment exchange. These documents had to be signed by the local doctor or by the
burgermaster of the Volost. For instance, person with a heavy form of tuberculosis was
considered incapable of rough labour, cut of extremities ñ limited ability to work, rupture ñ
deprivation of working abilities for 55% etc. (NAV f. 2838, sch. 1, af. 247, p. 3, 4, 5, 11,
136). There was a huge amount of such documents, thus proving the fact that a lot of
people tried to get legal possibility for avoiding work. A part of these documents were
received by bribing doctors.
The owners of horses had to use their animals for compulsory animal-transport services
that took a lot of strength and time and delayed works on their own land. Many owners
tried to avoid this service. The administrative department received a list of 52 civilians of
Opsovskaja volost who on February 3, 1942 avoided these duties. Those having larger
piece of land were punished more severe than others. Another list of the same kind (including
19 persons) was provided the by Drisvjatskaj Volost Administration in March 1942. There
were such commentaries as ìstubbornî, ìbeat the electedì(the headñE.G) added (NAV
f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 18, p. 4, 5).
The amount of Braslav civilians trying to avoid these duties can be seen in the report of
the head of the Braslav employment exchange to Gebietscommissariat. The head of the
employment exchange stated the fact of mass avoiding of urgent work (sent by the
employment exchange). The reason for regular short delivery of workers was also the
exaggeration of the local administration staff: ìif demanded workers, we always face the
village headmen and there are about 700 of them in the area, or the gangers for the fight
against snowdrifts, there are about 340 of such people in the area, as well as the Fish
Department (300 persons), state estates, the forestry and other departments (all the mentioned
people were not to do such kind of work). Thus, if we ask for 20-30 workers, only 2-3 will
come to do the workî. The conflict of interests in using the same workers for several times
was noticed. Thus, the Volost Administration not willingly appointed the owners of horses
to do the work, because they preferred to use them for animal-transport service. (NAV
f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 148, p. 49). The document, dated with January 18, illustrated the tendency:
many civilians strived for having a job in local administration in order to be free of the
compulsory service.
Local residents were also exploited to work outside the region, e.g. in Latvia. In July
1942, there started selection of people for work (for 2-3 months) in the suburbs of Riga.
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Volunteers were promised to be paid 0.34 R.M an hour for a worker and 0.44 R.M for a
trained man, plus travelling allowance 1.5 R.M a day for unmarried and 2.5 R.M for
married workers. The food was promised to be the same as for soldiers of the Wehrmacht
(but the food coasted 0.7 R.M a day; this money was deducted from their wages) (NAV
f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 19, p. 30).
In May 1942 the Volost Administration was ordered to make up a list of the unemployed
specialists and workers to be sent to Germany. By making up such lists, special attention
was paid to those whose residence in that very region was undesirable (NAV f. 2848,
sch. 1, af. 62, p. 42). Naturally, those people were first to be sent to Germany. This was
widely practiced in the whole territory of the occupied Belarus.
The labour recruitment for work in Germany was the reason of mass trying to avoid
it, many men hid in forests. In order to calm down civilians Glubokoye Gebietskommissariat
on August 14, 1942 instructed the local administration to inform people that the labour
recruitment was finished and would not be repeated. To make the runaways come back, it
was promised that those having come home before September 1, 1942 would not be punished,
whereas others would be judged ìthe banditsî and would be executed. It was emphasized
that partisans had been destroying the property of those working in Germany, and it was
necessary to pay compensations to them at the expense of the relatives of those not coming
home until September 1, 1942 (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 54, p. 10).
Because of hard work and life conditions the residents of Braslav district tried to
escape the workplaces in Germany. In February 1943 the head of the district ordered the
volost burgermasters to find 6 workers, having run away from their working places in
Germany (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 55, p. 92). Obviously, the fear of being sent to Germany
led to the following: at the beginning of 1943 the Volost Administration informed that
there were no teenagers at the age of 14-18 years to fulfill duties, although there were 897
girls and 915 boys, in total 1812 young people in the district (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 55,
p. 74, 81-83). This tendency was due in other districts of Belarus, too, because young
people were afraid (justly) of being sent to work in Germany after training.
The rural populace of the occupied Belarus was on self-provision, citizens (working or
being legally unemployed) received food by cards. In September 1942 there were people
receiving food by cards: 3210 people in Braslav district, 1340 people in Sloboda district,
867 ñ in Boginsk district, 811 ñ in Opsovskaj district, 412 ñ in Plisskij district, 890 ñ in
Drisvajnskij district (in total 7530 people in the region). The week ration at that time was:
1050 grams of bread, 200 grams of mixed flour, 200 grams of cereals, 100 grams of oil,
250 grams of meat, 75 grams of salt (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 137, p. 17).
The occupation authorities tried to minimize the number of civilians to be provided
with food. In December 1941 the bookkeeper Josef G. applied to Braslav District Council
for -receiving food-cards for his family. He confirmed that his wife had a piece of land of
2,46 hectares, but they were farming only 0.86 hectares, because the rest of it was not
suitable for cultivation. They owned a cow, but they did not owe a horse, and they could
not provide themselves with enough bread. The application was rejected; probably the
administration thought that the man could find a way to provide his family with food by
himself (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 10, p. 12). There was another case in March 1942, when
Jacob L. applied to the District Council where he was working as translator. He asked for
subsidies from the local doctor as he had to buy additional food for his mentally ill daughter,
since her condition demanded nourishing diet, her clothes turned into rags, but his salary
was not big enough to buy all the necessary items, also because of the high prices. The
application was rejected (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 10, p. 17).
In order to maintain the population, already in autumn canteens were opened; but
there was not enough food for the local people, because Werhmacht soldiers actively attended
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these canteens, as well. Consequently, a special order was issued by the Gebietskommissar,
i.e. soldiers were not allowed to attend canteen without special food-cards. This information
was disseminated in canteens (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 12, p. 9). The situation with
nourishment in Braslav orphanage was extremely difficult (30 children lived there in 1943).
The head of the orphanage applied to Zonderfuerer for potatoes for children, since it was
the only food stuff (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 130, p. 23).
Part of the population could use electricity, but the use of a light bulb had to be well
justified, for example, by doing important work at home. The power plant staff could use
electricity for free (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 1).
Besides from hospitals and outpatient clinics, there was also a chemistís shop in Braslav.
There was extreme shortage of medical remedies, and there flourished chemistsí profiteering
with drugs, which was found out by the Department of Health Protection (NAV f. 2848,
sch. 1, af. 245, p. 61). The Council doctor in Glubokoye, by a special directive, prohibited
local doctors to send the sick to German doctors for getting medicine (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1,
af. 245, p. 34). The lack of professional doctors resulted in the use of the Jews. Jewish
specialists were working in chemistí shops in Braslav district, they were getting, as well as
in other districts, half of the salary received by the Christian people (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1,
af. 245, p. 11).
The epidemic of camp-fever (lous-borne typhus) in General Region Belarus had a
permanent character and Braslav district was not an exception. Besides the already mentioned
epidemic in 1942, the disease broke out later, too. For example, during the period of October
25 ñ November 25, 1943 five cases of typhus were recorded in the district; the sick were
taken to hospitals and their houses were disinfected. No quarantine measures could prevent
people from moving from one area to another, from one council to another, from one
general region to another. This movement together with lack of food, absence of personal
hygiene objects etc. led to the spread of the disease.
A special unit (epidemic column) was formed to fight the epidemic; disinfection, bathing
of people in baths, activities in order to find lice, and agitation work was done by them
(NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 130, p. 32). Typhus patients were immediately taken to hospital,
the treatment account was later sent to the Volost Administration of the patientsí domiciliary.
For example, the patient Helena R. who lived in Braslav district, had to pay 8 R.M for her
treatment in the Braslav hospital from December 22, 1941 till January 3, 1942 (NAV
f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 245, p. 4).
The circulators of more serious infections (typhus, rabies, tuberculosis, sexually
transmitted diseases, scarlet fever and others) were subjects to obligatory hospitalization.
In case of refusal people were hospitalized by force. The doctors in outpatient clinics were
not allowed to cure patients suffering from sexually transmitted diseases, these patients
underwent stationary treatment. In case a patient with the above mentioned diseases or
just suspected of having them was found, the doctor had 24 hours to inform the district
doctor, to examine the a sick person, and to organize disinfection of the premises, the
police were asked to participate, if necessary (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 245, p. 63).
More careful medical examination or treatments for civilians were limited. For example,
on March 18, 1944 the civilian of Druja Iosif T. received a notice, that as a result of
accident, which had happened 6 months ago, he had bronchial hemorrhage (the result of
the rupture of a lung), in order to find it, an x-ray picture was necessary to be taken (NAV
f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 130, p. 45). Only in exceptional cases, when the masticatory function
was destroyed, local civilians were allowed to have dental plates. The dental technicians
were allowed to make dental plates only in according with the prescription of dentists and
this prescription had to be authorized by Gebietskommissariat (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 59,
p. 25).
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Naturally, because of the lack of doctors and medicine, the mortality rate was high
during the years of occupation. However, not always diseases were the reason for death.
Reports, sent to Sanitary Department of District Council, on the number of dead people in
Braslav district, can be taken as an example. During July 1943 10 people died, 5 of them
were killed by partisans, 2 were killed (not mentioned by whom), 1 person died because of
being too old, 1 from tuberculosis and 1 from intestinal infection. During November 1943
5 people died: 1 was killed, 1 was tormented, 1 got drowned, 1 from typhus, 1 from croup.
During December of the same year 8 people died. All of them died of diseases such as blood
poisoning, croups, typhus, abdominal diseases, diphtheria, tuberculosis and whopping cough.
The age of the ill people ranged from 11 months till 69 years of age (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1,
af. 245, p. 42, 45, 47).
People of German nationality receive medical treatment much easier, for example, on
the basis of the order of Gebietskommissariat. On July 25, 1942 German children had to
undergo compulsory medical inspection in the outpatients clinics in Braslav (there were 5
children, judging by their names, Volksdeutsche) (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 245, p. 18).
Doctors had to immediately inform the German police and present the personal data and
place of residence of the wounded, brought to hospital; Germans considered those people
as potentially being partisans (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 130, p. 3).
On the basis of the order of Gebietskommissariat on March 2, 1942, the town
population had to take care about cleanness of streets and sidewalks near their houses. The
owners of houses had to clean the territory every day. In dry weather the territory could be
swept only after it had been made wet, not to raise clouds of dust. The collected garbage
had to be stored on special area, according to the directives. It was prohibited to store dung
and garbage between houses or on the other side of fences. The unpaved roads had to be
swept regularly. The heads of local administration promised to determine special places for
keeping carriages, and it was allowed to feed horses only there. Cleaning of territories in
front of municipal houses, squares, and parks was done (if possible) by the Jews (without
paying them). They were organized in labour columns (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af.r 15, p. 28).
Gebietskommissariat ordered to fight rats, the carriers and transmitters of contagious
diseases. Considering the lack of poison, it was advised to kill rats by other means. It was
recommended to take control measures, to destroy rubbish, to clean cellars, to stick chinks
of floor, walls, doors, windows. The equipment for catching rats was described: a boat
with nails and a heavy stone, catching of rats in a closed room with the help of a lamp,
penning of rats in bags, pots etc. placed in corners (NAV f. 2848, sch 1, af. 233, p. 16). This
information was given to all the heads and doctors of the volost administrations and
disseminated among local civilians.
All the owners of property had to insure their property. Braslav District Council made
the head of the Finance Department to finish the insurance process in the district until
August 15, 1942. Since the head of the Finance Department was thought to be idle, he was
asked to hasten the process (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 10, p. 29), but people regularly
refused to pay. On March 1, 1944 there were tax liabilities amounting to 102840.3 R.M in
the district. Opsovskaj Volost Administration did not present information on insurance
process of (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 148, p. 22).
In autumn 1941 private shops and public catering establishments were opened. In
September 1941 the permission on opening a bakery in Druya, a butcherís shop in Vidzy,
a canteen in Braslav were obtained. It was also allowed to open a tea-room canteen in New
Pogost, and a canteen in Braslav, with prohibited selling of alcohol. In December 1943
butcherís shop was opened in Vidzy (NAV f. 2848, sch 1, af. 233, p. 24, 46, 49, 55, 52, 62).
To get permission, one had to apply to the District Council. It concerned also the
already operating enterprises (some of them were opened at the time of Soviet power). The
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demands to enterprises selling food or providing hairdressing service were similar to that of
nowadays: sanitary inspection of premises and certificates of the owner and staff. The
maintenance of safety measures and fire safety activities were obligatory. The owner of a
shop had to have special permission for selling alcohol. In order to open a photographerís
the owner had to get a special permission, as well. The expenses on inspection of premises
and official registration were paid by the business owner himself. All the documents had to
be sent to the District Council (NAV f. 2848, sch 1, af. 233, p. 42).
Some entrepreneurs started their enterprises in the first months of the occupation
without obtaining special permissions. The local administration noticed that a civilian of
Braslav region Kazimir L. had opened a canteen illegally. He was found out to have bought
and then sold the meat of an illegally slaughtered animal. Kazimir L. was imposed a fine of
50 R.M (500 roubles) for illegal business and his canteen was closed (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1,
af. 168, p. 8).
On October 20, 1942 Gebietskommissariat issued an order for opening a canteen in
the district center. It was allowed to use only 15 kg of meat or meat products, only 30 liters
of bear and 3 litres of vodka a day. The prices were fixed by the head of the district. It was
recommended to equip 2 rooms for guests, if possible (NAV f. 2848, sch 1, af. 233, p. 10).
The German and the local administration were trying to adjust prices of goods and
services. It was easy to do in registered by the District Council organizations and offices,
but very difficult at the markets. Profiteering was widespread at the markets, and, despite
the strict prohibition by German authorities, exchange trade was frequent as well. The
threats to be punished for it did not help. The head of the Council issued an order to
establish special commission for adjusting the prices of essential goods and food (on October
3, 1941) (NAV f. 2848, sch 1, af. 232, p. 4).
Earlier, in September 1941, there was a commission which consisted of members of
the Administrative Department of the District Council (there was one Jew, his presence
was the example of the lack of specialists); this commission adjusted prices on live weight
of the cattle (NAV f. 2848, sch 1, af. 232, p. 24).
The prices for food in a canteen: a portion of bread cost 0.5 roubles; a beet soup
(served cold) cost 1.5 roubles; a portion of fish (small) ñ 2 roubles; stuffed cabbage, a
portion of fish, fried lamb, or veal chop cost 3 roubles; a portion of beefsteak, a portion of
rump steak, a portion of steak, a portion of schnitzel, a portion of pork chop, a portion of
stuffed fish cost 4 roubles (NAV f. 2848, sch 1, af. 232, p. 27). To illustrate the prices of
goods and services, letís look at prices at the hairdresserís and the canteen in Braslav on
August 15, 1941: shaving ñ 1.5 roubles, a hair cut, washing of hair or a female hair cut cost
2 roubles, a close to skin hair cut with the help of a clipper ñ 1 rouble, hairstyle ñ 1 rouble
(NAV f. 2848, sch 1, af. 232, p. 16).
The German authoritiesí attempts to control prices were caused by scanty earnings
and small ration of local residents. The German administration was under necessity to
guarantee stable prices for essential goods received by the food cards, in order not to provoke
mass actions and to have an opportunity to exploit human resources of Belarus. Nevertheless,
prices for some goods increased due to the authoritiesí decision. On October 25, 1941 the
price for 1 kg of salt increased by 2 roubles, because it did not match the prices for milk and
fat (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 232, p. 1). Until autumn 1941 prices for all foodstuffs increased
legally: bread from 1.1 roubles for 1 kg to 1.4 roubles for 1 kg; rye from 0.9 roubles for
1 kg to 1.3 roubles for 1 kg; wheat from 1.2 roubles for 1 kg to 1.8 roubles for 1 kg and etc.
(NAV f. 2848, sch 1, af. 232, p. 2, 29).
Taxes were imposed on trade at the markets. According to the resolution of Braslav
District Council on September 1, 1941 the following one-time taxes were collected: for the
food trade from a cart ñ 3 roubles; for the entrance of a cart into market ñ 1 rouble; for the
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trade from hands ñ 1 rouble. Along with peasants the one-time tax was collected from
handicraftsmen selling their self-made goods, and from the residents selling foodstuffs
produced in their own farms (NAV f. 2848, sch 1, af. 188, p. 1).
The holidays on the occupied territory of Belarus were as follows: the main religious
holidays of the Orthodox and Catholic churches (Christmas, Easter), the 1st of May (the
Fest of Work in Germany), the 22nd of June (the day of ìreleaseî of Belarus); on the 1st of
May all the administrative buildings had to be decorated with greenery and with Belorussian
national flags (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 17, p. 20). The 2nd of May was a shortened working
day (till midday) and the members of collaborationist administration was holding meetings
where they explained the meaning of the holiday to the staff (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 19,
p. 51). On the 6th of January all the Orthodox people worked till midday and on the 7th and
the 8th of January they had days off (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 19, p. 51).
The 22nd of June was also a day off, since it was considered a day of the ìreleaseî from
the Bolshevik yoke. It was ordered to arrange meetings of the residents and schoolchildren
in all volost centers (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 19, p. 83). The 20th of April was also a day off;
it was the birthday of A.Hitler (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 62, p. 32).
The heavy heritage of the Polish power became apparent in strained relations between
the Belorussian and the Polish people during the war. Domestic conflicts and sometimes
sharp confrontations between the representatives of both nations in Braslav, as well as in
other regions of Western Belarus, were observed. Despite mass deportations of the Polish
people by the Soviet authorities; there still were considerable amount of Poles in the region.
Detachment of the Krajovaja Army (Armia Krajowa) and members of Polish underground
organization acted. There were cases when, if the head of the local administration was a
Polish, Belorussian people underwent discrimination and vice versa. In March 1942 the
members of the rural community Jiguti sent an application to the executive of the
administration in Vidzy. They complained about their village executive (evidently, a former
Polish osadnik (osadnicy) who was blamed for discriminating the Belorussians: appointing
in cart out of turn, high quota of deforestation, and help to the Polish residents in hiding
cattle from inventory. The peasants required the volost burgermaster to dismiss the village
executive. In the report, made by the burgermaster during the questioning of residents of
the village, the fact that the village executive had discriminated Belorussians was
confirmed. As a result the village executive was dismissed from his post (NAV f. 2848,
sch 2, af. 4, p. 10).
Already at the beginning of 1942 Gebietskommissariat noticed the partisansí raids
and dissemination of leaflets in some volosts of the district. The information was received
from German military units, and Gebietskommissariat criticized the executives of the volosts
and villages for the light-minded attitude towards the threat of partisans, since none of
them had informed him about the partisansí actions (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 15, p. 38).
In 1943 the partisan movement became stronger. The collaborationists, their families
were subject to partisan persecution. The officerís work was made more complicated by
actions of partisans. During the partisansí activities, the Volost Administration building in
the village Drisvjata was burned (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 14, p. 16). Already at the end of
1943, all the executives of the volost administrations and the village executives informed
Gebietskommissariat about all the actions of partisans (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 62, p. 74).
The executives of the Volost Administrations and the village executives had to fulfill their
duties also because partisans threatened them at first. A partisansí visit to the executive of
Gritunskaj community on September 8, 1943 was described: ìToday at 6 a.m the bandits,
8 persons, came to me. Four of them carried weapons and four did not. Judging by the
appearance they were the Jews, the Gipsies and one of them was Russian. I was not at
home. They threatened my wife and children, took the sheepskin coat, shoes, service jacket,
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the saddle and burned all the documents, the lists of poll taxes and lists of horse insurersî
(NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 19, p. 36). The attention was paid to the description of the
partisans by the village executive in order to bring in more convincement: the Jews and the
Gipsies, because the Germans often mixed notions ìa partisanî, ìa Jewî, ìa communistî
and it was reflected by the vocabulary of collaborationist administration.
As a result the Germans started punitive operations, during which civil people were
killed in the districts where the partisan activity was the most. The most extensive operations
took place in autumn 1942 and autumn 1943 (the punitive operation ìFritzî). For firing to
the gendarme and the police patrols, the execution of all the villagers and burning of the
villages, where the incident happened, took place (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 19, p. 84). In
total, during occupation 1646 people died in the district (before the war the population of
the district was 43717 people), 3739 people were sent to work in Germany, 2339 houses
were destroyed, from 10621 localities, 97 were destroyed completely. Also 8608 residents
of Braslav and townships Vidzy and Druya from 17800 people died (Памяць: Гісторыка..
1998, p. 377, 378).
Besides Belorussian partisans, the power of the Polish Resistance acted in the district.
Braslav was included in Vilnius district of the Krajovaja Army, where the 23rd Braslav and
24th Drisvjatskij of the Krajovaja Army were formed. Taking into consideration the huge
amount of Belorussian people who were Catholics and considered themselves Polish and
the ethnic Polish people, there was a good basis for formation of the Polish Resistance
(Памяць: Гісторыка.. 1998, p. 355-359).
There was Jewish population in the territory of Braslav district till 1942 and the German
and auxiliary administrations paid special attention to them. On the second day of the
occupation of Braslav the Germans collected all the Jews drove them away into a bog. In
the morning they were allowed to come back home, but their houses had already been
pillaged by the Germans. In localities with great Jewish communities (Braslav, Edi, Opsa,
Druja, Vidzy), Jewish councils (Judenrat) were made.
From the very first day, execution of small groups of the Jews and individual Jewish
people took place and they were buried outside the Jewish graveyards. As a result, the
wives of those killed applied to the head of Braslav district, asking for a permission to
rebury their husbands in the Jewish graveyards according to the Jewish traditions. On the
applications of three wives from the township Druya the resolution ìmovedî was put
(NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 10, p. 7).
In March 1943 the Jews from Braslav were moved to the ghetto. On July 3, 1942 the
mass mess and execution of prisoners of the ghetto took place with participation of the
Germans and the local police. Mobile gas chambers (Gaswagen) were used. Soon the second
ghetto was established in Braslav (it was called ìOpsovskoje ghettoî, because basically the
residents of township Opsa were placed there). On March 19, 1943 it, together with other
ghettos, was liquidated (Памяць: Гісторыка.. 1998, p. 381-385).
The counting of the Jews was organized. Those Jews who came to the district after the
beginning of the war were counted separately (adults, children and specialists among them).
Statistics were made up for volosts and the populated locations (Braslav and townships).
Until 1942 there were 2666 Jews registered in the territory of Braslav and its districts
(NAV f. 2848, sch 1, af. 85, p. 1-40).
On the request of the German authorities, volosts administrations provided them with
information about mixed marriages of the Jews. There were several marriages in some
volosts. The volost administrations presented information on wives and husbands of both
nationalities, adding their comments, for example, ìdid not come back from the PolishGerman warî. It was noticed that all the Jews married to Belorussians or to Poles adopted
Christianity. In one of the cases it was emphasized that Christianity had been adopted 40
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years ago and the person did not have anything common with Jews. Obviously, that local
residents and local administration did not see any difference between each other and they
did not demonstrate the anti-Semitism in their relations to those people, sometimes even
trying to protect them. Unfortunately, the documents gave no clue of further destiny of
those people and the attitude of the German authorities towards them (NAV f. 2848,
sch. 1, af. 7, p. 17-23).
In accordance with the resolution of Braslav District Council of August 25, 1941 the
indemnity was imposed on Jewish people (living in 28 communities, 6066 people). Every
Jew had to pay 100 roubles; 600.000 roubles in total (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 237, p. 6).
The Jews often faced requisitions; the first was made by the Wehrmacht. Later the local
administration made lists of the forfeit Jewish property (NAV f. 2848, sch. 2, af. 6, p. 1).
The property of those Jews not living in ghetto was also taken into consideration ((NAV
f. 2848, sch. 2, af. 5, p. 1-10).
The survival of Jews depended on their value in the eyes of the occupiers. At the
beginning of the war, the German administration noticed that range workers who were
craftsmen were the Jews. Naturally, their quick liquidation would lead to a serious cadre
problem. Thus, the decision of ìJewish questionî in General Region Belarus was made
gradually, in accordance with the needs of economy. Jewish specialists worked in many
enterprises of Braslav and its districts: in butter-dairy, in food cooperative ìGaspadarî, in
departments of the District Council (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 8, p. 1-9, 13, 14).
Jewish workers were not permitted to move more than 3 km away from their working
places (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 8, p. 21). Jewish people got about 50% of an amount
allowed to the Belorussians ñ 125 grams of bread a day (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 8, p. 31).
Taking into account scanty amounts for Belorussian people, the Jews were put in extreme
conditions, and doing the hard work was impossible. It was understood by the heads of
enterprises and by the local administration, as well. That was why Jewish specialists engaged
in hard jobs got raised amount of bread, besides, this process took mass character, because
almost all the Jews were engaged in hard work (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 8, p. 26, 49, p. 3).
The mass movement of the Jews to ghettoes worsened the situation with provision
of specialists: enterprises either lost them at all or wasted time on delivering them from
ghettoes. Because of this Glubokoye Gebietskommissariat decided to bring some of Jewish
specialists and their families back. For example, in the township Miory a dentist, his
wife, a nurse, and his assistant could live outside the ghetto. In township Leonpol: 9
craftsmen, 4 tailors, a sewer, a shoemaker, a watchmaker, a painter, and 36 members of
their families lived outside the ghetto (NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 46,†p. 1ñ11). With time
they were liquidated, too.
After the Jews were put in ghettoes, the organizations, interested in Jewish specialists,
applied to the head of the gendarmerie in Braslav with the request to be given the necessary
amount of Jewish workers for a definite period of time. For example, on May 14, 1942 the
General Department of Braslav District Council asked the head of the gendarmerie to give
him 8 Jewish people for cleaning of floors in the department. In April 1942 the council
asked to give Jew Sholom Z. a passing who worked in a veterinary clinic as a vet in Braslav
(NAV f. 2848, sch. 1, af. 10, p. 18, 19).
What concerns the attitude of the Christian people towards Jews, it was sympathetic.
For hiding Jews, a person was executed. For example, on February, 22, 1943 the police
from Opsovskij district killed 28 people (women, old men and children) from village
Labetskie for having hidden a Jew at their homes by turn. The fact that they had committed
the obligatory delivery of products did not save them (the men survived, because at that
day they had carried products to Braslav) (Памяць: Гісторыка.. 1998, p. 302-303). There
were a lot of similar cases when Polish and Belorussian people gave food and shelter to the
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Jews, trying to escape the execution. However, some residents of Braslav wanted to make
profit out of the Jewish tragedy. For information against a Jew, Germans paid 3 kg of salt.
There were also those who asked the Jews to pay for the accommodation (in many cases
gold) (Памяць: Гісторыка.. 1998, p. 386-388).
Thus, the analysis of Nazi occupation in the context of a separate region allows for
characterizing of the everyday life of the Belarus residents quite completely; and allows for
reconstructing the survival strategy of a ìsmall manî during the years of World War II.
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Kopsavilkums
LOK¬L¬ V«STURE. BRASLAVAS RAJONS
V¬CU OKUP¬CIJAS LAIK¬ (1941ñ1944)
Jauhens HrebeÚs
Palaik II Pasaules kara problem‚tika kÔ˚st arvien aktu‚l‚ka ne tikai zin‚tniskaj‚, bet arÓ
politiskaj‚ diskurs‚. Rakst‚ Ópaa vÁrÓba ir veltÓta Baltkrievijas Republikas ziemeÔrietumu reÏionam
v‚cu okup‚cijas laik‚. Veicot Vitebskas apgabala valsts arhÓv‚ (Baltkrievija) esoo avotu pÁtniecisko
kritiku un analÓzi, autors rekonstruÁ iedzÓvot‚ju ikdienas dzÓvi, lÓdztekus analizÁjot viÚu soci‚lekonomisk‚s mijiedarbÓbas formas un okup‚cijas politikas realiz‚ciju multietniskaj‚ pierobe˛u reÏion‚.
Veiktais situatÓvais pÁtÓjums Ôauj izprast ìmaza cilvÁkaî izdzÓvoanas stratÁÏiju, k‚ arÓ interpolÁt
datus uz citiem Baltkrievijas, Latvijas un Lietuvas austrumu reÏioniem II Pasaules kara laik‚.
AtslÁgas v‚rdi: ikdienas dzÓves vÁsture, v‚cu okup‚cijas laiks, izdzÓvoanas stratÁÏijas, pierobe˛u
reÏions.

Резюме
ЛОКАЛЬНАЯ ИСТОРИЯ. БРАСЛАВСКИЙ РАЙОН В
ПЕРИОД НАЦИСТСКОЙ ОККУПАЦИИ 1941–1944 ГГ.
Евгений Гребень
В настоящее время проблематика Второй мировой войны является наиболее актуализированной не только в научном, но и политическом дискурсе. В данной статье особое внимание
уделено истории северо-западного региона Беларуси в период нацистской оккупации. На основании документов Государственного архива Витебской области автор проводит реконструкцию истории повседневности жителей, социально-экономических отношений, а также специфику реализации оккупационной политики в приграничном и мультинациональном регионе.
Проведенное ситуативное исследование позволяет характеризовать, также весьма полностью
восстанавливать стратегию выживания “маленького человека” Белоруссии и сопредельных территорий во время Второй мировой войны.
Ключевые слова: история повседневности, период нацистской оккупации, стратегии выживания, приграничье.
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THE DVINA IN BELARUS: HISTORY OF STUDYING, TRADE,
SHIPPING CULTURE, RECREATIONAL POTENTIAL
Mikalai Pivavar
Purpose of the paper is to analyze the role of the Dvina in history, culture and economy of
Belarus and European nations. The tasks are: to study trade, shipping, rafting timber by the Dvina, to
search the history of investigation and exploitation of the river. Historical places, sights of common
history are also studied for the development of international tourism. There has not been a book on
these problems since A. Sapunov published his book ìWestern Dvina Riverî in 1886. Retrospective
review of some works about the Dvina is included in this article. New realities described: plans to
connect the basins of the Baltic and the Black seas, to build the DvinañDnieper canal, Berezinski
canal, some plans of the Belorussian government to build 4 hydroelectric power plants on the Dvina
as a way to solve energy-problem. In conclusion the statement is confirmed, that the Dvina basin has
an important economical, historical and cultural potential for Belarus and Europe; first of all, due to
cross-border tourism. Little-known objects for western tourists such as Ruba, Luzhesno, Ulla, Disna,
Leonpol, Druja, Maskavichi and other are described.
Key words: The Dvina, the Western Dvina, Polotsk, Vitebsk, recreation, canal, the Great East
waterway, waterway ìfrom Varangians to Greeksî, Latvia, Scandinavia, raft, Borisís stones, floods,
Sapunov, Borch, Platar, Chrutski, Repin, hydroelectric power plant, fishing, historical places.

The need to find a solution to the energy problem forced governments to pay attention
to the studying of energy potential of the Dvina. The existence of 3 hydroelectric power
plants in Latvia and the plan to erect four more in the Republic of Belarus prove their
serious intentions. However, the possible harmful effects, especially ecological ones, which
can result from such kind of project, have to be anticipated and prevented.
Ideology of United Europe is based on variety of views, opinions. The Dvina region is
an example of peaceful coexistence of many nations, religions, ideologies for hundreds of
years. It is interesting to study history of the region and abilities of cultural development of
transboundary region ñ the role of the Dvina as a way of cultural communication, the
abilities and factors of cultural interchange due to the Dvina. Moreover, Belorussians and
Letts for hundreds of years have lived not only as neighbours, but in one country. Big part
of the modern Latvia was a part of the Vitebsk province in Russian Empire. History of
studying the Dvina, transport role, shipping, projects for construction of canals, hydraulic
facilities, hydroelectric power plant attract, too.
Studying of tourism potential of the river, historical, cultural and natural places of
interest looks very perspective. Sights are connected with common living of many nations:
Belorussians, Letts, Germans, Poles, Russians, Jews, Gipsies; historical periods: Scandinavian,
Slavic migration, the Middle Ages, Modern history, World War I and World War II, the
Soviet period; confessions: Orthodox, Roman Catholic, Protestant, Judaic and even paganism
teach much.
Mutual understanding between the modern citizens of Belarus and Europe could be
more successful in case of visiting places of common history, studying historical facts and
ways of solving problems in the past.
Thereby, in this article the author seeks to show the role of the Dvina in history,
culture, economy of Belarus and Europe, expose recreational potential of the region, which
is placed in the DvinañDaugava basin.
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General information about the Dvina. The Dvina (Dzvina ñ Belorussian and Polish,
the Western Dvina ñ in Russian, the Daugava ñ Latvian, the Dvina ñ German, English) ñ is
one of the largest rivers in Belarus. It flows through Russia and Latvia, too. Latvian
name ñ Daugava can be translated as daug ñ a lot, ava ñ water). Ancient Greeks called the
river Eridan, Rubon, Thanais. It had other names, such as Hezin or Herzin, Turunt, Dzina,
Dzuna, Duna, Vina, Veina, Vena (Pогалеў 2000, p. 15). Length of the river ñ 1020 km.
Catchment of the basin is 87.9 thousand km2 , in Belarus ñ 328 km and 33.2 thousand km2.
Average annual water flow in estuary reaches 666/678 m≥/s. There are 12 thousand small
and large rivers in the Dvina basin. The total length of its rivers is 42 thousand km.
The Dvina rises from Lake Karakina in Tverskaja region in Russia. Itís a quiet, shallow
lake with sand banks and the size of 0.64 km≤. Here, on Valdai upland, very close to each
other are the beginnings of great rivers ñ the Volga, the Dnieper, the Neva and the Dvina.
The river begins at a height of 221 m above the sea level and flows into the Gulf of
Riga. The river head and estuary are situated on the same latitude. If we draw a line between
the head of the Dvina and the place of itís falling into the sea, the distance will be only 465
km. But, as all rivers, the Dvina has not chosen the shortest way. In its flowing the river
turns first to the south. 326 km from its beginning, the river crosses the border of Russia
and Belarus. Then, near town Beshenkovichy, the Dvina turns to the north. The southernmost
point is 544 km from the estuary (Гриневич 1989, с. 91).

Dvina near v. Kurino in Vitebsk region

Foto: Pivavar M.

Relief. Relief of the Dvina basin was formed in result of ancient glaciers activity. The
territory of the region was under glaciation five times. Modern relief is the result of the
Poozerskoe glaciation activity. The last glacier melted about 10 thousand years ago.
Upstream of modern Vitebsk 9ñ8 thousand years ago formed a border-glacier lake. The
draining of it resulted in formation of Surazh lowland. The same kind of lake in that time
was formed in the territory of modern Polotsk region and Polotsk lowland.
Right in Belarus the Dvina becomes a great river. With accepting waters of the Kasplia
and the Ushacha it takes real full flowing. For example, the annual flowing of the river in
Russia is 0,8 km≥, and near Surazh ñ 6 km≥.
The Dvina flows through the territory of Gorodok and Vitebsk highlands, Braslav and
northern part of the Sventiany hill ranges, Polotsk, Surazh lowland and Chashniki plain.
Riverbed is twisting, banks are overgrown with plants. The width of bed varies from
60 m to 300 m, but average ñ 130 m. The height of banks reaches 10ñ40 m.
The speed of the stream is higher in the middle of the riverbed. The main stream of the
Dvina, ìbystriakî in Russian, is not only a natural phenomenon, but often artificial. Even
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in the 19th century, to make the riverbed deeper for shipping purposes, earth-deposits were
built from the banks along the lines to the centre of the river; stones, logs, fences were used.
This resulted in the stream in fairway becaming quicker and the bottom ñ deeper. Nowadays
such fences are not built, but the old ones are still in use.
Figure 1.

Map of the Western Dvina

Source: Гриневич, А.Г, Емельянова, Ю.Н. (1989).

There are no old riverbeds and bays on the Dvina, since the river flows through hard
banks, but obstructions from sunk logs are typical. They remain from the times of intensive
timber rafting. There are many deep artificial holes in the river, too. Pump dredges have
dug sand here. The deepest places of the river are near villages Kurino, Kazimirovo, Komary,
Novoselki, Pridvinie, Luki. All fishermen know the 6 metre hole near Kurino ñ a hibernating
place of fish for some years. The depth is 8 m near Kazimirovo, and 10 m near Komary. The
deepest place on the Dvina is in front of estuary of the Shevinka River near village Luki ñ 14 m.

The Kasplja River in Surazh

Foto: Pivavar M.
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There are some islands on the Dvina, as well. Most of them are temporary and exist
only in summer, but some do not flood even in high water. One of the islands is near the
village Ostrovskie in Vitebsk region. Local people tell legends and stories about treasures
buried on it, but none have been found untill today. The biggest island on the Dvina in
Belarus is situated near Vershnedvinsk. The length of the second island is 2 km, and it has
forests, meadows and berry fields on it.
The Valley of the river has the form of trapezium and the form of canyon near Ruba.
The width of the valley is 3ñ4 km on average, only near the estuary of the Ulla and in the
eastern part of Belarus it reaches 10ñ15 km.
The Dvina has a considerable influence on the climate of the region. Airstreams from
the Atlantic Ocean bring humid, comparatively warm air.
Supplying of the river is mixed. The most part of annual flowing (more than 50%)
contains melting snow. Rain water provides 20% and groundwater ñ 30% of the flow.
The main branches in Belarus: the Usviacha, the Obol, the Polota, the Drysa (on the
right), the Kasplia, the Luchosa, the Ulla, the Ushacha, the Dzisna, the Drujka (on the left).
In spring the Dvina overflows, whereas in summer and autumn its waters are shallow.
Rain water causes the river to overflow, but water goes as quickly as it comes. So, duration
of the spring overflow period fit 56% of annual flowing water, in summer ñ autumn low
water ñ 33%, in winter ñ 11%.
Flood. The usual duration of spring flood is 60ñ70 days. It begins at the end of March
and lasts until the beginning of June. It may also begin at the end of February or in late
spring and last till May. Amount of flow, speed of growth abatement of water for flood
depend on amount of snow and the conditions of the ground while it has fallen (moist, dry
or frozen); weather at the beginning of spring and other reasons. The form of the Dvina
basin influences flood, too. It spreads from the east to the west, as a result ñ spring flood
begins quickly, nearly simultaneously along all the basin.
Average difference between the lowest summer level and top of flood is 7ñ9 m. In the
20th century the highest spring flood was in years 1929, 1931, 1956, 1958, 1969 and
1994. The highest level of water in the last century was in 1931 ñ in April it was 7,95 m in
Velizh, and 10.14 m in Surazh. On the Latvian border it was 13.5 m. Average difference
between the level of low water and the highest level during flood season is 4.4ñ9 m.
Summer-autumn low water lasts for 4ñ5 months. Rain flood use to happen during this
period; there may be even 4ñ5 flood periods in particularly rainy summer. Usually water reaches
the height of 2ñ3 m, in some years ñ 6 m. Winter low water period lasts for 70ñ80 days.
The Dvina freezes in the 1st decade of December. Persistent freezing begins either in
the end of October or in the 2nd part of December. The biggest thickness of ice is 50ñ78
cm, usually in FebruaryñMarch. Thickness can reach even 1 meter in particularly severe
winters. The river may also stay free of ice during the whole winter. There are some places
on the Dvina which may not freeze the whole year, e.g. near Surazh. Ice jam (ìzazhoryî in
Russian) can appear on rapids.
Water temperature in winter is close to zero. In spring it is higher and in the end of
April it is 8ñ10о С. Maximum water temperature in summer can reach 20о С, but only for
10ñ15 days.
Water has hydro-carbonate character. Only spring and summer flood mineralization
is bigger, because of a lot of soil that comes into water. Usual turbidity is 15ñ30 grams for
suspended substance in 1 m≥ of water. Higher Vitebsk water is more turbid (25ñ50 g/m≥),
as the soil from fields is washed away more intensively. The river carries out 370 thousand
tons of suspended matter into the sea each year, near Vitebsk ñ 287 thousand tons (Віцебскі
раён 2008, с. 38).
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Minerals. Near village Kurino of Vitebsk region there is a clay deposit developed in
the 19th ñ first half of the 20th centuries and some brickyards. River sand has been actively
excavated from the banks and the bottom of the Dvina for building purposes since the
second half of the 20th century. Dredgers are still working in some places even today.
Deposit of dolomite is exploited for burnt lime beginning with the Middle Ages. A plant
has been built in Verchovie (Ruba) in 1931 (Витебск 1988, с. 56). Since 1960ies opencast
mine ìGralevoî has been exploited by production association ìDolomitî.

Sheatfish, fished in the Dvina

Foto: Pivavar M.

Fauna. Many kinds of fish inhabit the Dvina: pike, perch, roach, bream, tench, crucian,
silver bream, chub. Some kinds of rare fish still can be found in the Dvina and its branches:
eel, pikeperch, lamprey, trout.
History of studying the Dvina. Researchers who have studied the river, history and
culture of folks inhabiting its banks.
The Dvina has always attracted the interest of researchers for many reasons, especially
those born and having lived on its banks. First notes about the Dvina are provided by the
ancient Greeks. There is a lot of information in Scandinavian and German chronicles, in
Slavonic annals. Russian czar Ivan the Terrible who understood the significance of the river
once said about it: ìbanks of the Dvina are silver, and bottom is goldî. The first description
and measuring of the river were made by the order of another Russian czar ñ Peter the
Great. It was in 1701 when stolnik Maxim Tsyzarev made expedition along the river. He
went downstream by the territory of Rech Pospolitaja and made a map of the Dvina River
from Vitebsk to its estuary in secret. He drew all interesting objects on this scheme, first of
all ñ defensive installations. There were ancient Belorussian towns: Vitebsk, Polotsk, Streshev,
Velizh with images of houses, fortresses, even with entrances in detail (Чертеж и описание
1701 г. 1886, с. 52ñ53, 501ñ506).
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Figure 2.

The Dvina on the map of M.Pahalavitski (1579)

Source: Сапунов, А. (1883).

Waclaw Piotr Ludwik Nalkowski (wrote under pseudonyms Przewlocki, Nerwowy)
included the article about the river in substantial encyclopedic edition ìS˘ownik Geograficzny
KrÛlestwa Polskiego i innych krajÛw s˘owiaÒskichî (ìGeographical Dictionary of Polish
Kingdom and another Slavic Landsî) (S˘ownik Geograficzny KrÛlestwa Polskiego 2002).
In 1842ñ1849 in Vilnja (Vilnys) by initiative of brothers V., K., Y. Grymalovski,
I. Chrapovitski, K. Bujnitski regional science-literary almanac ìRubonî, named in honor
of the ancient name of the Dvina River, was published. The main aim of the edition were to
awaken interest for literature and science among local intellectuals, and, especially, youth.
5 series of 2 volumes were printed. There are some interesting articles about history, culture
and archeology of the Dvina region ñ A. Plater ìAbout Etymology of Word ìRubonî,
ìShort History-chronological Information about Dinaburgî, ìAbout Ancient Stones with
Inscriptions which were Found in the Dvinaî, ìVargan-mountainî, ìAbout Ancient Graves
and Antiques Founded in Inflantsî, ìHistorical Information about Spasskaja Church near
Polotsk and about the Cross, Presented to this Church by St. Efrosinijaî; I. Chrapavitski
ìInstructions for Delegates from Polotskí Voevodstvo on Electionís sejm 1764î; M. Borch
ìHistory in Legendî, ìTwo Words about the Dvinaî, ìInformation from Lustration Catholic
Churches in 1613î; J. Plater ìView on Inflantsî; F. Radishevski ìIssues about Jesuits on
Belarus and Former Polotsk Academyî and others. Literary works of local residents were
published in almanac, in majority of cases by young authors ñ stories by J. Barshchevski,
K. Bujnitski, M. Borch, poems and ballades of T. Lada-Zablotski, broth. Grymalovski,
J. Chechot, H. Martsinkevich. The first volume began with poem by I. Chrapovitski ìDvinaî.
Adam Antony Plater (Broel-Plater (1790ñ1862)) who lived in his estate in Kraslava
studied the Dvina region very well. He made trips along the river, described architectural,
archeological monuments, historical places, Borisís stones, studied burial places on SlavicBaltic borderland. In particular, he was interested in the history of Polotsk. He published
articles in magazines ìAtheneumî, ìRubonî, ìPгzyjaciel luduî and others. Some of the
articles are the following: ìHistorical studiesî, ìPolotskî (Plater 1842, Plater 1843, Plater
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1849). Plater created a museum, a large library, archive in his estate. There were a lot of
historical documents of the 17thñ18th centuries, but most of them were burned down in
1863. Platerís manuscripts are being kept in the library of the Vilnus University. His collection
possibly contained materials from excavations in the Dvina region of N. Borch and F. Kruze,
since pictures of some findings were placed in Platerís articles.

Stone cross on the bank of the Dvina near v. Luzhesno

Foto: Pivavar M.

Country-lore, historian, bibliophile, poet Michael Borch (1806ñ1881) lived in his estate
Prele (Preljlu) in Dinaburg district. He had a large collection of manuscripts, ancient books
and other materials on history of the Dvina region (Inflants); some were inherited from
ancestors, others collected by himself. Borch wrote ìNormansî story about the Polotsk
princess Rohneda (Каханоўскі 1984, с. 125) and the book ìTwo Words about the Dvinaî
(Borch 1843), criticized by the historian T. Narbut.
Belorussian and Polish poet Jan Chechet (1796ñ1847) worked in administration of
Berezinski canal in Lepel from 1833 till 1841 and collected local folklore. He published
two books ìVillage Songs from the Dvina River, Vicinities of Lepel and Town itselfî
(—zaczot 1839).
Traveller B.A. Tselinskij (1/2 19th century) in his work ìReview of Some Estates in
Mogilev and Vitebsk Provinces. Agriculture Travelling by Russiaî, which was published in
the ìMinistry of State Property Magazineî (1847), described the significant role of the
Dvina in trade with Western Europe. In his article Tselinskij provided information on
measure of weight, linear measures in some districts in Dvina region, classes of boats, kinds
of export-import goods, time of travelling to Riga from Vitebsk and back, difficulties,
which could happen on the way of merchants, rafters and barge haulers on the way by the
Dvina (Целинский 1847).
Some articles about the river ñ navigation, observations in level of water, trade ñ were
published in the ìMemory Books of Vitebsk Province for 1864ñ1914î.
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Jan Marek Gi˝ycki (pseudonym Wоlуnіаk (1844ñ1925)) studied the Dvina and
exchanged letters with the famous Belorussian historian A. Sapunov. By correspondence he
sent him a lot of information from Polish and German sources about the river for his book
(Півавар 2006, с. 42).
The most important researcher who studied the Dvina in Belarus in times of Russian
Empire was a historian from Vitebsk, a specialist in the study (and publication) of early
texts, student of local history Alexis Sapunov (1851ñ1924), his major work ñ book ìReka
Zapadnaja the Dvinaî (ìWestern River the Dvinaî) (Сапунов, А. 1893). It was the first work
in the Russian language, in which the flow of the Dvina in Vitebsk province (northern
Belarus and biggest part in Latvia) was described in detail. There were chapters dedicated
to history, trade, fishing, legends and even literary works about the Dvina in the book with
plenty of illustrations, schemes, plans and diagrams. Sapunov touched some aspects of
historical and cultural role of the Dvina in life of the region by his other works: ìStories of
Island or Scandinavian Sagas about Polotsk, Polotsk Princess and the Dvina Riverî, ìInflantsî,
ìDvinaís or Borisís Stonesî (Сапунов, А. 1886, Сапунов, А. 1890, Сапунов, А. 1916).
Figure 3.

A.P. Sapunov

Source: Каханоўскі, Г.А. (1884).

A lot of material about the Dvina was placed by Sapunov (rather with the researcher
D.Z. Shendrik) in 9 volumes of the edition ìRussia. Full Geographical Descriptionî (Россия.
Полное географическое описание 1905). Chapter 7 ìCommunication Linesî, for example,
had a good report about the role of the Dvina in trade in the 16thñ19th centuries.
At the end of the 19th ñ beginning of the 20th century a collector from Vitebsk Vatslav
Fedorovich was an initiator and the author of the literary-historical almanac ìFrom Vicinity
of the Dvina Riverî (С околиц Двины 1912). I. Gorbachevskij in his work ìAbout ìvolokiî
(portages) waterway ìfrom Varangians to Greeksî studied branches of the Great East
waterway on territory of Vitebsk region, described places where portages had been in ancient
times (Горбаческий 1894).
In 1914 a teacher of Vitebsk gymnasium Sergei Uspenskij (1883ñ?) organized an
excursion aimed at historical-geographical studying of the Dvina which ended in Polotsk,
because of the beginning of World War I.
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In 1920ñ1930 the Dvina in Belarus was an object of research for a famous Belorussian
and Latvian scientist Boleslav Brezgo, publishing as a result ìRepin on Banks of the Dvinaî,
ìAbout March of Polochan (citizens of Polotsk) in Year 1106 and about the Dvinaís Stones
with Inscriptionsî, ìVitebskís Castlesî and other works.
In the Soviet times researchers A.G. Grynevich and Y.N. Emeljanova published the
book ìWestern the Dvina Riverî (Гриневич, Емельянова 1989). At the end of the 20th
century amateurs of history from town Orsha made expeditions with an aim to find branches
of the waterway ìfrom Varangians to Greeksî in Vitebsk region to find places of former
portages (Навагонскі 1991, с. 67–71, Навагонскі 1995, с. 17–21). In 1988ñ1994 the
international BelorussianñRussianñLatvian project ìDzvinañDvinañDaugavaî took place.
The most important achievement of this project was that the attention of European
Community was attracted to the Dvina River problems (Дединкина 1997, с. 4). We can
acknowledge the investigation of Belorussian and Latvian scientists ìWestern the Dvina ñ
Daugava. River and Timeî (Западная Двина–Даугава 2006) to be the best book of our
days devoted to the Dvina.

The Dvina near the wildlife preserve ìDavilís beardî in Vitebsk region

Foto: Pivavar M.

Economical role of the river. Trade. Rivers played an essential role in the life of the
country in ancient times. They brought the indispensable water, fed and often were the
only way of communication. It was very difficult, sometimes even impossible, to make
roads to connect settlements. Rivers were the only way of conveyance: by boats in summer,
by sledges in winter. Rivers were important trade roads in Eastern Europe covered with
dense forests.
One of the most important trade route in the Middle Ages was the Great East waterway
(Storˆsterled) and the Dvina was one of its branches in the 9thñ12th centuries. It is called
waterway ìfrom Varangians to Greeksî in Russian annals. Goods from Northern Europe
(Scandinavia, Poland, Germany, the Gotland Island) came to the Byzantine Empire and the
Middle East. By system of portages it was connected to the Volga River, the Caspian Sea
and went to Arabian countries of the Central Asia, too. The have control under this trade
route was a very profitable affair. Merchants needed protection and places for rest while
on this long way full of danger. After crossing portages ships needed repairing. Settlements
were founded on river banks with the main business of protection, service providing and
collecting tribute from merchants. Thus, rising of the ancient towns in Belorussian land in
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the Middle Ages was connected with the Dvina River, for example, Polotsk (862), Vitebsk
(974/1021), Disna, Drysa.
Merchants imported salt from overseas, woolen clothes from Flanders and England,
iron, tin, cooper, lead, herring, wine and spicery. Slavonian people traded wax, fur, fell,
fat, tar, from the 15th century ñ hemp and flax. The trade had a wholesale character.
With foundation of Riga in 1201 in estuary of the Dvina, the trade of Western Europe
with the Dvina region reached a new, multiple-value level. On the one hand, the size of
trade decreased much, on the other ñ juridical foundations of international trade were
founded. In 1210 the first trade treaty between Riga and Polotsk was signed and may be
with Vitebsk and Smolensk. Relations were regulated in compliance with Pravda of Mstislav
1229 (Codex of Law). The Dvina was declared free for merchants of all countries. Tradesmen
of both sides had the right of free arriving and departure even during wars. Soon, trade
missions and settlements of Germans in the Dvina region cities were founded and Slavic in
Riga. Trade by the Dvina had a lively character with some interruptions till the end of the
15th century. There were some reasons for finishing, but the most important were wars
between the Great Duchy of Lithuania and the Moscow Kingdom. The last document
about the trade between Polotsk and Riga was dated in 1553 (Западная Двина 2002).
Figure 4.

Carrying of boats overland

Source: Арлоў, У. (2002).

Project of building the DvinañDnieper Canal. With the beginning of modern history,
trade had a worldwide character. Timber, wax, tar, turpentine technical cultures traditionally
were desired goods in England, Germany, France. The processes of urbanization and
industrialization made the costs of grain to increase extremely in Western Europe. In Eastern
Europe it became the reason for increasing of manorial ploughland, more intensive
exploitation of serves, and, consequently, new breath of serfdom-based economy. Rivers
remained the best way to sell agricultural production to Western Europe. For improving
navigation conditions by rivers, there were a lot of proposals to connect rivers of the Baltic
and the Black seas with canals in Rech Pospolitaja. From the 18th century some endeavors
were made to create better conditions for shipping by Belorussian rivers and to build hydraulic
facilities. Some of them were built ñ Oginski (Shchara and Niemen), Royal (Prypiat and
Vistula), Augustovski (Niemen and Vistula), but nothing was done with the Dvina. The
development of canal projects began only in Russian, when lands of former Rech Pospolitaja
together with full current of the Dvina were included into the Empire.
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In 1777 active correspondence took place between the Russian Empress Catherine ≤≤
and Count Chernyshov, in which they discussed the way of connecting the Dvina and the
Dnieper through the Luchosa and the Ohshytsa rivers. Special group of military engineers
under the guidance of General Gederas was sent there to prepare the plans. Some projects
were elaborated. In compliance with one of them, canal had to start from lake village
Orechovo and finished in 3 versts near Lake Babinichy (Leznenski district nowadays). The
building cost 90 thousand roubles, but the Government needed to spend more than 130
thousand roubles to widen and to deepen the Luchosa and the Ohshytsa rivers. There were
projects of connecting the Dvina with the Niemen and the Dvina with Lake Ilmen and the
Volga, but not all projects were realized (Падліпскі 1974, c. 4).
Only some improvements were made to advance shipping along the Dvina, i.e. the
rapids and big stones which hindered the movement of ships and rafts were removed from
the riverbed. This kind of work was done episodically, starting with the 17th century (Дучыц
1986, с. 4). As a result, some important archeological monuments were destroyed ñ the so
called Borisís Stones (Алексеев Л.В., Богданов 2009, с. 56).
In 1783ñ1785 engineer Trusman made prospecting of the river from town Surazh to
the estuary of the River Luchosa (in Vitebsk), prepared plans of the river on a scale of 200
sazhens (measure of length = 2.34 metres) in 1 inch. In 1809 general de Vitte prepared plan
of the Dvina from its beginning to the estuary on a scale of 100 sazhens in 1 inch, with
depth of the river in fairway.
In 1860 military Tsurmilen returned to the project prepared by general Gederas.
Preliminary investigations were made, but, since it was found out that for building of the
canal and maintenance of the necessary water level the government could spend much more
money than it had planned before, the project was not carried out (Падліпскі 1974, с. 4).

Estate-museum ìZdravnevoî of famous Russian painter I. Repin

Foto: Pivavar M.

In 1884ñ1887 engineer A. Pabst made investigations and project of waterway from
Vitebsk to Riga.
From 1886 till 1888 special West-Dvina department under command of engineer
N. Sheluta investigated 561 versts of the Dvina from Vitebsk to Mazjumprava (upstream
Riga). Research was done for the needs of building a canal between the Baltic and the Black
seas. Detailed plans were prepared on a scale of 50 sazens in 0.01 sazhen. These plans are
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the last topographical survey of the Dvina on such a big area for nowadays. N. Sheluta
prepared a plan for building the DvinañDnieper canal from Vitebsk to Orsha. According to
the plan, 7 locks could be built on the Luchosa, 10 on canal and 5 in Orsa. Probable size of
ships for navigation: length ñ 64 m, width ñ 10.7 m, freight-carrying capacity ñ 230
displacement tons (Западная Двина–Даугава 2006, с. 152).
From 1909 State Duma took care about improving of Russian Empire waterways. 3
variants were prepared to achieve the aim: two of them referred to the Dvina: the first ñ
from Orsha to Vitebsk, the second ñ from Surazh through the Lovat River to Lake Ilmen.
The program provided connection of the Dvina with the Volga through rivers Mezhañ
OrshitsañVazuzañSestrañMoscow RiverñOka. In 1912 Duma made a decision to hasten
the development of waterway RigañCherson project for ships with draft 1.75 m. Other
projects for ships with draft 2,1m and 4,3 m were planned. Elaboration of plans was
finished in May 1914, but because of World War I none of the projects were realized.
Before World War II and in 1980ies Narkomat (Ministry) of river craft in the USSR
considered abilities of connecting the basins of the Dvina and the Dnieper by building a
canal of 80 km with the Luchosa and the Orshytsa rivers, but the war and the policy of
ìperestroikaî and collapse of the USSR broke the plans of connecting the great rivers.
Thereby, the DvinañDnieper canal was not built over a period of the 18thñ20th
centuries. Since the limited financial and technical capacity does not allow for solving this
problem nowadays, it may be left as a task for future.

Flooded exhausted mine in Ruba

Foto: Pivavar M.

Though, the basins of the Dvina and the Dnieper were connected in 1797ñ1805 with
the help of building system of hydraulic facilities through the Berezina and the Ulla rivers
by the order of the Russian Emperor Paul.≤ 330 thousand roubles were spent to build the
canal. Actual price of it was 0.5 million roubles. For its bad equipment, shallow depths and
bad maintenance the canal did not play an important role in the development of transport
contacts between rivers (Киштымов 2004, с. 41–47). After the repair works of the canal in
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1806, 1810ñ1812, actual costs increased to 1.4 millions roubles. Finally, the importance of
this system fell, when railways in Belarus were built. There was no navigation in Berezina
canal, but rafting was intensive in some periods. During World War II it was devastated
(Натараў 1995, с. 13). For that moment there are 6 destroyed locks (Шушкевіч 2001).
Shipping. Importance of the Dvina waterway changed with time. When crusaders
captured estuary of the Dvina and founded Riga, the waterway lost its significance, but rafting
timber, agricultural and technical goods still had an important role until the appearance of
railways in the 2nd part of the 19th ñ beginning of the 20th century. Hemp, flax, potash,
slaked lime, wax rafted by boats, shingles with rafts. Some villages on the Dvina banks
earned money for seasonal works. Rafting was possible only during the spring flood period,
when water was deep and the stream was quicker, the rest of a year rafting was impossible.
There were different kinds of river boat for Belorussian rivers: vitina, shkudka, bajdak,
laiba, barque, berlina, lyzhva, strug and others. Vitina was a big boat with deck and sail,
used mainly for transporting grain. The length of it was 43ñ55 m, width 4ñ11 m, capacity
128ñ192 tons, but this kind of boat was rare on the Dvina. The most useful were pram strugs.
For the time of navigation one boat could transport 200ñ500 poods of cargo (3,3ñ8,2 tons).
Beginning with 1850ies more maneuverable Latvian laivas were used in the Dvina region
(Дучыц 1986, с. 4). Capacity of this pram boat with sail was 150ñ200 poods (2ñ3 tons).
In 1823 the first steamboat appeared on Belorussian rivers. It run between Kiev and
Pinsk by the Dnieper and the Pripyat. There were 12 steamboats already on the Dvina in
1856, at the same time there were only 8 on the Dnieper. In 1860 steamers joint-stock
company was founded on the Dvina and feeders, but in 1869 it ceased to work.
In the end of the 19th century some citizens in Vitebsk had small steamboats for rowing.
In 1882 two private shipping companies were established to serve two lines on river. The
first line was VitebskñVelizh (for village Ustie), the second ñ VitebskñDvinsk (Daugavpils).
Steamers could take only 10ñ15 passengers. The trip from Vitebsk to Drysa (Vershnedvinsk)
lasted 12 hours. Landing stages for ships were built. In the beginning of the 20th century
with the newly built railways the role of the river as a transport artery diminished.
Real shipping in the Dvina basin never existed, seasonal shipping flourished only. For
example, in 1809 355 ships were loaded for going downstream in Vitebsk and 51 boats in
Polotsk. In 1859 10†256 ships and 2698 rafts went to Riga. 56 thousand people used
shipping and rafting every year. Between 1859ñ1861, 66 thousand tons of grain, 8 thousand
tons of flax, 25 thousand tons of linseed hempseed were rafted each year.
In 1919ñ1920 there operated the West-Dvina navy flotilla with 21 ships and a naval
base in Vitebsk. Navigation for passenger ships on the Dvina was active till the end of
1970. Water outing by barge with towboat was possible till 1980. Timber rafting ceased
with the collapse of the USSR. At the moment the activity on the river is very small.
Navigation on the Dvina is mainly hindered by rapids, places with shallow waters and
blind dams. Shipping in Belarus possible on the so-called Vitebsk area: between Velizh and
Vershnedvinsk. The length is 333 km, period of navigation 240 days.
Hydroelectric power plants. Scientists say that the Dvina can be used for generating
electricity only in the middle of downstream. The first water power plant was built in 1939
in Kegums, Latvia. Nowadays there is a cascade of water plants with reservoirs ñ in Kegums,
Plavinas and Riga. All the three reservoirs have blind dams, which have changed living
conditions of all living organisms in the river. Before building the dams, the Dvina was an
important marketable river with great deal of valuable anadromous and semi-anadromous
fish (eel, salmon, taimen, pike perch). Dams are insurmountable barrier on the way of such
kinds of fish.
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Another serious problem caused by blind dams is the hindered use of the river as a
transport artery. This obstacle may be solved in future by building new canals and using
small-cargo ships.
In 1980 in Byelorussian SSR building of pumped-hydrostorage power plants near
Polotsk, Beshenkovichi and Vitebsk was planned. One of the biggest could have been the
Vitebsk station. As a result of building a dam near village Lushchicha, 17 km upper Vitebsk,
some thousand hectares of land and even town Surazh should have been flooded. This was
the reason for prohibition to build brick and stone houses. In case of flooding some places
of Vitebsk region would become isolated from the rest of the BSSR, and it was planned to
bring these regions under the rule of the Russia Federation. The above mentioned plans
were not carried out and the collapse of the USSR made local people to forget about them.
Figure 5.

Coat of arms of town Surazh

Source: Віцебскі раён (2008).

In the beginning of the 21st century, to find an alternative to Russian gas, the authorities
came back to the forgotten plans. Four stations were to be erected on the Dvina near
Vitebsk, Beshenkovichi, Polotsk and Verchnedvinsk. Construction works were to begin in
2009, but the global financial crises had itís say (Строительство Витебской ГЭС 2008).
Recreation. Little known sights on banks of the Dvina. There are numerous interesting
sights and historical places on the banks of the Dvina. We will only mention such well
known or easy to reach places as Vitebsk, Polotsk, Novopolotsk. There is a lot of information
about them on the Internet and in libraries. Letís visit places little known for a wide circle
of citizens of Belarus and Europe.
Making virtual trip by Belorussian part of the Dvina, one should begin with the most
eastern town of the country ñ Surazh. Founded in 1563 as a fortress during the Livonian
(Inflan) War (1558ñ1583), it now has only 1200 inhabitants and the status of urban-type
community. The castle stood in front of Russian castles Usviaty and Velizh. The town was
privileged like Vitebsk, and was the district center. The town has been burned down
completely for many times. During World War II Surazh district was partisansí land. There
was Soviet rule and some thousand of guerillas in Nazisí rear. Due to thick forests and
wayless swamps, here in February ñ September of 1942 the so-called ìSurazh gateî was
made ñ a hole in the Soviet-Nazisí front. Thanks to it many civilians could get to the Soviet
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free territory from the Nazisís slavery. Special troops came in fascist rear and transported
hundreds of tons of weapons, explosives, radio stations, military equipment for partisans.
In honor of this episode the Great Patriotic War Monument in village Zapolie and the
monument for children of famous partisan commander Shmyrev, who were taken hostage
and killed, were erected. There are some memorial places in Surazh ñ big mound of the
former castle, church, stone crosses and other.

Monument for the children of partisan commander Shmyrev

Foto: Pivavar M.

15 km downstream from Surazh there is the biggest island in Vitebsk vicinity, which is
situated near village Ostrovskie. There is a fire-tower on the bank ñ the best place for
enjoying picturesque landscapes from a birdsí view.

The island on the Dvina near v. Ostrovskie in Vitebsk region

Foto: Pivavar M.
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20 km before Vitebsk on the right bank of the river there is a memorial estate-museum
ìZdravnevoî of the famous Russian painter I. Repin. On the left side of the river the
second biggest in Belarus open cast mine ìGralevoî for excavation of dolomite is situated.
Here one can find fossils of creatures having lived 320 mln. years ago. Dolomite mined in
open pit worked on production association ìDolomitî. Big industrial community Ruba
was founded here for servicing the excavation. Here, right near Ruba, the biggest and the
most dangerous Vershovie (Ruba) rapids on Belorussian part of the Dvina begin. The place
has large potential for development of rafting and kayaking. Incidence of rapids is 0.8%,
speed of the stream 2 m/s (7.2 km/hour), length ñ 12 km. There are 33 rapids downstream
from Vitebsk to Ulla. The Dvina is clean from Ulla to Disna where Disna rapids with
picturesque names: Twins, Robber, Dogís hole and others begin. Near Ruba there is only
one place in the country where water moss Cinclidotus Danubicus live.
Figure 6.

Water moss Cinclidotus Danubicus

Source: Віцебскі раён (2008).

Before Vitebsk, on the right side of the river, the settlement Luzhesno is situated,
where Church of the Intercession is preserved (1908), the only one from 38 cathedrals and
churches before 1917 in Vitebsk district. The rest were destroyed in times of militant atheism
in the USSR. In the forest near village there are archeological monuments ñ an ancient
reinforced settlement and a civilian settlement from the beginning of the Iron Age (VII BC ñ
VIII AD). During archeological excavations in 1972, Roman tweezers IV AD were found
here. This fact confirmed the essential role of trade, wide spread international dealings in
the region. There are some places of interest: modern style building of agricultural college
(1909), arboretum ñ a place where exotic and common trees or shrubs are cultivated for
scientific and educational purposes, some plants exotic for this region: cork tree, almond,
Labrador pine, mulberry and other. In 1940 in Luzhesno the minimum temperature in
Belarus ñ 44 C∞ was fixed.
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Chinese apple-tree in Luzhesno arboretum

Foto: Pivavar M.

15 km down Vitebsk, near village Luki, the Dvina has its deepest point ñ 14 m. Here,
in the estuary of a small river Shevinka there is a boatyard for the ships of Vitebsk flotilla.
In the basin of Shevinka there is a botanical reserve ìPridvinieî with beautiful floodplain
oak-grove and resort with sanatorium Letsy.

Orthodox cathedral in Ulla

Foto: Pivavar M.
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In town Beshenkovichi one can see a church in honor of the Prophet Elijah (1870),
some buildings of former palace, an ancient oak, called by people the Napoleonís Oak.
In village Ulla, once famous town with privileges like Vitebsk (with silver boat in blue
field in coat of arms), there are some very interesting places. First of all, there are Roman
Catholic Cathedral ‡nd Orthodox Church. The famous Russian painter Ivan Chrutski was
born here. One of his still life pictures is placed on a bank-note of 1000 Belorussian roubles.
During the Great Patriotic War, Soviet troops forced a crossing the Dvina here and had
great losses. Thousand soldiers were killed in the furious fighting. The degree of fatal
casualties we learn from the fact that 11 heroes of the Soviet Union were buried in military
graveyard (the higher honour in the Soviet Army).
Close to Ulla, in village Nikolaevo another tragedy happened during World War II
and Stalinís regime in the USSR. By the end of June 1941 the so-called ìdeath marchî was
finished here realized by NKVD soldiers. June 24, 1941 916 prisoners from Glubokoe
(Berezvechíe) prison Vilejka region of the BSSR, under escort of 67 soldiers and command
of officer Pryemyshev, began to evacuate group in inner regions of the USSR. On the way
guards shot several hundreds of people, and in Nikolaevo, the rest of them ñ 714 prisoners.
Many of the killed people were political prisoners from the Western part of Belarus, annexed
by the USSR from Poland in September 17, 1939. Most of them were civilians, arrested to
be deported to Siberia. Two crosses ñ Catholic and Orthodox were put in the place of
bloody massacre.

Catholic church in Ulla

Foto: Pivavar M.

Near the village Luchno of Polotsk region the river makes a turn to the north and
creates a very picturesque scenery. Traditionally, it is a place for musical rock-festival
ìRock-colaî (Rock-wheel). Several interesting archeological monuments are around here ñ
mounds and settlements. Unfortunately, this is the place where the government intends to
build the Polotsk hydroelectric power plant.
Close to Polotsk a grave of Torvald Kondrasson (Traveler), one of the first Scandinavian
saints, is situated. He founded a monastery in honor of St. John the Forerunner at the end
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of the 10th century and was buried there (Арлоў 2002). The cloister existed until the 14th
century.
Town Disna is famous not only as the smallest town in Belarus having 2000 citizens,
but also as a town having a big island with place of former castle, ferry and a historical
museum in school.
Near villages Justianovo of Verchnedvinsk district and Uzmeny of Miory district, there
is the highest bridge of the country. It is 27 m high and 280 m wide. In Justianovo one of
the biggest oaks in Belarus is growing. A unique oak-grove is growing near village Jazno on
the left side of the river.
In front of Verchnedvinsk, on the left side of the Dvina, the so-called Drysa camp
was built in 1812 ñ fortification field work of Russian army. The camp was built by the
Prussian general Pful to hold the Napoleonís army up. The Russian Emperor Alexander I
supposed that here would be the main battle between the Russian and the French armies
and not only the result of the battle, but the future of nations and the world would be
decided here. However, well planed on paper, the camp appeared to be a trap for the
Russians themselves and they left it without one shot. There are only some ground redoubts
still existing from the 19th century, the rest of them have been ploughed for fields and
pastures. One more useless monument to another war are some pillboxes of ìLine of Stalinî
used in 1941, and they still can be seen near Drysa (the name of Vershnedvinsk before
1964).
In village Leonpol of Miory district there are fragments of Lopatinski manorial estate
(estate house, outhouse, gates with fence, fragments of park). There are a church in honor
of Holy Trinity (1774) and a column in honor of Constitution of the 3rd May, 1791. The
Museum of Studying of Motherland and its branch ìThe House of Grandmother Jadvinjaî
created by a famous Belorussian poet Sergej Poniznik are worth visiting in Leonpol. The
writer has been studying Belorussian-Latvian borderland for 50 years already. The themes
actively studied by him are as follows: ìBelorussian writers in Latviaî, ìJanis Rainis and
Belarusî, ìLetts in Vitebsk regionî. Poniznik wrote a book about Belorussian writers in
Latvia “Крывіцкія руны” (Панізьнік 2003). For a great contribution to developing good
neighbourly relations between the Belorussian and Latvian nations, Paniznik was awarded
ìOrder of the Three Starsî of Latvia (Матэленак 2007, с. 5).

ìMuseum of studying of motherlandî in v. Leonpol

Foto: Pivavar M.
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On the left side of the Dvina, close to village Prudniki of Miory district, situated 1.5 km
from the estuary of the Vjata River, the second important Scandinavian settlement of the
Dvina basin is situated. Abundance of pieces of bones with runic signs have been found here.
In Druja ñ the last Belorussian settlement on the Dvina ñ one can see buildings of a
former St. Bernard monastery, a memory place of war 1812, and a park. A couple of years
ago near Druja the lost Borisís Stone was found again ñ one of 12 stones in Polotsk
principality with signs: ìGod help Thy servant Borisî and the image of cross. Each is a
monument of epigraph. One version states that these stones were Pagan sanctuaries in
ancient times and crosses were cut for sanctifying fetishes and elimination of the pagan
cult. Other historians make an assertion that signs have been cut as praying for saving from
starvation in the 12th century.
Letís finish our Dvina journey not in Druja, but 15 km upstream the Drujka River in
village Maskavichi of Braslav district. Here, in the 9thñ12th centuries the largest military
craftsman-merchants Scandinavian colony on the Great East waterway of the Dvina basin
was founded, or the second important after Grezdovo (Smolensk region in Russia) Viking
settlement on Slavic lands (Катлярчук 2007, с. 15–19).

A column in honor of Constitution of the 3rd May, 1791 in v. Leonpol

Foto: Pivavar M.

Natural potential of the Dvina basin is especially important. There are a lot of lakes,
rivers, swamps. Northern Belarus is ìthe Lake Districtî with thousand of lakes and rivers.
In Miory district hydrological reserves ìMarsh Elniaî and ìMarsh Velikoe (the Great)î
with tundraís vegetation in some places are situated. Different kinds of picturesque landscapes
replace one another. There are wells of mineral water, places of therapeutic mud for baths
in this region (Letsy, Vechelie).
In Belorussian part of the Dvina there are some wildlife preserves: botanical ìDevilís
Beardî and ìPridvinieî in Vitebsk region, landscape ìBald Hillî near Verchnedvinsk, game
park ìKazianyî, national park ìBraslav Lakesî and, of course, ìBerezinsky Nature Reserveî.
In 1995ñ1997 in Vitebsk and Gorodok districts on banks of the Dvina the creation of
ìSurazh National Parkî with area of 92 thousand hectares was planned, but for some
reasons these plans have not been carried out. A wildlife preserve will be created here in
future.
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Conclusion
The Dvina plays an essential role in European history, economy and culture. For several
centuries and, especially, in modern times the Dvina and the rivers of its basin have been
used for transportation and shipping. However, the hydroelectric power plants on the
Dvina without shipping locks create difficulties for the river transport vehicles. This problem
is left to be solved in future, possibly, by building new artificial canals and use of smallcargo inland water transport.
Trying to find ways of solving the energy-problem, the Belorussian government has
decided to erect 4 hydroelectric power plants on the Dvina. At the moment the construction
works have been stopped by the financial crisis. The possible ecological problems and ways
of solving them are waiting to be answered.
The historical and cultural potential of the Dvina basin is vital for Belarus, Latvia and
Russia. First of all, due to its cross border river tourism, the studying of the common past
and the cultural exchange. Ruba, Luzhesno, Ulla, Disna, Leonpol, Druja, Maskavichi should
be included in international tourist routes.
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Kopsavilkums
DAUGAVA BALTKRIEVIJ¬: P«TNIECŒBAS, TIRDZNIECŒBAS,
KUÃO–ANAS V«STURE UN REKRE¬CIJAS POTENCI¬LS
Mikalais Pivavars
PÁtÓjuma mÁrÌis ñ veikt Rietumu DvinasñDaugavas k‚ nozÓmÓga faktora analÓzi vÁsturiskaj‚,
kult˚ras un ekonomiskaj‚ dimensij‚ Baltkrievij‚ un Latvij‚. Neskatoties uz esoajiem daudzajiem
pÁtÓjumiem, kuru analÓze tiek veikta dotaj‚ darb‚, atrodams tikai viens 1886. gad‚ izdots A.Sapunova
darbs ìUpe Rietumu Dvinaî, kur‚ dziÔi un vispusÓgi tiek iztirz‚ta upes nozÓme reÏiona ekonomik‚,
kult˚r‚ un vÁsturÁ. LÓdztekus tam, darb‚ tiek analizÁti zin‚tniskaj‚ un mÁdiju telp‚ palaik diskutÁtie
jaut‚jumi, proti, Baltijas un Meln‚s j˚ras savienoanas ideja (kan‚ls Daugava ñ DÚepra), k‚ arÓ
Baltkrievijas Republikas pl‚ni par Ëetru hidroelektrostaciju celtniecÓbu. PÁc autora dom‚m, Zapadnaja
DvinasñDaugavas reÏions nav pilnÓb‚ izmantots, lÓdz ar to tiek veikts t˚risma objektu daudzdimensiju
novÁrtÁjums.
AtslÁgas v‚rdi: reÏion‚lisms, novadpÁtniecÓba, kult˚rvÁsturisk‚ identit‚te, rekre‚cijas potenci‚ls.
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Резюме
ЗАПАДНАЯ ДВИНА В РЕСПУБЛИКЕ БЕЛАРУСЬ: ИСТОРИЯ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЙ,
ТОРГОВЛИ, СУДОХОДСТВА, КУЛЬТУРЫ И РЕКРЕАЦИОННЫЙ ПОТЕНЦИАЛ
Николай Пивовар
Цель исследования - проанализировать роль Западной Двины – Даугавы в истории, культуре и экономике Белоруссии и Латвии. Несмотря на наличие исследований по данному вопросы, только работа А. Сапунов “Река Западная Двина”, изданная в 1886 году, наиболее полно
отражает значение реки в культурно-экономической жизни региона. В данной статье приводится ретроспективный анализ и других работ по данному вопросу, а также исследование
современной ситуации и роль Западной Двины – Даугавы в развитии Витебской области Республики Беларусь и Юго-восточного региона Латвии – Латгалии. Особое внимание автор уделяет идее соединения бассейнов Балтийского и Черного морей (канал Западная Двина – Днепр)
и планам правительства Беларуси построить 4 гидроэлектростанции для решения энергетических проблем государства, при этом проводиться оценка имеющегося потенциала для развития
туристической инфраструктуры, приводя детальное культурно-историческое описание малоизвестных объектов.
Ключевые слова: регионалистика, краеведение, культурно-историческая идентичность,
рекреационный потенциал.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE BUILDING CERAMICS
PRODUCTION IN LATGALE REGION DURING
THE YEARS OF THE REPUBLIC OF LATVIA (1918 ñ 1940)
OÔegs PapsujeviËs

During the years of the Republic of Latvia (1918 ñ 1940) the production of building ceramics
(brick, tile, drain-pipes etc.) in Latgale region, including the district of Ilukste, was intensively
developing, which, however, was not reflected in the scientific (as well as any other) literature.
The article explores building of new brick-fields and the restoration of the old ones, the
development of bricks and other types of building ceramics, production as well as the application of
the ceramic materials in building. Special attention in the present work is paid to brick production
and to the biggest brick-fields of Latgale region (the Kalkuni and the Krustpils ones) that used to
produce 3-4 million pieces of bricks and drain-pipes per year. In 1939 there functioned 61 brickfields with 503 workers who produced 11 million 862 thousand pieces of brick per year. The statestock company ìÕieÏeÔnieksî played an important role in the successful development of the building
ceramics production.
Key words: brick, glazed tile, brick-field, tile, drain-pipes, state-stock company.

The construction ceramics production (brick, drain-pipes, tile, glazed tile etc.) was
considered to be one of the most important branches of the Republic of Latvia, including
Latgale region in the 20ñ30ies of the 20th century. In Latgale and in the eastern part of
SÁlija, in Ilukste district, new brick-fields were built, whereas the old ones were fixed, the
production technology was being improved, the output amount was growing. The ceramics
of various types was used for the needs of the national economy of towns and villages ñ for
erecting churches, new school-buildings, railway stations, production buildings, residential
buildings, the TurÓba society shops, warehouses etc. However, the development of the
building ceramics production in Latgale region found neither reflection nor due estimation
in the scientific, as well as any other literature. The industrial, cultural and historical heritage
has been rather little studied.
There is a considerable amount of publications about appearance and development of
the brick industry in Latvia, especially in Kurland (Kurzeme) and in the Lielupe River
basin, however, the brick production and the brick-fields of Latgale are mentioned in few
works and only fragmentarily, in some words only, sometimes incorrectly (Dunsdorfs 1937,
42.-54. lpp.; Grosvalds, Alksnis, Meirovics 2008, 160.-169. lpp.; Rozenteins 1930). J˚lijs
Eiduks (1904-1986), famous chemist, the specialist in silicate technology, in his work
gives a detailed analysis of the state of brick industry in Latvia, including Latgale, in 1939,
however, that valuable publication lacks information on the history of the development of
this branch (which has not been the authorís aim) (Eiduks 1940, 874.-891. lpp.).
Working on the present article, the author was mainly using publications, books,
newspaper articles of the 20-30ies, the materials from the State History Archive of Latvia,
as well as some literary sources of different years. The present article meant to study the
state and development of the building ceramics industry in Latgale region in the 20ñ30ies
of the 20th century, a continuation of the research begun in the previous work on the
history of building ceramics in Eastern Latvia ñ Latgale and Eastern Selija (Папсуевич
2009).
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Investigation of the Deposits and Properties of Clay
At the renovation of the destroyed brick-fields and the construction of the new large
and small ones aimed at increase of the building ceramics output, which was in great
demand during the post-war years, it was necessary to estimate the amount of mineral
resources in the bowels of the earth, i.e., to explore the deposits of natural clay, to estimate
the reserves, to analyse the chemical and ceramic properties of clay.
The first famous research of mineral resources and other mineral riches of Lifland
(Vidzeme, Inflants) was held by a Baltic German pharmacist and naturalist J.V. Fischer
(1731ñ1793) in the 18th century. In his work Versuch einer Naturgeschichte von Livland
(Leipzig, 1778) he described many different rocks, minerals, plants and animals. Out of
minerals he gave a detailed description of limestone and dolomite, also mentioned gypsum,
quartz, marl, 18 types of clay, cobblestone, pebbles, sandstone, iron ore, amber.
In the second half of the 19th century the Russian biochemist and hydrochemist Carl
Heinrich Smidt (1822ñ1894) led a detailed research (chemical and other analyses) of the
mineral resources of Latvia. He first worked in the Dorpat University together with the
physiologist Fridrich Bidder (1810ñ1894), the manager of the farm Trepe, a professor and
the Rector of the University. C.H. Smidt explored the deposits of turf, limestone and clay,
as well as the sources of mineral waters of the Baltic area. Later on the chemists in the Old
Polytechnic Institute of Riga (1862ñ1918) Carl Adam Bischoff (1855ñ1908), Victor July
Richter (1841ñ1891), Maksimilian Glasenapp (1845ñ1923), Eizens Rozenteins (1886ñ
1933) et al. explored the chemical and other properties of clay.
However, the really meaningful research of the deposits and properties of clay were
begun only during the years of the independent Republic of Latvia (1918ñ1940), when,
according to the questionnaire disseminated by the Technical Department of the Ministry
of Finance, were collected samples of numerous minerals and conveyed to the Laboratory
of the Chemistry Faculty of the University of Latvia (Head of the Laboratory E. Rozenteins)
for research. (Rozenteins, Lancmanis 1932, 19.ñ24. lpp.). Before 1920 the exploration of
mineral resources in Latvia was in the hands of private persons and companies. The beginning
of the systematic study of mineral resources of the country is considered to be the First
Congress of the Engineers and Technicians of Latvia (1921) and, a year later, the foundation
of the Mineralogical and Geological Section of Latvia. In 1924 the section was transformed
into the Latvian Society of the Study of Minerals (later ñ the Mineral Resources Research
Institute).
In 1926 M.G˚tmanis described the stratiform stoneless quarternary clays that he
discovered in the Daugava River valley in the vicinity of Daugavpils. The laboratory tests
confirmed the excellent quality of these clays for the production of bricks. It was discovered
that rich clays contain 12-16% CaCO3 and MgCO3, and at normal firing give red and pink
brick.
Sandstone carbonate clays containing 20% carbonate and less iron oxide Fe2O3 give at
firing bricks of yellow hue (Rozenteins, Lancmanis 1932, 19.ñ24. lpp.). Red solid brick,
good for decoration of facades and apertures, is obtained from low carbonate red clays. It
was also discovered that soluble salts of clay, evolving from brick in big amount create
certain problems for the construction of buildings, because plaster does not stick to the
wall surfaces damp from salt. That is why E. Rozenteins, devising the norms for brick
acceptance according to the regulations of the Latvian legislation, determined the content
of the soluble salts in different types of bricks and clays of Latvia. Eventually, he came to
the conclusion that stratiform quarternary clays contain much more soluble salts than the
clays of the Devonian period.
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One of the first specialists who made a detailed stratigraphical classification of the
sedimentary Devonian strata of the Daugava valley at the beginning of the 30ies was Nikolajs
Delle (1899ñ1946), geologist and paleontologist. Being a consultant of the Mineral Resources
Research Institute, he took part in the geological exploration of the territory allotted for
the construction of the Õegums Hydroelectric Power Plant (Delle 1982, 485. lpp.; Un‚ms
1975, 129. lpp.).
Zelmars Lancmanis (1883ñ1935), geologist, local lore explorer and pedagogue,
exploring the open-pits of the Karsava brick-field, was the first to discover that the clay
there contained very little stone and is not stratiform. The Karsava clays, he supposed,
were made of stratiform clay by means of transformation of the local moraines during the
process of moving and thawing of glaciers (Lancmanis 1950ñ1951, 1215. lpp.). Z. Lancmanis
also explored the clays of the Baltica deposit. In 1932 he wrote that for the brick-field of
the Baltica farm in Kraslava district unsuitable stony moraine clay with the admixture of
small limestone and dolomite is used, and the brick made of that type of clay easily gets
destroyed under moisture (Lancmanis 1932, 9. lpp.). As the most important region for
brick-fields he named Daugavpils district where in quiet places of partially impounded
glacier lakes small sediment, forming startiform stoneless clays, was stored. There he
mentioned the brick-field of the Prison Department in the vicinity of Daugavpils (probably
in Juzefova). Stratiform stoneless clays, according to the description of Lancmanis, were
used at that time also by the LÓv‚ni brick-field.
In the middle of the 30ies, alongside with invigoration of the national economy, geology
and its branch on the mineral resources exploration in the bowels of the earth received
state support and new propositions for scientific research and practice. With introduction
of the geologist position and the Mineral Resources Exploring Committee and the adoption
of the Law on Geological Works (1935), the geological science, poorly developed beforehand,
was given its due attention. Thanks to that legal act, the extensive exploration of clays and
other mineral resources and the study of their properties and possibilities of their use for
the production of various construction materials and items were started.
The most important work in that sphere was done by the above-mentioned scientists
and technologists M. Gl‚zenaps and E. Rozenteins, as well as J. Eiduks ñ at that time still
young, but already experienced specialist in the field of silicate chemistry. In the 30ies he
took an active part in the work of the Commission on the Research of the Mineral Resources
of Latvia (founded in 1936). In 1939 the commission was transformed into the Mineral
Resources Research Institute of Latvia. For his works ìThe Clays of Latvia as a Raw Material
for Bridge Clinker Productionî (1936) and ìThe Mineral Resources of Latviaî (1937),
J. Eiduks was awarded the Krij‚nis Barons prize, and he became a famous scientist in the
field of silicate technology, one of the leading researchers of the natural resources in Latvia.
In 1947 J. Eiduks founded the Silicate Technology Department in the Riga Polytechnical
Institute (now the Riga Technical University, RTU) and for 33 years until 1980, without
interruption, he was the leader of it. Professor J. Eiduks and his colleagues held numerous
manifold researches of the properties of clays, gypsum stone, dolomite, limestone, sand
and other minerals of Latvia (Sedmalis 2004; Eiduks 1937).
In connection with the increased interest of scientists and the government in new
mineral resources, especially oil, research, at the beginning of the 30ies in a number of
places (in Smarde, at the peak of Kolka, in Ventspils, Kemeri, in the vicinity of Riga as well
as in Latgale) several deep borings (oil ìfeverî) were made. To realize that already in 1929
the Ministry of Finance allotted 15 thousand Ls in the state budget for the preparatory
works, which, in coordination with the Latvian Society of the Mineral Resources Research,
were volunteered to be done by the German geologist Ernst Kraus (1889ñ1970) (Rozenteins,
Lancmanis 1932, 19.ñ24. lpp.). On the territory of the Daugavpils Psychiatric Hospital the
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drilling of a 568 m deep borehole, finished in 1934, was carried out by the engineer Kaltsí
company. For the first time in Latvia clays and sandstone of the Devonian system were
found at the depth of 560 m (Danil‚ns 1994, 222. lpp.). As to the deposits of the Silurian
formation, the geologists unexpectedly identified phosphate containing mineral resources
(obviously, the remains of the Silurian fauna organisms). The Daugavpils deep-laid borehole
appeared to be especially rich in salt (81g/l of solution). The amount of salt in that borehole
could satisfy the demand for salt of nearly the whole of Latvia (Delle 1935, 5. lpp.).
However, the extraction of salt (not mentioning clay) as well as other minerals turned out
to be absolutely unrealistic due to the economic and technological considerations. Only
mineral water could have practical use as a remedy (when necessary for some purposes).

Building Ceramics Production: Brick-fields, Technology, Products
During World War I and the Liberation struggle for the independence of Latvia the
economy of the country, especially the eastern part ñ Latgale and Ilukste district, suffered
heavy losses. The building material industry ñ one of the most important branches of the
industry of Latvia suffered greatly, too. In 1920 no mineral resource processing plants
functioned in Latgale (Latvijas statistisk‚.. 1921). Therefore, the import of brick grew
considerably, increasing at 1035% during a year (from 1922 to 1923) and in the following
year by 285.7% more (Sylovs 1927, 22. lpp.). During the post-war period the brick industry
was being restored slowly in Latgale, manual labour prevailed at enterprises, and the
production itself had a seasonal character.
In the 20-30ies the brick, cement and limestone production was one of the main branches
of the industry of Latvia. During those years the technological production process itself
had changed considerably, becoming mechanized and electrified. In 1922, also in some
Latgale region and Ilukste district brick-fields the first brick-kilns of uninterrupted action ñ
the circular brick-kiln of Fridrich Eduard Hoffmann (1818ñ?), the German technologist
and industrialist, instead of field brick-kilns were introduced (Backstein 2003, S. 212). In
1929 three largest provincial brick-fields ñ Kalkuni, Pavilosta and Priekuli (near Liepaja) ñ
were equipped with new technology better than those of the Lielupe River basin. Those
three brick-fields were the only ones equipped with artificial brick dryers (Rozenteins
1930). The first circular brick-kiln of Hoffmannís system in Latvia was built by the English
industrialist George Armitstead (1847ñ1912) near Valgunda in the Lielupe River basin in
1872. Such brick-kilns and their latest modifications used considerably smaller amount of
fuel to bake bricks.
Table 1.

The brick-kilns of 56 biggest brick-fields of Latvia in 1935
Region

Number of
brick-fields

Latgale
Kurzeme
Vidzeme
Zemgale
Latvia

5
6
25
20
56

out of them
with periodical brick-kilns
with Hoffmann brick-kilns
number of
number of
number of
number of
brick-fields
brick-kilns
brick-fields
brick-kilns
3
3
2
2
2
2
4
4
25
33
6
6
14
19
36
44
20
25

Source: Dunsdorfs 1937, 42.ñ54. lpp.
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In the first half of the 19th century the brick industry of Latgale, especially in the
vicinity of Daugavpils including the Kalkuni district was better developed than in the rest
of Latvia, whereas in the second half of the 19th century and the 20th century the first
position in the amount of building ceramics production was held by Zemgale with many
highly productive brick-kilns of Hoffmannís system. While interpreting the data published
by E. Dunsdorfs (Tables 1 and 2), based on the population census, sowed lands, cattle and
the first census of trade and industry in Latvia in 1935, we need to take into consideration
the fact that the output of brick made by the Kalkuni brick-field (3 million pieces) was
counted as the ìharvestî of Zemgale (since Kalkuni was situated in the territory of Zemgale).
However, if that amount of bricks could have been counted as the output of Latgale brickfields, which was true in reality, Latgale region would by far surpass Kurland (Kurzeme)
and Vidzeme, as to that indicator.
Table 2.

The production of 55 biggest brick-fields of Latvia in 1935
Region
Latgale
Kurzeme
Vidzeme
Zemgale
Latvia

The amount of brick produced
number of
1000
the cost,
brick-fields
pieces
1000 Ls
5
1140
48
5
2297
85
25
2369
79
20
53520
1426
55
59326
1638

The amount of drain-pipes produced
number of
1000
the cost,
brick-fields
pieces
1000 Ls
1
353
15
4
1209
57
12
1488
81
5
842
41
22
3883
195

Source: Dunsdorfs 1937, 42.ñ54. lpp.

J. Eiduks classified brick-fields into large and small, after the technological peculiarities
and the production output. According to his classification, in small brick-fields bricks were
baked in field brick-kilns in small amount. In large brick-fields ceramics were glazed in
Hoffman circular brick-kilns and in other highly productive brick-kilns, as well as in the
conjoint brick-kilns of the field type. In small brick-fields field brick-kilns functioned in a
periodical regime, whereas in Hoffmann brick-kilns the brick baking process was
uninterrupted. Besides, Hoffmann brick-kilns were much more economical in fuel
consumption, if compared with the brick-kilns of another construction: for baking of 1000
pieces in field brick-kilns 3 stacks of wood were used, while in Hoffmann brick-kilns ñ 1,6
stacks, in conjoint field brick-kilns ñ 1.7 (Eiduks 1940, 874.ñ891. lpp.).
The greatest number of brick-fields with highly productive brick-kilns of uninterrupted
functioning was in Zemgale (18) where it allowed developing of brick production in large
amounts (Table 3). Some brick-fields of Jelgava district made 5ñ20 million, one of the
brick-field even 15.6 million pieces of brick per year (Dunsdorfs 1937, 42.ñ54. lpp.). In
Vidzeme there was only one brick-field that had the circular Hoffmann brick-kiln,
but there were many small brick-fields with field brick-kilns (61). Small brick-fields of
Latgale, Vidzeme and Kurland (Kurzeme) did not have brick-kilns of uninterrupted action.
Normally, in small brick-fields there was one brick-kiln functioning, in large ones ñ 2ñ3
brick-kilns.
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Table 3

The brick-fields of Latgale and other regions of Latvia in 1937
Region
Latgale
Kurzeme
Vidzeme
Zemgale
Latvia

The number of big brick-fields
with periodical with Hoffmann
brick-kilns
brick-kilns
7
3
9
6
30
1
5
18
51
28

The number of small brick-fields
with periodical with Hoffmann
brick-kilns
brick-kilns
36
23
61
29
1
149
1

The total
number
46
38
92
53
229

Source: Latvijas ValstsÖ 1939. The summary of the author.

According to the data of the State Statistic Department of Latvia based on the materials
of the above-mentioned census of trade and industry in 1935, Latgale held the 2nd position
(after Vidzeme) as to the output of astringents, stoneware and ceramics, and the 3rd position
among the regions of Latvia as to the number of workers engaged in production (Salnais,
Baltais 1938, 330. lpp.).
The largest building ceramic factory in Latgale was the Kalkuni brick-field. It was first
mentioned at the end of the 18th century when count Dietrich von Keyzerling (1713ñ1793)
founded a brick-field, producing 1 million pieces of brick a year in his estate in Kalkuni
(Васильев 1959, с. 33ñ34). The Keyzerlings were an old family of the Westfallen counts
and barons who moved to Livonia in 1492. In 1735 D. von Keyzerling became a chancellor
of Kurzeme (Keizerlings.. 1933, 16434. sl).
In 1868 count August von Oettingen (1823ñ1908), a prominent state and public figure
of his time, founded a new brick-field (and later in 1873 a distillery) in Kalkuni (PapsujeviËs
2009, 313. lpp.). It is not known when the mentioned Keyzerling and Oettingen plants
stopped functioning.
The brick-field, functioning in the 20-30ies and belonging to the joint-stock company
Kalk˚ni, was founded in 1874 by Vasil Aldr. Karyakin (Василий Алдр. Карякин) ñ the
first guild merchant (the State Duma Deputy and trade councillor since 1912). His brickfield Katarinenhoff produced brick, tile, drain-pipes, various rosettes for gardens and house
decoration (Список фабрик.. 1903, с. 362).
In 1935 there was a circular Hoffmann brick-kiln, artificial and air-mounted dryers
with automated equipment of lorries, elevators for lifting and hauling down bricks from
dryers, two mechanical presses for moulding of bricks, two locomobiles (75 HP each) and
one diesel engine of the ìJunkersî brand (25 HP) in the Kalkuni brick-field. Besides, at the
brick-field there were seven horse-driven presses for brick moulding and other machinery.
On the brick-field territory there were movable (7.5 km) and permanently embedded (1.2 km)
narrow-gauge railways with 70 trolleys of various types. The number of workers engaged
in production varied depending on the season from 70 (in summer) to 100 (in winter). In
1935ñ1939 the brickwork produced 3ñ4 million bricks and 100 thousand drain-pipes a
year (LVVA 1935; Dauks 1937, 33. lpp.).
E. Dunsdorf, describing the great success of the production of the Jelgava district
brick-fields, was mistaken when he stated that ìin 1936 in the rest of Latvia there was not
a single brick-field (neither an enterprise, nor a brick-kiln!) making more than one million
bricksî (Dunsdorfs 1937, 51. lpp.).
The brick-field LauciÚi near Krustpils was the second (after Kalkuni) largest and best
equipped with the latest technology building ceramics plant in Latgale region. The enterprise
belonging to Alexander BreÚÌis got incapable of paying off its debt obligations during the
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crisis at the beginning of the 30-ies and was passed into the ownership of J‚nis Pusbarnieks.
The property of the former master (152 thousand bricks in 1932 and 19 thousand bricks in
1933), according to the statement of the Head of the Police 2nd Department of the Daugavpils
district, was sold out to pay the debt (Daugavpils apr.. 1932, 2. lpp.; 1933, 8. lpp.). In
1933 the LauciÚi brick-field was incorporated into the state-stock company KieÏeÔnieks,
and Edwin Groskaufmanis (1902ñ?), a prominent specialist in the field of building ceramics
production, was appointed its director-manager (Un‚ms 1975, 192. lpp.). After the
reconstruction and maintenance (1938) 3 million bricks and 2 million drain-pipes a year
were produced. (Izb˚ves 20 lauku.. 1937, 8. lpp.). The enterprise administration paid special
attention to the production of high quality drain-pipes of all sizes ñ 2, 3, 4 and 5 inches
(Zemkopju ievÁrÓbai! 1935, 4. lpp.). In 1940 one hundred workers in two shifts were engaged
in production. The clay from the open pit was delivered to the brick-field in trolleys by the
narrow-gauge railway using the locomotive Montania H2 produced by the ìOrenstein &
Koppelî plant.
Taking into consideration the number of railways, waterways and highways, the brickfield near Krustpils was in a particularly advantageous geographical position, which was
an important factor as to the sale of the finished products. The president K‚rlis Ulmanis
(1877ñ1972), while visiting Krustpils in the summer of 1940, took a thorough look at the
brick-field production and talked to the workers. J.Eiduks, the head of the enterprise,
provided the first person of the state with the information on the development of brick
industry in Latvia and the work of the brick-field. (Valsts Prezidents.. 1940).
In the 20-30ies the Government of Latvia with K. Ulmanis at the head supported the
development of building from fire-proof materials like brick and other building ceramics in
every possible way. Simultaneously, with the increasing demand for these materials, the
brick production grew and new brick-field construction in Latgale region speeded up. In
those years new brick-fields were built only in countryside to make use of cheap raw
material ñ clay on site, and to be able to build brick houses and household premises with
nice red tiled roofs not only in towns, but in countryside as well. Thus, for example, in
1901 in the village of Rogi, the Salnava district, there started to work the only brick-field
in the district, that of the Udemi brothers, Michail and Edit, whereas in the years of the
Republic of Latvia there functioned three brick-fields, slaked lime kiln and pottery making
(Salnavas pagasta... 2009).
According to the population, crops, cattle census data and the data of the first trade
and industry census of 1935, there were only 35 brick-fields in Latgale (Table 4). They
were mainly small enterprises with 3-5 workers. It should be noted, that the number of
small brick-fields and their location in districts changed from year to year, as similar brickfields were often created only for the needs of a particular household and only for a limited
period of time, during which the construction in the household was in process. The dynamics
in the time and location of brick-making sites makes it considerably harder (and sometimes
practically impossible) to state the precise number of brick-fields and their location in one
or another district; moreover, the names and territories of villages, settlements, districts
and even regions also changed continuously during the course of time. This explains why
we often come across controversial data concerning the number of plants, workers, output
amount, terms of work etc. in literature. Undoubtedly, before the above-mentioned census
of 1935 there were other brick-fields (the ones that temporarily stopped functioning, went
broke, were under maintenance etc.) that had not been registered among the data of the
census and Table 4. Thus, for example, in the 20ñ30ies there were brick-fields in Bronti and
Terekova of MedÚeva district (Latvijas pagastiÖ 2002, 54.ñ56. lpp.), the DekÚi company
brick-field (manager S.S. RabinoviËs, 1926) in Berzgale district (Latgales firmu reÏistrs
1926), the Zepukalni brick-field in the village of Strodi of Murmastiene district and others.
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Table 4

The brick-fields of the settlements and villages of Latgale in 1935
District, civil parish
The Daugavpils District
Dagda
Jasmuizha
Kapini
Kraslava
Krustpils
Livani
Skaista
The Ludza District
Istra
Karsava
Pasiena
Pilda
The Rezekne district
Berzgale
Varaklani
Vidsmuizha
Vilani
Bukmuizha
Gaigalava
Makasheni
Rezna
The Jaunlatgale District
Balvi
Berzpils
Vilaka

Kaceni (now the territory
of Russia)
Liepna
Tilzha
Shkilbeni

Settlement, village

Brick-field owner

Mariampole
Vucani
Dembli
Pustoshki
Stepani
Brickworks estate
Laucini
Straumes
The Dumbraju Farm

P. Trachovskis
Konstantins Rajeckis
MiÌelis Jevsejevs
Ignats Maluhins
Stepans Tarlevskis
EÔja Chernovs
J‚nis Pusbarnieks
The Straumes company
StaÚislavs Kozlovskis

Anapole
Rogi
Rogi
Daugulova
The Zalesje estate
Mingovka

J˚lians Bichkovskis
Mihails and Edits Udemi
Romvalds Skrims
Jazeps Minchenoks
Antons Dinzans
Donats Orlovskis

Near Adamova
Ogludoles
Gribolva
The Vezhukalna farmstead
?
Kuchkova
Audrini
Ignashani

Jadviga Skangela
Anna Poriete
Ferasts Sokolovs
Ed. Mazurs
DomiÚiks Zabinako
Janis Jaundzems
Stepans Glushnovs
Vladislavs Arcihovskis

Karklinieki
Liepari
The Vilaka settlement
Tievgali
Veckrezhi
Veczobi
The Kaceni settlement
Mihailova
Nikolajevka
Mursala
Tilzha
4 km from the
settlement centre

Jekabs Priede
IÔja Chesno
Augusts Ikkerts
BroÚislavs Klimovichs
F. Ikkerts
Roberts Vecinsh
Andrejs Jakovlevs
Augusts Doms
Antons Izotovs
Roberts Ikkerts
Karlis Gravitis
Aleksandrs Kamzols

Source: Salnais, Maldups 1936; Salnais, Maldups 1937. The summary of the author.

In 1939, in comparison to year 1935, the number of brick-fields in Latgale region
grew considerably, as well as the amount of produce; the production technology was
modernized, too. There were 5 large and 56 small brick-fields producing about 12 million
bricks a year in total in the region (Table 5). The large brick-fields were especially successful
in development of the building ceramics production due to the mechanization of practically
all production processes from the processing of source raw materials to piling up the finished
produce.
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Table 5

The brick industry of the Latgale region in 1939
Districts
Abrene
Daugavpils
Ludza
Rezekne
Ilukste
The Latgale
Region

Number of
brick-fields
big

small

2
1
1
1

18
14
7
10
7

5

56

Number of
The amount of
workers
bricks produced,1000 pieces
big
small
big
small
Total
brick-fields brick-fields brick-fields brick-fields
60
1366
1366
144
46
2150
965
3115
24
29
450
560
1010
60
33
2000
457
2457
75
32
3000
734
3734
303

200

7600

4082

11682

Source: Eiduks 1940. The summary of the author.

The molding of bricks in large brick-fields was done by means of hand (belt, ribbon),
or sometimes vacuum, press with only mechanical driving force being used. In small plants
in the majority of cases the bricks were also molded mechanically, but sometimes by hand.
Bricks were normally dried under awnings, in artificial dryers (as in the Kalkuni brickfield) and on open-air sites in dry weather in summer. Raw bricks in small brick-fields
baked, as a rule, in field-type brick-kilns. The number of bricks loaded into one such furnace
had a broad range from 3 thousand to 60 thousand pieces. In large brick-fields one part of
the Hoffmann circular brick-kiln held 8ñ12 thousand pieces and in all parts 128ñ245
thousand pieces. The time of baking differed, too ñ from 2 to 14 days, but the most typical
period of baking was 6ñ8 days. In field brick-kilns the baking took 7ñ12 days, the cooling ñ
6ñ8 days, the loading and unloading ñ 7ñ9 days. In large brick-fields with Hoffmann brickkilns the whole baking cycle was completed within 10ñ14 days.
In small brick-fields bricks of different sizes were produced. In Ludza district, for
example, small sized bricks (170 x 70x 60 mm) were produced, in Ilukste district ñ big
sized (267 x 127 x 76 mm). Large bricks preferred to deal with production of normal size
bricks ñ 250 x 120 x 65 mm (Eiduks 1940, 874.ñ891. lpp.).
In the 20-30ies the production of the facing ceramic materials ñ glazed tile and Dutch
tile, decorative tile, decorative and face brick ñ was not developed properly in Latgale
region, and before 1937 the use of those materials was rather limited due to their high cost
(Izb˚vÁs 20 lauku 1937, 8. lpp.). In 1933 E. Rozenteins and Z. Lancmanis wrote that
glazed Dutch tile were made only in the pottery of P. BÁms in Riga (Rozenteinss, Lancmanis
1932, 19.ñ24. lpp.). However, it was not true. Probably, they did not have reliable data
about the production of glazed tile in Latgale.
In 1928 the glazed tile plant belonging to Leibs Kohkovskis, a member of the Daugavpils
Merchants and Manufacturerís Society, resumed its work in Daugavpils. His plant had 20
workers who produced white glazed tile. L. Kohkovskisís plant was founded in 1910, it did
not function in 1914ñ1918 because of being destroyed (Daugavpils tirgot‚ju.. 1940; Якуб
1965, с. 2). Besides, glazed tile in the 30ies was also made by the Mariampole brick-field in
Dagda district and in the plants of Rezekne district. In 1939 50 thousand pieces of glazed
tile were made (Eiduks 1940, 874.ñ891. lpp.) in Rezekne district.
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Joint-stock Companies of Brick Industry
In the second half of the 20th century there functioned two large joint-stock companies
of brick industry in Latvia ñ the state-stock companies ÕieÏelis (Brick) and ÕieÏeÔnieks
(Brick-maker). The first company with Rudolfs Bangerskis (1878 ñ 1958) as a chairman of
the board mainly served the brick-fields of Jelgava district. The state-stock company
ÕieÏeÔnieks with the capital of 500 thousand Ls (Chairman of the Board ñ E. Groskaufmanis,
member of the Board ñ J. Eiduks, the Manager ñ E. DuÚens) was founded on March 9,
1937. The company owned brick-fields in Latgale (Kalkuni, Mariampole, Laucini etc.) and
in other places of Latvia (Saka, Tuja, Gardene, Kurmene, Mazirbe etc.) (Cels jaunus
ÌieÏeÔcepÔus 1937, 7. lpp.; Latvijas firmu reÏistrs 1926; Akc. sab. ìÕieÏeÔnieksîÖ 1937,
5. lpp.; Ieg˚ti 4 ÌieÏeÔu.. 1937, 7. lpp.). Besides, the state-stock company ÕieÏeÔnieks
produced the so-called ìtravellingî brick-fields, which functioned for a limited period of
time in places where there was no sense of founding permanent brick production (small
clay deposits, remoteness from means of communication, small-scale building).
Contributing to the development of fire-resistant building ceramics production (brick,
tile, drain pipes etc.), the state-stock company ÕieÏeÔnieks simultaneously supported
developing of natural resources deposits in the country (Akciju sabiedrÓbas.. 1938, 32. lpp.).
The state-stock society paid special attention to the creation of a whole network of small
brick-fields in Latvia, including Latgale region, because the existing brick-fields, many of
which did not function, were incapable of meeting builderís needs. Only small part of
brick-fields was in excellent state at the beginning of the 30ies. The rest of enterprises
needed the latest technology to raise the production at a due level. The company was
planning to spread brick-fields in a way that would reduce transport costs for produce sale
and raw materials delivery. In this connection, have of interest of J. Eiduks data on the
brick-fields location in the districts of Latgale region (Table 6). Most often brick-fields in
the 30ies were located in Abrene district, where more than 67% of the civil parish (volost)
of the district had their own brick-fields. Ludza district was the most poorly supplied with
brick-fields. Only 33% of the civil parish had their own brick industry there. When
comparing the appropriate indicators of Latgale and the historically successful Kurzeme,
we see that in Kurzeme only 38% of the civil parish, which is much less than in Latgale
(46%), were supplied with brick-fields.
Table 6

The location of the brick-fields in the districts of the Latgale region in 1939
District

The number of civil parish
The number
with small
with big
with big
with
of towns
without
total brick-fields brick-fields and small brick-fields,
with
brick-fields
only
only
brick-fields
(%)
brick-fields
15
10
10 (67)
5
25
8
1
1
10 (40)
15
12
3
1
4 (33)
8
1
19
8
1
9 (47)
10
1
19
7
1
8 (42)
11
-

Abrene
Daugavpils
Ludza
Rezekne
Ilukste
The Latgale
90
Region
Kurzeme
100

36

3

2

41 (46)

49

2

33

4

1

38 (38)

62

2

Source: Eiduks 1940. The summary of the author.
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In the second half of the 30-ies maintenance works were held and new premises were
made, drilling and exploration of clay deposits were done at all the brick-fields, belonging
to the state-stock company ÕieÏeÔnieks. Similar work was done, for example, at the brickfields LauciÚi, Mariampole, Padure etc. Simultaneously, the company was engaged in
elaborating construction designs of small efficient field brick-kilns. The brick-fields built
before used 6-8 times more fuel than they could have used at normal efficient fuel
consumption. New field brick-kilns were meant to produce small amount of building
materials intend to meet the demand of the nearest districts housing. The plan of the company
envisaged building of 20 brick-kilns of the new type (Paredzama kr‚sns.. 1937, 5. lpp.;
Izb˚ves 20 lauku.. 1937, 8. lpp.).
Table 7

The production of 310 functioning brick-fields in Latvia in 1938
Region
Latgale
Kurzeme
Vidzeme
Zemgale
Latvia

The amount of bricks produced
1000 pieces
%
5875
5,3
7549
6,7
9000
8,6
88991
79,4
111415
100,0

Number of brick-fields
54
125
60
71
310

Source: 310 ÌieÏeÔnÓcasÖ1938. The summary of the author.

In 1938 the state-stock company ÕieÏeÔnieks planned to produce 9 million bricks, 2.5
million drain-pipes, 1.5 million clinkers, 500 000 tiles and 150†000 Dutch tiles. In the
same year, during the inspection of the state of the Latvian brick-fields by society, it was
discovered that there were 400 brick-fields in the country, out of which only 81 functioned
in full capacity, 229 functioned poorly and 90 did not function at all (310 ÌieÏeÔnÓcas..
1938, 4. lpp.). The output amount of the functioning brick-fields is given in Table 7. The
brick-fields of the state-stock company ÕieÏeÔnieks and the state-stock company ÕieÏelis
produced more than half of all brick, drain-pipes and tile production in total in Latvia
(Grosvalds, Alksnis, Meirovics 2008, 160.ñ169. lpp.).

The Use of Building Ceramics
Already during the first years of the Republic of Latvia special attention was paid to
building. In spite of economic difficulties, already in the 20ies a new, qualitatively different
stage in the development of building, characterized by the production and use of Portland
cement, started in Latvia, and later, in the 30ies, also slate, building plaster-stone and other
new materials. However, ceramic brick remained to be basic building material. Building
was being realized on a broad scale both in towns and in countryside: new churches, schools,
premises for railway, bus stations, industrial enterprises etc.
In 1926ñ1928 the 1st Daugavpils Old Believerís Community Church (the foundation
for which was laid in 1908) was built from red bricks made in Kalkuni. The Byzantine style
traditions and the influence of the Russian Jugendstil were combined in the architecture of
the church. In 1935ñ1938 the Kalupe Evangelist Lutheran Church in the pseudo-gothic
style was built from red bricks made at the same brick-field. The Medumi Catholic Church
(1933ñ1935) and the Rezekne Holy Mother Sufferings Church (1936ñ1939) by P. Pavlovís
design, the Evangelist Lutheran churches in Vilaka (1928) and Rezekne (1935ñ1938) by
J. Cirulisí design were built.
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The government of Latvia paid special attention to the construction of schools. During
only two years (from 1934 to 1936) 18 schools were either built anew or renovated in
Daugavpils district, 14 ñ in Rezekne district, 9 ñ in Jaunlatgale district and 5 in Ludza
district (Skolu celtniecÓba.. 1937, 2. lpp.). The following schools can be noted out of the
numerous lists of new ones, for example, the buildings of the Karsava Gymnasium (1937),
the Indra Basic School (1931), the Zilupe Secondary School. During 20 years altogether
870 big schools were built in Latvia (AvotiÚa 2004, 243. lpp.).
Two tendencies dominated in the architecture of the 30ies in Latvia: the so-called
functionalism and neo-eclecticism. In the second half of the 30ies almost meaningful public
buildings were made in the neo-eclecticism style. The Daugavpils Unity House (by the
architect V. Vitands) may serve as a remarkable example of this trend in Latgale. The Unity
House was built in 1937 and sanctified on the 19th of December of the same year at the
ceremony with participation of the War Minister J‚nis Balodis (1881ñ1965). The Unity
House was built due to the moral and material support of the government of the Republic
of Latvia, all Latgale and Ilukste district. ìAlso a great support was those 1556 members of
the Latvian Society of Daugavpils, each of whom literally or figuratively laid their brick
into the thick walls of the huge building. The awareness of a common goal is a reliable
basis on which this testimony of the epoch of construction grewî, said J.Balodis in his
speech (Balodis 1937, 4. lpp.). Emphasising the importance of the idea of unity above all,
the War Minister reminded of the idea of Nikodems Ranc‚ns (1870ñ1933), the famous
Latgalian clerical figure: ìThere should be more peace and coordination in common social
work; we have to get rid of unnecessary arguments with Baltic people and among the
Latgalians themselvesî. The inspirer of the idea of building a new big House of Unity was
K.Ulmanis, the President of Latvia, who pointed out the mission of the House ñ ìto call for
the unity of all Latvians and representatives of other peoplesî (Balodis 1937, 4. lpp.). In
the sanctification ceremony of the Unity House in Daugavpils among others participated
L.«Ìis, the Minister of Finance, J.Volonts (1882-1943), the Head of city municipality,
A.–virksts (1897ñ1955), the District Senior, A.KociÚ, Chairman of the Latvian Society.
At the agronomistsí conference in Daugavpils J‚nis Birznieks (1895ñ?), the Minister
of Agriculture, recommended to farmers to build more small furnaces for baking bricks in
their households so that brick was accessible to an owner of each household and buildings
made from brick would not cost more than buildings from other materials, except those
made from wattle and daub, naturally (Un‚ms 1975, 80.ñ81. lpp.; Zeps 1937, 4. lpp.). The
minister advised to build residential houses and other household premises, like it was done
in Eastern Prussia. As an example in Latgale, J.Birznieks named the household of J‚nis
Turkopuls (1899ñ1939), teacher, writer, one of the founders of the Latgale Peopleís
University. His house and household premises situated in KamËatki of Rudz‚ti (Preili)
district were built from brick made and baked in his own household (Zeps 1937, 4. lpp.).
J.Birznieksí appeal received a wide response among Latvian farmers. In connection to
this, the engineer Parsivals Miezis (1890ñ?), the Head of the Home Ministry Construction
Department, having returned from the trip around the towns of Latgale and Vidzeme, said:
ìThere has been a great demand in exemplary designs of houses and fireproof materials in
Latgale, lately. The flourishing of building in Latgale is impeded by a hindered delivery of
construction materials. It is necessary to enlarge the scope of brick industry in Latgale
(B˚vniecÓbas uzplaukums.. 1937, 9. lpp.).
Building of brick and other houses in the countryside only paid if they were built in
places where brick could be delivered by horses, i.e. it was not necessary to deliver brick
from far away by railway or any other means. Therefore, the joint-stock company
ÕieÏeÔnieks, organized on the initiative of the government, was planning to create a network
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of brick-kilns, so that in every district, especially in Latgale with many small farms, functioned
at least two brick-fields of the joint-stock company.
According to the regulation of the sale of building materials (1936) and the report of
J. Birznieks, the Minister of Agriculture, and P.Gr‚vis, the Agriculture Department Director,
brick at reduced tariffs could be received from the warehouses of the joint-stock company
ÕieÏeÔnieks brick-fields (Kalkuni, Laucini et al.) at the price of 15ñ17 LVL per 1000 pieces
(Birznieks, Gr‚vis 1937; Kur var saÚemt.. 1937, 19. lpp.). (At the free trade market brick
was sold at the price of 44 LVL per 1000 pieces). Round timber and other timbers cost 7ñ
8 LVL per 1 m3 at the full tax price, whereas at the free market price not less than the price
of brick. If we consider the sum of 800 LVL for each 15 hectares paid off by the state to the
households of land for fire-safety, and the fact that the insurance of a brick house was less
expensive than that of a wooden one, it becomes clear which building material should be
preffered ñ timbers or ceramics (Zeps 1937, 4. lpp.). Building of brick houses had an
advantage. Therefore, the government recommended to local managers and, especially, to
organizations to keep business relations with the state-stock company ÕieÏeÔnieks duly
informing about the highest demand for brick and the largest deposits of good quality clay.
In the 20ies when qualitative building materials and money was badly needed, the
Latgale farmers were offered to use raw brick or adobe. Adobe bricks were made of clay by
mixing it with ground straw, manure or any other fibrous materials (moss, chaff, heather
etc). Sand was added to rich clay. The adobe bricks production technology and building of
houses from this cheap material are described in detail in special literature (Plokts 1928).
Keeping to the recommendations of technicians and builders, one can be sure that houses
made from adobe brick are dry, fire-safe and good for health.
In the 20ñ30ies the government of the Republic of Latvia paid special attention to
agriculture, to enhancing the soil fertility, enlarging of fields and cornfields, melioration.
Already during the first Congress on Melioration in 1925, and during other meetings on
agricultural development issues, there was an idea of the organized supply of farms by
drain-pipes on privileged conditions. In the 20ies drain-pipes were produced at few brickfields, therefore, the prices were high. Thus, for example, one 5-cm (2 inch) pipe cost 8
centimes (Upesleja 1934, 1. lpp.). Already since 1929 the government had started to allocate
finance from the budget to support production of drain-pipes (PaziÚojums 1929, 4. lpp.).
In the 30ies that allowance constituted 50% of drain-pipes cost.
The drain-pipes in Latgale were produced by two enterprises ñ the state-stock company
Kalk˚ni and the brick-field LauciÚi near Krustpils. The 4 dimension drain-pipes (of 2, 3, 4
and 5 inches) produced in those enterprises were the best and the cheapest in Latvia. The
prices for drain-pipes made by the order of the Melioration Department of the Ministry of
Agriculture at reduced tariff varied as to the pipe size: 2-inch ñ 2,50 LVL, 3-inch ñ 3,75
LVL, 4-inch ñ 5 LVL and 5-inch ñ 6,25 LVL per 100 pieces sold from a storehouse at an
enterprise (–ÔahtoviËs.. 1933, 1. lpp.; Zemnieku ievÁrÓbai 1935, 4. lpp.). When purchasing
this product from private companies (plants), it was necessary to pay full cost of a drainpipe (from 4,50 to 16,00 LVL depending on the pipe size per 100 pieces), and then to apply
for the allowance from the Melioration Department (Upesleja 1934, 1. lpp.).
The following conclusions can be drawn, eventually:
1. the building ceramics production in Latgale in the 20-30ies was developing quite
successfully, at an ascending scale, and it made a worthy contribution into the building
industry in the Republic of Latvia;
2. the building ceramics materials and products, especially bricks and drain-pipes played
an important role in the development of national economy, building of industrial,
household and other premises, as well as cultural and educational institutions.
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Kopsavilkums
B¤VKERAMIKAS R¤PNIECŒBAS ATTŒSTŒBA LATGALES REÃION¬
LATVIJAS REPUBLIKAS LAIK¬ (1918ñ1940)
OÔegs PapsujeviËs
20. gs. 20.ñ30. gados Latgales reÏion‚ b˚vkeramikas r˚pniecÓba k‚ produkcijas ra˛oanas
apjoma, t‚ tehnoloÏijas pilnveidoanas ziÚ‚ guva nozÓmÓgus pan‚kumus, taËu zin‚tniskaj‚ literat˚r‚
tas nav atspoguÔots un izvÁrtÁts. PÁtÓjuma rezult‚t‚ tika noskaidrots ÌieÏeÔnÓcu dibin‚anas gads,
atraan‚s vietas, Ópanieki, ra˛oanas apjomi, tehnoloÏija utt. ReÏion‚ visliel‚k‚ un moderni iek‚rtot‚
(ar HofmaÚa gredzenveida ÌieÏeÔu apdedzin‚anas kr‚sni, m‚kslÓgu jÁlÌieÏeÔu ˛‚vÁtavu u.c. tehniku)
bija Kalk˚nu ÌieÏeÔu r˚pnÓca, kas ra˛oja 3ñ4 milj. ÌieÏeÔu gad‚; t‚s projektÁt‚ jauda 10 milj. ÌieÏeÔu
gad‚. Otra liela ÌieÏeÔnÓca darboj‚s LauciÚos pie Krustpils. 1939. gad‚ Latgales reÏion‚ (ieskaitot
Il˚kstes apr.) reÏistrÁts 61 ÌieÏeÔceplis (tai skait‚ 5 lieljaudas) ar 503 str‚dniekiem, dodot 11,682
milj. ÌieÏeÔu gad‚. ÕieÏeÔnÓcas apkalpoja a/s ìÕieÏeÔnieksî. SabiedrÓbas cepÔos uz vietas varÁja dab˚t
1000 gabalu ÌieÏeÔu par Ls 15ñ20. Galvenais secin‚jums ñ b˚vkeramikas r˚pniecÓba Latgales reÏion‚
minÁt‚ laika posm‚ attÓstÓj‚s sekmÓgi.
AtslÁgas v‚rdi: ÌieÏeÔr˚pnÓca, ÌieÏeÔi, dakstiÚi, dren‚˛as caurules.

Резюме
РАЗВИТИЕ ПРОИЗВОДСТВА СТРОИТЕЛЬНОЙ КЕРАМИКИ В ЛАТГАЛЬСКОМ
РЕГИОНЕ В ГОДЫ ЛАТВИЙСКОЙ РЕСПУБЛИКИ (1918–1940)
Олег Папсуевич
В 20–30-х годах 20 века кирпичная промышленность в Латгальском регионе как по объему
продукции, так и по усовершенствованию технологии производства достигла значительного
развития, однако в научной литературе это не нашло своего отражения и должной оценки. Настоящая работа посвящена исследованиям, относящимся к кирпичным заводам тех лет, их технологии производства, объему и ассортименту продукции, владельцам заводов и др. сведениям.
Самый большой и оборудованный новейшей техникой завод в регионе (включая Илукстский
уезд) был Калкунский кирпичный завод, который производил 3–4 млн. штук кирпича в год
(проектная мощность 10 млн. штук). Второй большой завод – Лауцини действовал возле Крустпилса. В 1939 году в Латгальском регионе числился 61 кирпичный завод (в том числе 5 больших) с 503 рабочими, производя 11,682 млн. штук кирпича в год. Кирпичные заводы обслуживало акционерное общество “Киегиельниекс”, в нем продавался кирпич по цене 15–20 латов за
1000 штук. Основной вывод – кирпичное производство в Латгальском регионе в 20–30-х годах
развивалось успешно.
Ключевые слова: кирпичный завод, кирпич, черепица, дренажные трубы, Латгальский
регион.
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